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NAVY DEPARTMENT, BUREAU OF ORDNANCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
To all holders of Ordnance Pamphlet 755 (Is]. Rev)
Insert change; write on cover "Change I entered"
Approved by T he Chief af T he Bureau of Ordnance

I?RDNANCE PAMPHLET 755 (lst. Rev)
is changed as tallows:

16" TRIPLE GUNTURRET (45 CAL)

I~sert t~e following on Page 39, Paragraph 38; Page 41, Paragraph 39:

CAUTION:Do not elevate gun after air has been bled from the counterrecoil system with gun
at or near the horizontal.

1. During an overhaul of some 16" Slides Mark 5 it was found tha t the locking pins 202214-2
(general arrangement drawing 215645, 16" Slide Mark 4, drawing 231089, 16" Slide Mark 5, and
drawing 232188, 16" Slide MarJ5:6, Locking Piece 232376-2) had been damaged and in one slide the
pin was sheared. It is believed that damage to the pins was caused by the guns sliding out of
battery after air had been bled from the counterrecoil system.

2. Should the air be released from the counterrecoil system while the gun is at or near
the horizontal and then eleva ted, the gun will move toward the recoil position and the plunger
yoke shoe will strike the studs in the face of the counterrecoil cylinder, stopping the gun but
the inertia of the counterrecoil plunger may be sufficient to shear or damage the locking pin.

3. Ship's forces are cautioned not to elevate ahy gun after the air has ·been bled from
the counterrecoil system with the gun a t or near the horizontal. I t is believed tha t wi th proper
instruction to the ship's forces further damage to the locking pins will be prevented.

Requests for additional copies of OP 755 1st Revision, Change 1 should be "submf, tted on NAVORD
FOR}I1, ORDNANCEPUBLICATIONSANDFORMSREQUISITION, to the. nearest Ordnance· Publications dis-
tribution Center: . Navy Yard, Wash. .25, D,.C.; Adak, Alaska; Mare Island, Calif.; Pearl Harbor, ,
T.H.; Exeter, England; Espiritu Santo', New He br-Lde-s; Manus Island, Admiralty Islands. Distribu-
tio~ Center mailing addresses should be obtained from List 10 nn of the Standard Navy,Distribu-
tion List, or from the reverse side of NAVORDFORM1.

Standard Navy Distribution List·No. 28
2 copies unless otherwise noted.
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PREFACE

This edition of Ordnance Pamphlet No. 755 includes descriptions
and instructions for all ordnance assemblies installed in the main
batteries of the six ships of the U.S.S. NORTH CAROLINA class. It
is a revised text with addition of the chapters omitted in the is-
sue dated February, 1941 but like that edition contains no illus-
trations other than diagrams and adjustment figures. The descrip-
tions give reference to the general arrangement drawings; - those
required for study of the text are listed in Appendix IV.

The ordnance units of each turret have Lo-d.nch turret assembly
designation and ship installation as tabulated below.

Assembly BB Turret Assembly BB Turret Assembly BB Turret
Number No. No. Number No. No. Number No. No.

66 55 1 72 57 1 78 59 1
67 55 2 73 57 2 79 59 2
68 55 3 74 57 3 80 59 3
69 56 1 75 58 1 81 60 1
70 56 2 76 58 2 82 60 2
71 56 3 77 58 3 83 60 3

The text includes reference to the following publications:
O.P.
O.P.
O.P.
O.P.
O.P.
O.P.
O.D.
O.D.
O.D.
O.D.
O.D.
O.D.
O.S.
O.S.
O.S.
O.S.
O.S.

239 -
483
757 -
758
762
810

1914 -
3447 -
3455
3456 -
3508 -
3860

687 -
749

1113
1162
1165

Firing Lock, Mark 14 and Mods.
Bore Sight Telescopes
16-inch Range Table (2300 f.s.)
16-inch Range Table (1800 f.s.)
Alignment of Ordnance Installations
Gun Director, Mark 38
Recoil Cylinder Liquid
Standard Fire Cohtrol Symbols
16-inch Range Table (1725 f.s.)
16-inch Range Table (2225 f.s.)
Gun Elevation Receiver Regulator, Mark 10
Turret Train Receiver Regulator, Mark 8
Hydraulic Flax Graphite Coated Coil Packing
Hydraulic Packings for Hydropneumatic Systems
Hydraulic Oil
Plastic Metallic Packing
Breechblock Lubricant

The text LncLudes descriptions, diagrams and instructions from
contractors! Ordnance Data 3358, 3476, 3550, 3634 and 4047.

(XVI)



ASSEMBLIES

l6-INCH TRIPLE MOUNTS
U.S.S. NORTH CAROLINA
U.S.S. WASHINGTON
U.S.S. SOUTH DAKOTA
U .S.S. INDIfu'llA
U.S.S. MASSACHUSETTS
U .S .S. ilLAB.A11A

(BB55)
(BB56)
(BB57)
(BB58)
(BB59)
(BB60)

Chapt.er I

General Description

1. The main battery of each ship of the title comprises
nine l6-inch 45 c a.Li-be r guns. These are emplaced in three en-
closed, armored, triple mount turrets, which are located on
ship center line', two TOl-wardand one aft. The arrangement pro-
vides fire concentrationofnin~ guns on either beam, six for-
ward and three aft w:i:t,hprecise location of turret and trunnion
axes as tabulated below ._

MOUNT LOCATION DATA
Battleships 55 & 56 Battleships 57, 58, 59 & 60

Turret Vertical Trunnion Turret Vertical Trunnion
No. axis at axis above No. axis at axis above

frame baseline* f'r-ams baae Li.nex

1 45 + 2' 57' 7" 1 41 + 3' 58' 9"

2 62 + 2' 65' 7" 2 58 + 3' 66' 9"
3 138 57' 4" " 123 + 2' 58' 9".J

Frame Fr-ame
Central tower T.B.T. 72 + 1'9" Control tower T.B.T. 68
Director No. 1 86 Director No. 1 83 + l'
Director No. 2 121 Director No. ,.., 104 - l's:

*Baseline is 31 feet, 6 inches below deep water line, BB 55, 56;
33 feet, 6 inches &.11 others.

(1 )
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:2
:2. Each triple gun mount is an assemb.Ly+ of l6-inch

ordnance units, mechanisms or devices of the following Ordnance
designa tions. The number of units of each design and their
respective gun and turret locations are given in the "L'i st.s
of Assemblies!! for each turret, Appendix I.

Gun, Mark 6, Mod. 1
Breech Mechanism, Mark 3, Mod. 1
Firing Lock, Mark 14, Mod. 5

IGas Ejector, Mark 4 or Mark 4, Mod. 1
Yoke, Mark 4, Mod~ 1
Slide, Mark 4 or Mark 5
Deck Lug, Mark 6
Elevating Gear, Mark 4 and Mods.
Training Gear, Mark 1 or Mark 1, Mod. 1
Rammer, Mark 4 and Mods.
Sight, Mark 4 and Mark 4, Mod. 1
Projectile Ring, Mark 1
Projectile Hoist, Mark 7 and Mods.
Powder Hoist, Mark 8 and Mods.
Range Finder Stand, Mark 46
Fire Control Equipment

3. The triple mounting of these units in the turret
provides separate gun and slide assemblies, served independent-
ly by their respective hoist and rammer assemblies, and enclosed
wi thin flame proofed subdivision of the gun house which pro-
vides separate gun compartment for each gun. The arrangement
and equipment of all turrets is virtually identical, the princi-
pal variations being in the powder hoist height of lift, the

~elevating and training gear drives and the slide designs.
4. The ordnance assemblies are of the types and have

design and performance characteristics indicated in the out-
line below.
*With Assembly Number and ship installation as given in the Preface.
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(a) Gun. - The gun is a built-up piece of six
cylindrical forged steel elements comprising
a shrunk and ring locked assembly of three
hoops and a jacket on a tube and rifled liner.
I t has conventional slide cylinder, slide key,
yoke locking ring and sea t for screw box liner.
The bore is chromium plated from the band slope
to the muzzle.

\ j (b) Breech mec tuin ism. - The breech mechanism is of
the rotating plug, carrier type, with segmental
stepped screw thread locking device. Plugs and
carriers swing downward to open and are spring
counterbalanced and hydraulically buffed. The
opening device is a manually actuated operating
lever; the closing mechanism is pneumatic.

(C) Fir i n~ lac k. - The firing lock is similar to
the standard lock (Mk. 14, Mod. 4) heretofore
used throughout the fleet with breech mechan-
isms of this type.

(d) Gas ejector. - The gas ejecting arrangements
are of conventional design and automatic action
served fromship's supply.

(e) Yoke. - The yoke is of conventional design,
is attached to the gun shoulder by· standard
type locking ring assembly, and provides lug
seats for attachment of the gun recoil and
counterrecoil mechanisms.

(f) Sl ide. - The slide designs are of two types,
a cast slide being commonto assemblies 69 to
71, 75 to 77 and 2>1 to 83, inclusive, while
other numbers have forged slides. Both types
are otherwise similar in their attached hydrau-
lic recoil and hydro - pneumatic recuperator
mechanisms. Both provide cylindrical sleeve
bearing with bronze liners for supporting the
gun and for providing for its recoil recipro-
cation. In this bearing the gun is prevented
from rotating by conventional slide cylinder
key in the barrel and mating longitudinal key-
way of the slide bore. The trunnion journals
are pivoted in special roller bearing assem-
blies which are mounted in deck lug bearings
of the gun girders. The latter are plate and
box girder structures with inboard girder ele-
ments commonto the adjacent guns.
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(g) Elevating gear. - The elevating machine, sep-

arate for each gun, is a conventional square
thread screw and driven nut mechanism with
oscillating bearing mounting for nut and nut
gear assembly. It is arranged with power in-
put to the nut gear through an electric motor
driven variable speed hydraulic transmission.
Control of the latter is through a hydraulic
servo unit connected to the transmission til t-
ing plate and arranged for alternative selec-
tive control:- Remote control* through a re-
ceiver regulator; and, director or local con-
trol through gun layer's handwheel gear. The
gun layer is located on the electric deck and
operates by follow-the-pointer orders mechan-
ically transmitted from right or left sight
pointer's stations and electrically transmit-
ted by director.

(h) Training gear. - The turret training machine
is an annular rack with·twin pinion..:..wormwheel
drives and electro-hydraulic transmission ar-
rangements in which a single pump supplies the
two hydraulic motors which are coupled to the
respective worms. Control is similar to the
elevating gear with variation permitting train-
er's input ,mechanically, from right or left
sight trainer's stations, to the control val-
ves of the servo unit.

(i) Rammer. - The ramming machines are independent
uni ts separately controlled and are convention-
al arrangements of electro-hydraulic drive
ramming chains. The spiral chain track cas-
ings and the power units are located on the
shelf plate overhang beneath the turret offic-
er's compartment. A feature of the design is
an adjustable stop control mechanism which
provides automatic cut-off at limits of chain
travel.

i i : Project ile hoist. - Projectile stowage is on
two levels with arrangements on each for stow-
age fixed and stowage rotating. Loading aper-
tures for each of the three hoists are flush
with each stowage level and permit any hoist
to be loaded from either level by parbuckling.
The rope and capstan rigs which thus serve
the hoists also enable skidding the shells
from the fixed stowage to the rotating ring
and thence to the hoists. The latter are

* Planned. Not installed initially.
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reversible hydraulic lifts which move projec-
tiles in stages, each stage being equal to
delivery of a projectile from the hoist to the
hoist cradle. Cradle and spanning tray are
equipped with hydraulic power cylinder which
pivots projectile and cradle to loading posi-
tion aligned with the rammer and gun.

) (k) Powder hoist. - Powder hoists are electro-hy-
draulic powered car type lifts housed within
separate curved course hoistways which extend
.f'r-orn the 2nd platform to delivery apertures
at the respective rammer trays. Each car is
arranged in an interlock system which automa-
tically interlocks the hoist controls and the
hoist doors and prevents simultaneous opening
of upper and lower doors. Powder is manually
served f rom the magazines through self clos-
ing scuttles in the lower foundation and the
powderh,andling room bulkhead to the car.
Thence, the loaded car delivers full service
charge of sax bags to the rammer tray without
further handling.

(l) Sight. - The sLght installation is a duplex
ar r angemerrt comprising identical left and right
stations, outboard respectively of the wing
guns. Each such station has telescope equip-
ped pointer's and t.r a.i.ne r t.s vs.t.a t i.on s and a
follow-the-pointer sight setter's station,
with handwheel outputs thence to the telescope
mounts to provide line of sight deflection and
angle values. Synchronized cross shafts in-
terconnect the like equipment of each station
and thus eliminate lag as one station takes
over from the other. Gun and turret position
control from these stations are bymechanically
transmitted orders to the respective gun lay-
ers and the turret train operator. Turret
train has alternative direct control as indi-
cated in (h).

(m) Range finder stand. - The range finder stand
is a stabilized range finder operating and sup-
porting mechanismwith hood enclosing elements,
all of conventional arrangement and design
and identical installation in all turrets.

(n) Fire control. - The fire control installations
in each turret comprise a range finder (43 ft.
base), an auxiliary computer, a system of

<.'
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indicators, the sight telescopes and other
units together with transmitting circuits.
These are arranged to serve in alternative
control systems of three types and several
variations.

(1) Local fire control is the designation for
turret control using turret range finder
range factors and auxiliary computer values
to position the guns.

(2) Primary fire control is director system of
control from forward or after fire control
director through plotting room computer and
automatic transmission, thence to the mount
indicators. Primary control may be by con-
tinuous transmission of corrected orders or

. by selected position alternatives.

(3) Auxiliary control is an alternative emer-
gency director system for use when the plot-
ting room circuits or : computers are out of
commission. It is director fire control by

.means of control tower auxiliary computer
or No.2 turret computer. Selector switch-
es for this system of control are located in
turret No.2.

(0) Protect ion. - The preceding described ordnance
units are housed within a rotating turret
structure which is protected by heavy armor
plate on the gun house and from the shelf plate
to the 2nd deck is enclosed within a cylindri-
cal barbette of proportionately thick plate.
Belt armor, deck plating and heavy circular
foundation plates constitute protection for
the space below. Thus enclosed the entire
space is water, gas and weather sealed ",i th
special provision for adequate ventilation of
all subdivisions and for maintenance of air
pressure level throughout. Semiautomatic
sprinkling facilities are provided for gun
compartments, hoist trunks and projectile stow-
age. All water, compressed air, power supply
services and communication leads are brought
in conventionally through a central column
trunk and column pivot casting.

~.
5. Descriptions and maintenance instructions for each

ordnance assembly described in the above outline are contain-
ed in the chapters following.
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Chapter II

GUNASSEMBLY

GUN MARK 6, MOD. 1
BREECH MECHfu"JISM MARK 3, MOD. 1

FIRING LOCK MARK 14, MOD. 5
GAS EJECTOR MARK 4, AND MARK 4, MOD. 1

YOKE MARK 4, MOD. 1

General Description

1. The three gun assemblies of each turret comprise
virtually identical arrangements of gun, breech mechanism,
firing lock, gas ejector and yoke of the designs indicated in
the title. Each such gun is mounted in a separate slide and
is located in a turret subdivision that provides separate
gun compartment isolated f'r-om the 'adj acent guns, the booth
and the sight stations. It is a bag type gun and carrier type.
breech mechanism assemblage, with conventional screw box liner,
gas check seat, plug and mushroom cLos'ur e of the breech. Yoke
and gas ejector designs are conventional. In general arrange-
ment the assembly is similar to the heavier gun assemblies of
the U.S. S. WESTVIRGINIAclass, but ballistics and details are
substantially different.

2. Right, left and cent.e r, gun as semblies vary only as
to positions of parts; guns mounted in cast steel slides (Mk.
4) vary from guns mounted in forged steel slides (Mk. 5) by
the design of the gas ej ector system. These variations are
described in the text below.

GUN
3. Gun Mark 6.*, Mod. 1 (dr . no. 204093) is a 16-inch

45 caliber built-up assembly of six cylindrical elements.
Designated in the usual manner (letters from bore out and
numbers from breech forward) these are: the liner, tube If AIf ,

jacket "Bl If, hoop "B2", hoop "Cl", and hoop "C21l• The profile
of this gun is a straight slide cylinder from the breech 304
inches toward the muzzle and thence a stepped and tapered chase
to a straight muzzle cylinder. The bore has uniform twist
rifling, of 96 grooves. It is chromium plated, 0.0005 inch,
from the band slope to the muzzle. Other features and data
~r~ ~c~o~d~n~ !o_t~e_t~b~l~t~o~ fo!l~w~~. _
* All guns of this mark in, service are of the modified design in which the

breech mechanism hinge lug has been movedfrom the yoke to the bottom of
the gun Shoulder.

( '1 )
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TABLE OF DIMENSIONS - WEIGHTS - BALLISTICS

GUN

* Calibration of range scales of fire control equipment is based on
these computed range tables of aver-age velocities:

Max. dia. 46.0 ins.
736.0 ins.Total length

Total weight
(breech solid)

Center of gravity
(from breech,

breech solid)
Powder chamber:

Diameter
Choke Dia.
Length
Volume

192,310 Ibs.

253.12 ins.

18.35 ins.
17.50 ins.

91.435 ins.
23 ,194cu • ins ..

Rifling:
Length
Length of Cr.plate
No. of grooves
Depth
TT'{ist-

616.86
625.0

,ins.
ins.

96, ; .

.~ 0 ~.)i)· ~ins.
right hand,on:e turn in,
25 calibers.

Travel of projectiles
A or C 624.073 ins.

AMMUNITION

(Type A)
199144

2240 Ibs.
4.0 Cals.

16-in. A.P. Projectile
Dr. no.
Weight
Length
Ogival Radii:

Projectile, 24.0 ins., 13.7 ins.
Windshield 144.0 ins.

(Type C)
204205

2700 Ibs.
4.• 5 Cals.

16-in. A.P. Projectile
Dr. no.
Weight
Length
Ogival Radii:

Projectile, 24.0 ins.,
Windshield

19.0 ins.
144- ins.

6
542 Ibs.

Service powder charge:
No. of bags
Weight of charge

Ballistics:
(Service Velocity)

. O~P. 7572300 f.s., I.V.
O.D; 3456* 2225 Ls., LV.

(Target Velocity)
O.P. 758 1800 f.s., I.V.
O.D. :3455* 1725 f.s., LV.

4. Screw box liner. - The screw box liner, an adapter
threaded into the breech of the gun, provides a stepped thread
arrangement to accommodatethe plug (dr-s . no. 216317 and 216318) .
Madeof nick eL steel, the liner has buttress type male thread,
right hand, one-half inch pitch. It screws into the breech
of the gun to butt against a shoulder and is locked exactly in
posi tion by the lower rotating cam and safety arc which is
fitted into a matching recess in the liner and gun. Provision
is made inside the liner to lock the breech with 24° rotation
of the plug after engagement of the plug threads. The internal
surface of the screw box liner is divided into 15 sectors of
24 degrees. Divided into three groups of five 24° sectors each,
the radius of each sector in the group decreases clockwise with
the largest radius blank and the successive four steps thread-
ed with 0.90 inch p.itch , right hand, buttress type threads.
The blank sector is undercut to provide for the 6°-12'-4611 of
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rotation and translation which the rotating cams provide to
change the carrier closing motion to plug, breech locking,
rotation. These blank sectors are also cut on radii about
the hinge to clear the plug as it rotates about the hinge in
retracting.

The shoulder just rear of the external thread of the screw box
liner butts against the gun and leaves an annular space between
the gun and the next shoulder as anair duct for the gas ejec-
tor system. A seal groove between this duct and the breech face
prevents the es cape of air; this seal is serviced with O. S.
1162 using stock material tool 8--Z-954. Holes drilled from
this duct through the screw box liner at an angle and fi tted
with nozzles cause air of the gas ejector to meet in the cen-
ter of the gun' and. on the injector principle, force a blast of
air through the g~n. '

The face. of the screw box liner is drilled to provide for mount-
Lng the Mark 2 bore s.i.ght holder.

BREECHMECHANISM

5. The Ib-itich breech mechanism Mark 3, Mod. 1 is of
the stepped_thread, rotating and swinging plug type described
in detail in the paragraphs- tha tfollow. The des-ign is the
same ;;for all three - guns, the only var Latiori being right arid
left assemblies of the holding' down latch, foot lever and
the closing valve mechanism; The right hand assembly is in-
stalled on the right and center guns and the left hand assem-
bly is on the left gun. There is a similarity between this
breech mechanism and 16-inch breech mechanisms of the U. S. S. WEST
VIRGINIA class, however, many deta l l s and: subassemblies are
new, notably, the new positive action type salvo latch, rota-
ting cams, closing valve mechanism~ ~nd hinge lug attachment.

6. The principal components of each breech assembly
are:-

(a) Plug.
( b ) Mushroom and gas check. -
t c ) Carrier.
(d) Hinge lugs and roller bearings.
(e) Carrier holding down latch.
(f) Breech opening buffer.
(g ) COunterbalance and closing cylinder.
( ti ) Reduc irig valve.
(1) Rot~ting cams.
(j ) Operating lever and connecting rod.
(k) Salvo' latch.
( l ) Firing mechanism.
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7. P Zug. - Mounted on the carrier with the mushroom
and gas check pad on the forward face, the plug, (dr . no.
53771), is machined to fit the screw box liner and close the
breech of the gun by 29° of rotation. Divided into three 120°
sectors of five 24° sectors each, the outer surface of each
120° sector has four stepped thread sectors and a blank sector
decreasing consecutively in radius clockwise. The threads of
the threaded sectors are 0.90 inch pitch, right hand, buttress
type threads. The blank sector undercuts the clockwise adja-
cent threaded sector to provide the 6°-121-4611 necessary to
change plug translation to rotation. These blank cuts clear
the screw box liner on radii about the center of the hinge.
Inside the plug, forward to rear, is a bearing surface for
the carrier journal, a relieved section, and a section thread-
ed with 0.90 inch pitch square threads. The bearing section
of the inside of the plug is lubricated from an oil hole in
the upper blank sector. The internal square thread is lubri-
cated from an oil hole on the plug face. The rear face of the
plug is drilled to receive the plug rotating ball pin, the
plug handle, and has raised slots to provide for the rotating
cam rollers.

8. l1ushroom and gas G h ec k pad. - These two elements,
shown on dr-av l ng number-53965 j are assembled on the -plug and
carrier. The gas check pad,' a -fabric covered pad of tallow
and asbo st.os , fits the for-ward face of the plug between the
plug and the head -of the mushroom and is protected by steel
rings. The mushroom, a mushroom-shaped forging of nickel
steel, covers the inner face of the plug and extends through the
plug and carrier spindle . The mushroom is keyed to the car-
rier and held against the gas check pad and plug face by a
spli t lock nut compressed spring. The stem of the mushroom,
just rear of the nut j vhas a bayonet joint for attaching the
firing lock receiver and is made to receive the primer seat
bushing. A hole extends from the primer seat through the stem
of the mushroom to ignite the powder in firing the gun. The
gas check pad is a distensible gasket in operation; due to the
difference in the area of the mushroom face and the area of
the gas check pad, the pressure of the pad exceeds the gas
pressure and prevents the escape of gas on firing.

9. Carrier. - Attached at the bottom of the gun shoulder,
9.35 inches forward of the breech face and 31.50 inches below
the center of the gun and plug is the carrier hinge about which
the plug and carrier rotate in opening and closing the breech.
The carrier (dr . no. 53858) is a steel casting comprising a
spindle, hinge, and supporting element with provision for the
spring rod brackets, operating bar, firing mechanism, mushroom,
safety arc, and a wrench hole for access to the lower rotating
cam roller. The spindle extends into the -plug, its forward
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part fi tted with a bronze bushing and rear part providing a
0.90 inch pitch square thread to fit the plug. This thread
supplies true axial translation to the plug as it unscrews
from the liner, before the carrier. begins to rotate.

10. Hinge lugs and roller bearings. - Serving to hinge
the carrier the hinge lugs fasten to the gun below, the breech
with the hinge center forward of the breech face of the gun.
Shownon drawings 54982 and 233198 the hinge lug is a cast
steel piece providing two hinge projections, a latch lever
lug and two closing valve lugs. The lug is shaped to fit the
gun shoulder contour. It is centered by a cover plate retain-
ed dowel and bolted to the gun with special nickel steel bolts.
The hinge lugs are provided with an eccentric bushing adjust-
able in rotation to change the position of the hinge center on
a 0.10 inch radius about the true center of the hinge. The
roller bearings and cage fit inside the eccentric bushing be-
tween the bushing and the hinge pin and are retained by the
hinge pin, nut and carrier. The hinge pin fits the carrier
a,nd rotates with the carrier in the hinge lug bearing.

11. Car r i er holding down latch. - A device for holding
the carrier in the breech open position (dr. no. 233710), the
holding down latch is a stiff leg or toggle between the latch
lug on the hinge lug and a lug on the carrier. .A crank, which
extends through the 'Spring rod brackets and carrier', acts as
a pivot pin for one lever of the stiff leg and is keyed to
the lever so that the crank pulls the stiff leg past center
allowing it to collapse. A hinge spring straightens the stiff
leg latch, bringing it past center to its locked position,
upon opening the breech, to secure the breech in open position.
The latch operating crank is foot operated from the loading
platform.

rz. Bree c ti open i ne buffer. -, Located below the breech
in the way of a raised pad on the carrier the breech opening
buffer functions to buff the last 14° of carrier rotation.
The buffer is of the piston and cylinder type with three groove
type throttling ports in the cylinder wall and an expansion
chamber to allow for the volume displaced by the piston rod.
The piston rod extends through a Garlock type packing and a
conventionally arranged spiral spring. It operates with recoil
cylinder liquid (0. D. 1914) as the fluid medium. The cylinder
is filled with the piston in the released position by removing
the plug, piece 56474-6, and filling to level of opening (gun
at zero degree elevation). Whenthe plug is replaced it pro-
vides the expansion space needed.

13. Cou n t er o a l anc e and .c t asing c ut. i n de.r , - Thecounter-
ba·lance and closing cylinder, shown on drawings number 233708
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and 233709, is a dual arrangement for balancing the resultant
weight of the breech assembly in opening and for swinging the
carrier in closing the breech. The closing cylinder bracket,
mounted on the yoke, provides bearings for the journals of
oscillating bearings. These bearings provide for the oscil-
lation of the assembly in opening and closing the breech, pro-
vide spring seats and caps for the closing cylinders. Each
air cylinder screws into its oscillating bearing and with the
piston and spring rod extends through the spring to the spring
rod brackets attached to the carrier. The spring bears on the
oscillating bearing on one end and on a frictionless ball
bearing washer within the spring adjusting nut at the other
end. This spring is adjusted on both cylinders so that their
combined action will prevent the breech down swing from being
stopped with damaging shock and yet allow securing of the breech
in open position by the latch. The mechanism is packed at
assembly liberally with O.S. 1165 and is disassembled and re-
packed annually.

14. The air for closing the breech is received f'r'om the
gas ejector system supply at pressure of 200 pounds per square
inch. Air is passed through a reducing valve (Masonor Foster),
r-educed to a pressure that will satisfactorily close the breech,
and ported through a rotary type closing control valve to the
closing cylinders. The closing valve is controlled by a crank
lac ated on the hinge 'lug which is foot operated simul t.aneous
with the latch foot lever. This closing valve is opened by
the foot lever and closed by a part of the valve operating
lever in the way of and moved by the carrier as the br eech
closes.

15. Reducin~ valve. - The Mason type valve is general-
ly used with the breech closing mechanism. It functions to
control the pressure to the closing cylinders. Reduced or
throttled air pressure acting on a spring controlled diaphragm
controls a pilot valve which in turn controls the spring load-
ed, piston operated, throttling valve to control pressure to
the closing cylinder. The stem of the pilot or auxiliary valve
is spring held against the diaphragm and moves with the dia-
phragm as the diaphragm is moved against its adjustable spring
by closing cylinder pressure. The diaphragm spring is adjust~
ed to control closing cylinder pressure for satisfactory opera-
tion of the breech mechanism by a square head adjusting screw
extending through the top of the valve. The main valve opera t-
ing piston is operated by inlet chamber pressure ported to it
by the pilot or auxiliary valve and acts against the stem of
the spring loaded main valve to open the valve and throttle
aL.: to the closing cy Lf.nd er . The operating piston is restrain-
ed against chatter by an integrai dashpot arrangement. A
lifting bolt (50266-18) Ls provided for pulling the dashpot
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piston out of the cylinder. This valve assembly and the Foster
valve are both 3/4 inch reducing valves with union connections
to the air line and are secured to the breech face of the yoke
by pipe clips.

16. The Foster valve,is alternately used as a reducing
valve for the closing cylinder and functions to control the
pressure the same as the Mason valve. The arrangement of the
Foster valve is shown on drawing number 179766. It consists
of a valve controlled by a spring' loaded diaphragm between
closing cylinder pressure and atmospheric pressure. The main
valve is a faced plunger, spring held against a funnel shaped
piece 'ext.end ed through the valve port and connected to the
diaphragm. The main valve operating piece which extends through
the diaphragm is held aga Lns tLhe main valve by spring pressure
and moved away from the main valve by ported closing cylinder
pressure to allow the main valve to close. The pressure to
which' t.heima Ln iva.L ve holds the closing cylinder air pressure
is determined by the spring pressure back of the diaphragm
and is adjustable by means of a spring pressure adjusting
screw on top of the,valve.

17. Hotatin~ cams.- The upper and lower rotating cams
work in synchronism with the cam rollers on the plug to trans-
form .p l.ug and carrier rotation about the carrier hinge to plug
rotation about the carrier spindle. This change of motion is
produced by the experimentally ..determined curved cam surfaces
of the rotating camswhichp,roduce plug rotation (when closing)
from carrier motion in'th-e f Lria L 5°-38' -4111 of carrier travel
and first 6°-121-4611 rotation of plug. These movements impart
the rotation necessary for complete engagement of the stepped
threads. The upper cam is secured to the screw box liner by
two bolts and further held by the salvo latch bracket which
fits into an undercut in the side of the cam flange. The
lower earn is fitted into a recess cut in the gun and screw
box liner and is secured with four bolts. An integral part
of the lower cam is the corrt r o.L arc, made on a radius about
the hinge center, which projects through the carrier with the
breech closed. After the plug' has been completely rotated
when opening the breech this arc functions to retain the plug
in its rotated position until the cam roller strikes the cam
surface in closing. The upper and lower brackets for the cam
rollers fit into the raised slots in the rear face of the plug
and are further secured to the plug by a bolt. - The camrollers
are pin mounted on these brackets. The cam and camroller sets
are synchronized for each breech upon manufacture and because
of the exacting position requirements are not provided with
adjustment.

18. Operating lever and connecting rod. - The operat-
ing lever is a cast steel lever pivoted on the side of the
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carrier with a connecting rod extending from a pivot on the
lever (2.75 inches from the fulcrum) to a plug pin in the breech
plug rear face. The motion of the lever about its fulcrum
causes the connecting rod to reciprocate and thus rotate the
plug through 29°. A beveled, spring-plunger catch is contain-
ed in the handle end of the lever to catch the salvo latch
when the breech is closed. The connecting rod, pin connected
to the operating lever, is of forged steel and has a split
socket bronze bearing fitted on the ball of the plug pin. The
wedge retracting lever catch fastens to the operating lever to
connect the lever to the firing mechanism. In opening, the
opera ting lever is stopped at the end of its swing by a raw-
hide bumper. In closing, the swing of the operating lever is
stopped by the operating lever buffer in the salvo latch bracket.

_/,/'
_ ROLLER

YOKE

SALVO LATCH BRACKET
(LOWER)

LATCH SLEEVE

Fig. 1 - Salvo Latch

ROLLER SUPPORT BRACKET

SALVO LATCH LEVER

SALVO LATCH BflACKET
(UPPER)

SALVO LATCH
LOCKING ARM .

OPERATING LEVER
LATCH

OPERATING LEVER
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19. Salvo latch. - The salvo latch is an automatic
latching device of posi ti ve action type that functions to pre-
vent lifting of the operating lever latch, when the breech is-
closed, and which operates to release the lever latch after
the gun recoils. Figure 1 shows the assembled arrangement.
This includes a lower salvo latch bracket on the gun and 'an
upward extending shaft with a lever cam that is positioned in
the ~ay of a cam roller mounted on the slide.
The .Love r salvo latch bracket is bolted to the screw box liner
and fits into an undercut in the upper rotating earn. Integral
with the salvo latch bracket is the cylinder and expansion
chamber of the operating lever buffer. This buffer is of the
plunger type using recoil cylinder fluid O.D. 1914 as the liq-
uid medium, throttling it through four different length milled
grooves in the plunger. The buffer is filled to the level of
the filling plug and thereafter upon replacing the plug con-
tains air sufficient for operation.
The latch lever earn is positioned in the path of a earn roller
attached to a bracket on the counterrecoil' cylinder. wilen the
gun recoils the cam roller moves the salvo latch lever, rotates
a shaft from the upper bracket to the lower bracket and moves
the salvo latch LockLng i ar-m, The displacement of the salvo
latch locking arm allows the salvo latch catch to rise and pre-
vent the salvo latch locking arm from returning. The salvo
la tch locking arm, attached to the salvo latch lever shaft, is
positioned in the way of 'a lug on the latch sleeve and since
the latch sleeve is connected to the operating lever latch,
the latch cannot then be lifted. However, when the latch lock-
ing arm is held in its displaced position by the latch catch,
the operating lever latch can be raised to release the opera t-
ing lever. The raising of the operating lever latch compresses
the spring of the latch catch allowing the latch locking arm
to be repositioned over the latch catch and also be in the way
of the lug on the operating lever latch sleeve to lock the
lever latch.

20. To defeat t.hi s combination requires a deliberate
act for the operating lever cannot be released until the gun
has recoiled except by first moving the latch locking arm a-
side. The operating lever la tch then remains unlocked until
it is lifted to release and unlatch the operating lever when

, it depresses the latch catch to reset the mechanism. Provi-
sion is made, however, to secure the latch locking arm in its
unlocked position for drill purposes by screwing the latch
locking pin into hole !lB!l. Extreme care must be exercised to
ascertain that the latch locking screw is secured in hole "A"
and not "B" when the gun is fired as this lock is to prevent
the danger of opening the breech in case of misfires or hang
fires which might go unnoticed when a number of guns are fired
in salvo. '
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21. Firing mec tuin i sm . - The firing mechanism is an as-
sembly forpos i tioning the firing lock and synchronizing its
posi tion to the position of the operating lever. Connected
to the operating lever by the retracting lever latch, the
wedge retracting lever is adjacent to the operating lever. A
crank shaft from the wedge retracting lever extends through
the operating lever shaft to the crank operated crosshead.
The crosshead, sliding vertically in a slot in the carrier,
has a part extending into the crosshead slot in the lock oper-
ating bar. This mechanism changes wedge retracting lever ro-
tation to crosshead vertical translation which in turn acts
through the lock operating bar slot to cause lock operating
bar transla tion at 210 from vertical. This motion of the
lock operating bar, as the wedge ret'racting lever rotates
with the operating lever in opening the breech, retracts the
wedge of the firing lock and the used primer is ejected. In
case of misfire the wedge can be retracted without opening the
breech by unlatching the wedge retracting lever and rotating
it independent of the breech operating lever. A spring latch
in the end of the operating bar. facilitates' the removal of the
firing lock which can be unla tched and removed by fully retrac t-
ing the wedge to clear the safety arc and rotating the firing
lock 900 on its bayonet type joint on the mushroom stem. The
assembled arrangement of the mechanism is shown on drawing
number 59295.

FIRING LOCK

22. Firing Lock Mark 14, Mod. 5, used with this assem-
bly provides both percussion and electric firing. As operated
by the firing mechanism the firing lock is in a position to
fire the gun only when the breech is completely closed. This
firing lock is shown on drawing number 118488 and is described
in Ordnance Pamphlet 239.

GASEJECTOR

23. The gas ejector is designed to expel gases from the
muzzle of the gun and prevent gas from entering the turret when
the breech is open. A part of the high pressure air and gas
ejecting system, shown on Philadelphia Navy Yard drawing num-
ber BB556-4902 BZG, the section under ordnance cognizance is
shown on drawing number 216388. Torpedo charging pressure is
brought into the turret through the central column to supply
air for thecounterrecoil system, the gas ejector and auxiliary
gas ejector. Being reduced in pressure, gas ejector air passes
into seven relay tanks located on the upper and lower shell
handling flats and from thence through swivel joints past the
slide trunnions to the slide. The ejector air supply passes
through an expansion joint from the slide to the yoke and breech
of the gun.
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24. Extending from a 1-1/2 inch Globe valve adjacent
to the shelf plate and transverse gun girder below the slide
trurmion, the gas ejector includes all the elements required
to 'deliver air to the screw box liner of the breech. Three
swivel joints provide for the changing position of the slide.
To allow for motion of the yoke with respect to the slide on
recoil the air is carried from the slide to the yoke by an ex-
pansion joint. This is a sliding connection that consists of
a sleeve arrangement with a stuffing box mounted on the slide
and yoke. (Packing for this stuffing box' is 1/4 inch, Navy
specification 33P7.) Gas ejector valve Mark 7, poppet type,
controls the gas ejector air. Turned on automatically by a
cam on the plug when the breech is opened the valve is closed
manually when the gas has been expelled.

25. A hole from the face of the screw box liner to the
gas ej ector chamber between, t.he screw box liner and the gun,
admits air from the g a's' eje'ctor valve. This annular gas ejec-
tor space is sealed by aplastic metalJ,ic packihg'between the
screw. box liner arrd. the 'gun. Three .hol.e s extend through the
s cr ev box vl.Lne r=f'r-om thB g13.$ e j ect.or-jspace andar s fitted with
n6zz1es to cacise the j~ts-of air ~b ~eetin'the center of the
bore of the gun.

26. This arrangement causes a blast of air at 200 pounds
per square inch pressur-e to be reLcased into the gun directed
toward the muz zLe, . The gases offirihg are thus expelled sim-
ul taneous with the opening of the breech. In case of emergency
an auxiliary gas ejector 'provides ?-'_ hose with a quick opening
valve and nozzle which can bedirected into the gun. This aux-
iliary gas ejector is s t'owed overheada<;ljacent to the breech
of the gun.

27. The two gas ejector designs differ only as to pip-
ing arrangements. Gas Ejector Mark 4 applies to gun assem-
blies installed in cast steel slides; the modification applies
to gun assemblies installed in forged steel slides.

YOKE

28. The gun yoke is a large cast steel counterbalancing
unit mounted on the gun shoulder and providing lug seats for
attachment of the recoil piston rod at the bottom and the two
recuperator yoke rods at the top. Yoke Mark 4, Mod. 1 (dr.
no. 233703) is installed on right, center and left gun assem-
blies. The yoke is secured to the gun by a key and locking
ring on the gun. A shoulder on the yoke butts against the
rear face of the yoke locking ring recessed in and secured to
the gun. The yoke locking ring which slides onover the muzzle
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of the gun, threads into the yoke,
on the gun and forcing it against
thus securing the. yoke to the gun.
locking ring is secured by a lock
twelve positions provided.

bearing agains t the ring
the shoulder on the yoke
When in plac e the yoke
plate bolted in one of

29. The shape of the yoke provides for elements of the
gun slide and breech. Two pockets in the center of the top of
the yoke accommodate balancing lead. Just below the balancing
pockets are two holes to fasten the yoke to the counter recoil
cylinder yoke rods and at either side are spaces to clear the
counter recoil cylinders. Forward at the top of the yoke is
a slot to receive the yoke locking device. Two holes located
forward and below the gun on the yoke are for stop pi ris+ to
stop the yoke on return to battery. The large lug on the bot-
tom of the yoke is used to secure the gun assembly to the re-
cgl;L cylinder piston rod. To provide for fastEOning the hinge
lug of the breech mechanism tO~lleguIl' the low~r se9tion" of
the yoke is cut away toward the, b:reech. Inslde the yoke a
keyway is provided for,thy .gun ,l()Sk-iIlgk~y and ,.the forward
erid of the bore is machlned to fb:rm the loCking ring' sho~~'"f;)r'
and scr ew thread. A recess provides for th(3 LockLnzs
locking plate. A slot on the side of the yoke is for the'
ejector piping.

Operation of the Gun Assembly

30. The sequence of gun operations incident to loading
and firing are as follows: Having prepared the salvolatcfl
for firing operation by securing the latch locking screw in
hole "A" the latch locking arm is manually thrust aside for
ini tial opening of the breech. The operating lever latch is
then dis engaged and the operating lever pulled rearward and
downward rotating the plug and swinging the breech open. Coun-
terbalanced by springs the plug swings downward and is stopped
by the breech opening buffer and is secured in the open posi-
tion by the carrier holding down latch.

31. Opening rotation of the plug trips open the gas
ejector valve. The gas ejector operates to expel the gases
continuously until the valve is cut off by the plugman. The
plugman observes the condition of the gun bore, using the
auxiliary gas ejector if necessary, and cuts off the gas ejec-
tor when ready for loading.

32. With the plug latched open the primer is inserted
by the primerman whose platform is located below and left of
~h~ El~g_(~i~h! ~ns s:e~t~r_g~~)l. ~ns !?e!o~ ~ns~i~h! ~f_ !h~
* Gun assemblies mounted in cast steel slides omit these pins; the pins

are seated in the rear face of the slide.
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plug (left gun). The gun being loaded the holding down latch
lever is foot operated to release the latch and the foot lever
of the closing valve is moved to open the valve. The plug
swings up, follows the rotating cams, rotates until the operat-
ing lever is almost to the latch. The operating lever is then
latched by hand to prevent any possibility of it rebounding,
thus allowing the unfired primer to be partly ejected and
sheared off on reclosing.

33. The operating lever latch is locked by the latch
locking arm until recoil of the gun moves the latch locking
arm aside releasing the latch for reopening the breech in the
new cycle of operation. Distinction is made between initial
manual positioning of the latch locking arm and automatic
positioning by the salvo latch cam and roller to release the
operating lever latch upon gun recoil.

34. It is pos.sLbLe to ej ect the primer without opening
the breech by unla-tc:!hipg t1).t?:wedg,~,ret:D~c:ting lever from t.he
oper-atLng bar and PUlling it down'. Thee'primer can then be
extracted and replaced. " .

35. Non- f t ri tu; op era t ion. ~. When -trre.. bI',yech is. to .be
operied without firing the gunj. twomefff0ds' can he ,u?ed. 'The
latch locking arm can be manualiy thrust aside to urllock the
operating lever latch each time the breech is opened or the
la tch locking arm can be secured in ,th~>~+Qcked position by
placing the latch locking pin in hole TlBW;Every' precaution
should be exercised to ascertain that the latch locking pin
is removed from hole "B" and placed in hole "A",upon securing
the breech. .

MAINTENANCEINSTRUCTIONS

36. The gun assemblies are to be operated, adjusted and
serviced in accord with the r eg.u.Lat.Lons prescribed in the
"Ordnance Manual" and the instructions that follow.

37. L ubr i cat ion. - Lubricate the gun assemblies accord-
ing to the schedules and with the lubricants prescribed on the
lubrication charts.

38. Ad} us tme n t s . - Maintain adjustments of adjustable
elements of the gun assemblies as prescribed in par agr-aph.s
46-49.

39. Gun bore. - Chromiumplated gun bores must be ser-
viced after firing as follows:

(a) Wash the bore with a hot solution of soda (one
pound laundry soda to four quarts of fresh
water), using a bare sponge and towel wrapped
sponge.
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(b) Rinse with fresh water.

(C) Dry with clean towel.

(d) Pass the bore gage observing c.onstrictions;
lap with powdered pumice and mineral oil; con-
fine lapping to constricted areas. Do not use
emery cloth or wire brush.

(e) Repeat operations (b) and (c).

(f) Oil with light mineral oil, symbol 2110, usLng
towel wrapped bristle sponge.

40. Breech mechanism, servicing. - The gun breech, the
screw box liner and ali breech ,mechanism finished surfaces
are unpainted parts that are to be maintained bright, free
from corrosion, pitting and gummy lubricant and dirt. All
such surfaces should be lightly coated with clean, fresh min-
eral oil when not in use. Before operating the assembly in
drill or firing, wipe off surplus oil with clean cloths re-
taining only a minimumoil film. Before firing .slush the gas
check pad with a thin coat of tallow and white lead (one part
lead, two parts tallow, by weight) and inspect for proper sea t-
ing. Between rounds fired wipe the mushroomwith a sponge or
cloth dampened with fresh water.

41. Buffers, servicing. - The breech opening buffer
and the operating lever buffer must be serviced to maintain

. liquid at the levels of the respective filling plugs at all
times. Use recoil cylinder liquid, O.D. 1914, only. Always
check the liquid levels in these buffers before firing and be-
fore conducting gun drill. Whenmaking such check verify full
normal return action of the plungers; inspect t.he-p Lunger- pack-
ings for leakage.

42. Counterbalance springs and closing cylinders, ser-
vicing. - The spring and closing cylinder system must be dis-
assembled, cleaned and repacked with fresh lubricant annually.
Use the lubricating compound specified by O.S. 1165.

Caut ion: Never open the breech with springs
disconnected.

43. Reduction valve,se,rvicing. - When operating pro-
perly the reducing valve can be adjusted to completely cut off
the air. If operating improperly the valve should be tested
and, if necessary, replaced or repaired. Ne,w Nason valves
and Mason valves in service are disassembled (refer to par . 53)
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and lubricated with oil, Navy symbol 1042, before being placed
in service and semi-annually thereafter. The Po s t er valve has
a rubber diaphragm which shoUld be protected from oil.

44. Firing lock, mo i n te-n ance.:= The firing lock is to
be overhauled (by competent personnel only), cleaned with al-
cohol or gasoline, and inspected for damage before gun firing.
After firing the lock should again be overhauled and given a
coat of preservative grease to prevent rust.

The condition of the primer seat is to be tested with a prim-
er and cleaned or·replaced, if necessary, before firing.

45.' Gas ejector syst.em,.maiintenance. - The gas ejector
is to be thoroughly inspected before firing. The joints should
be tested for leaks with soap and water or light oil. The
gland on the stuffing ;boix:~.Qf;theexpa'nsionjoint should be ad-
justed tight enoltgl1tg.).:pr~ye,p::~;~e,,,:king but,not tight enough
to lock the joint.>If tb.E;"ga:S~jector ~oppet valve leaks it
must be. disassemBl.eGl";:3"e,~~~~iE;.c:i)"\'.~Il~J.~;t:i~;st~nl"~rc:>undto permt t
proper operation;;' RoJ,.;e~·.~hrc)u;gn..:t;}l~';screwbbx liner are to
be kept clear. The;i~'r'.;.l?~e§.i.•~:r'E;:;.~p:~.].l,~d·.{)e,-IIl~ih~aiIled.. at . 250
P. S. I. in the relay~;al,'lli:s;;;lf:6;r;:norinal"p.perati0ri.c Upon' evLdence
.of an air leak betweE;njthe'ss·:r:'e'\{b:o.:i,lifuer and -the gun, the
packing should be ·te'sted ..ti.n,".acoordanGe·/withs·tockmaterial
8-Z-954.

. tAd·justments

46. The br-eech nneehandsm.mus-t be maintained in accura te
adjustment at all times. Improper adjustment can result in
serious damage to the mechanism and danger to the personnel.

•

47. Reducing valve, adjustment. - Both the Mason and
Foster valves are adjusted by means of a square head adjusting
screw at the top of the valve. This screw is turned in or
out by means of a socket wrench to adjust the pressure to the
closing cylinders. The pressure is adjusted to cause the breech
to close, swinging the operating lever to within easy hand
closing distance from the salvo latch. The air cylinders will
easily slam the operating lever into latched position with
less than 40 P. S. 1. pressure with the breech properly assem-
bled, however, there being a remote possibility of operating
lever rebound with the danger of shearing the primer on reclos-
ing, the system pressure must be adjusted so that the lever
must be manually latched.

48. Counterbalance springs, adjustment. - The springs
are adjusted to balance the assembly so that when the breech
is opened normally it will swing down and latch without a
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jarring stop or rebound. The adjustment is made by removing
the set screws from the adjusting nuts and threading the nuts
to adjust the springs until the above condition is achieved.
The set screws are then replaced to set into the groove in the
thread of each spring rod.

49. Eccentric bushings. - With the plug and screw box
liner first having been coated with a mixture of two parts
tallow and one of white lead to prevent seizing or galling,
the plug is repeatedly closed and the eccentrics turned until
the greatest ease of closing is attained. The breech is fit-
ted at the Naval Gun Factory to cause the breech to close and
latch on 40 P.S.I. air pressure or less. After the breech
hinge eccentric bushings are adjusted the air pressure should
be reduced to provide closing as prescribed in paragraph 47.

Assembly and Disassembly

50. General. - Assembly and disassembly of gun yokes
and guns are yard jobs performed with equipment and by person-
nel familiar with the procedure. Firing locks are attached
and are dismantled as indicated in O.P. 239. Assembly and
disassembly of the gas ejector systems are apparent from the
general arrangement drawings and details. The breech mechan-
isms are assembled and reassembled as outlined in paragraphs
51 to 55.

51. Because of the weight of the various parts of the
breech mechanism a set routine of assembly and disassembly is
prescribed. To facilitate handling, a table of weights is
listed below. .

Screw Box Liner- - - - - - -
Hinge Lug - - - - - - - - -
Carrier - - - - - - - - - -
Plug - - - - - - - -
Counterbalance and closing
cylinder assembly - - - - - - -

Mushroom- - - - - - - - - -

1192 pounds
250 "571 "1403 "
248 "223 If

52. The elements of the breech mechanism are assembled
and disassembled in the following routines: (details being
apparent from study of the drawings).

t c ) Assembly.

!
~l~!~~~e~U~~d hinge pin.
3 Plug, cam rollers, and cams.4) Operating lever and rod.
5) Close with block and tackle and lock.
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(6 )

(7)

Counterbalance and closing cylinder assem-
blies.
Mushroom, firing lock, and other details.

(b) D is asse mb ly is almost the reverse of the as-
sembly operation with special care being taken
to be sure the breech is not opened with the
counterbalancing springs disconnected except
with properly rigged tackle. The routine is
as follows:

Firing lock.
Mushroom.
Close breech and remove springs.
Rig block and falls. Secure carrier.
and remove plug.
Hinge pin and carrier.
Hinge lug.
Other details.

Open

53. Disassembly of the. Rason valve is made according
to the instructions that follow , referring to drawing number
50266. Back off adjusting screw (50266-1) until all tension
is removed fr om the spring. P'Lace the valve in a vi se, clamp-
ing to the hexhead of dashpot cylinder (50266-13). The spririg
case (50266-4) is then unscrewed from the body. of the valve
and the diaphragm spring (50266-3), diaphragm (50266~16) and
diaphragm button are removed. Unscrew· the auxl Lt.ary :val ve
sea t (50266-15) using a socket wrench (tap lightly witi a
hammer to loosen if necessary). The auxiliary valve is t.r.e n
disassembled using a screw driver to turn the auxiliary valve
(50266-6) and holding the nut (50266-17) by wedging it with a
screw driver. Using the threaded lifting bolt (50266-lb)
screwed into the top of the main va.Lve , the maLn rv aLve (50266-11)
and spring (50266-14) are removed. Place the valve in a vise
with s oft jaws against the threaded ends from which the coup-
lings have been removed.. Unscrew the.dashpot cylinder (50266-13)
and pullout piston (50266-12). The piston is then removed
from the dashpot, using lifting bolt (50266~lB) if ri~cessary.

@ 54. Assembly of the s ae on valve is in the following
sequence. Referring to drawing number 50266, insert dashpot
piston (50266-12) into dashpot cylinder (50266-13). Place
piston (50266-12) into valve body and tighten dashpot. Assem-
ble main valve (50266-11) and spring (50266-14). Place t.he
auxiliary valve (50266-6) in the seat (50266-15). Insert
$pring (50266-7) and secure nut (50266-17). Screw auxiliary
valve assembly into valve body. Assemble spring button (50266-2),
spring (50266-3), diaphragm button (50266-5) and diaphragm
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(50266-16) in the spring case (50266-4) screw onto valve body
over auxiliary valve.

55. The assembly and disassembly of the Foster valve
is apparent from drawing number 179766. The personnel is
cautioned, however, to relieve tension on the adjusting spring
and remove diaphragm before removing the main valve assembly.
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Chapter III

16-INCH DECKLUG, MARK6

Description

1. Each gun assembly (ch. II) and its separate gun
slide (ch. IV) is mounted in the turret structural gun girder
weldment through horizontally positioned slide trunnions.
These are large journals (18.5 ins. dia.), integral with the
slide casting (or forging) and measuring 79.5 inches transverse
wid th from end face to end face across the trunnions. Each
of these journals rests in a bearing block in the gun girder
wi th a large specially designed roller bearing assemblage
providing friction-less rotative movement for· slide and gun.
The pair of bearings and their retainer and cover plate ele-
ments comprise the ordnance unit designated 16-inch Deck Lug,
Mark 6.

2. Deck lugs are identically arranged with respect to
the three gun emplacements of each turret and all turrets are
alike. In each turret the triple Lnst aLl.a tion, comprising
the six bearing elements, is located at tbe front of the tur-
ret in a transverse row seated at the top of the gun girders.
These gun girder bearing seats are very precisely machined so
that the commonaxis for all six bearings is parallel to the
turret roller path~ being 183.0 inches above the plane of the
axes of the rollers and 128.0 inches forward of the mount
transverse centerline. Deck lugs as thus positioned in line
are rigidly secured, separately, beneath heavy caps which
bol t to the gun girder bearing blocks and confine the bearings
against vertical displacement. They are secured against hor I-,
zontal displacement by the rigidity of the gun girder weld-
ment and by bearing retainers which provide non-adjustable
spacing of the two bearings of each deck lug. This retainer
design, as deseri bed in paragraph 6, ties the two bearings
together through the integral structure of the slide and its
trunnions. (The deck lugs have no transverse tie rod unit
such as the arrangements commonly employed in earlier turret
structural designs.)

3. Turret sub=division bulkheads which isolate the
sight stations and the spaces above the two box gun girders
from the gun compartments, provide access arrangements for
the respective deck lug bearings. Four of the six bearings -
the two outboard bearings and one in each box gun girder - are
covered by C1089-f1 tting f1ame~proof pIa tea. These plates are
arranged with portable sections to permit service access.

(25)
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Trunnion Bearings

4. Each trunnion bearing assembly consists of a large
radial roller bearing, a flat-plate thrust bearing, a bearing
retainer, an outer bearing seat, a cover plate and bolts for
securing the seat, the retainer and the cover plate. These
parts are arranged as shown on drawing number 216341 with the
radial bearing secured by the retainer to the trunnion and
with the outer bearing seat and the cover plate secured to the
gun girder bearing block and cap. The thrust plate is located
between the bearing block and the slide and below the trunnion.

5. Radial b e ar i ng , - Each trunnion radial bearing con-
sists of 24 cylindrical steel rollers equally spaced in a two-
piece bronze cage which has riveted assemblage; an inner ring
and an outer ring. The assembly is 30.0 inches in diameter
(outer ring), 5.8 inches in width (across the iririer ring) and
posi tions the roller centers in .a circular path 0[,25.0 inches
diameter. The rollers are special roller bearing steel, chro-
miumplated, solid, true cyl,inders, '3.5 inches by diameter of
2.5 inches. They are housed in separate, equally spaced pock-
ets of the cage. Roller paths are conventional rings of special
steel, accurately ground to provide concentric cy.lindrical
races. The inner ring seating 'area is a three degree tapered
bore which provides wedged seat on a complementary collar of
the retainer. '

6. Be~rtn~ retat~er. ~ The bearing retainer is a cir-
cUlar plate with cyLfndr-Lca.Lcollar which fits over the slide
trunnion. The Lnrier-ring seat (a wedge cone of three degree
slope) provides a shoulder against which the ring is wedged.
Twelve equally spaced bolts, locked when sea ted, secure the
piece to the end face of the trunnion. Four threaded holes
for jack screws provide for disassembly of the bearing from
the retainer. The assembled bearings and retainers when fully
sea ted on the trunnions space the two deck lug radial bearings
68.5 inches, center to center.

7. Outer bear i ne seat. - The outer bearing seat is a
flanged ring, 31.5 inches diameter, secured by eight equally
spaced bolts to the bearing block and cap. It confines and
centers the outer ring of the bearing. The inward face of the
sea t is provided with an annular groove for a lubricant seal
which is compressed against the side face of the slide. This
seal is a wool felt strip of square section, secured in the
groove with shellac. The outer flange of the seat is arranged
with twelve equally spaced tapped holes (for cover plate bolts),
six jack screw holes (for disassembly of the seat from the
bearing block), and in the lower half, six small tapped holes
(for selective positions for four lubricating fittings for the
thrust bearing, par. 9). '
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8. Cover plate. - The cover plate is a large recessed
disc with bolt flange machined to seal against the outer bear-
ing seat. It completely encloses the trunnion and bearing to
provide a lubricant retaining cover with filling and drain
plugs for servicing the bearing (refer par. 11). Twoannular
rings, within the cover and integral with the plate, are ac-
curately machined to provide 3600 contact, respectively, with
the bearing outer ring and the roller cage. Thus the plate
when assembled functions to secure the outer race and the cage
and to prevent thrust displacement of the bearing.

9. Thrust plate. - The thrust plate is a 1200 bronze
bearing sector secured by four bolts on the inside of the gun
girder bearing block. It is centered beneath the trunnion
to provide a lubricated thrust surface opposed to the. side
face of the slide. A system of radial grease grooves dis-
tributes lubricant from four grease fittings which are located
as indicated in paragraph 7. This bearing surface has install-
ed alignment parallel to the side face of the slide with total
thrust clearance, between the slide and the two plates, of
0.002 inch. The design of the thrust bearings and of the
bearing block includes provision for maintaining this thrust
clearance, i. e. ,gun girder spread with resul tant excess slide
thrust movement can be corrected by installing over size' thrust
plates. Over size plates have been installed in certain gun
emplacements. The installation can be made vi.t.hou t 'disturbing
the radial bearing assemblies; bearing block seats for the
thrust plates are milled to permit under sized plates to be
dropped and new plates to be raised and secured, performing
the operations in the limited space beneath the slide (see
clearance cut indicated on·dr. no. 216341).

MAINTENANCEINSTRUCTIONS

10. The deck lug assemblies are to be serviced and main-
tained in adjustment in accord with the regulations prescribed
in the Ordnance Manual and the instructions that follow.

11. I.ub r i c at L on. - The deck lugs are to be lubricated
according to the schedules and with the lubricants prescribed
on the lubrication chart. Lubrication of the radial bearings
is primarily for preservation. The voids of the bearing and
cover plate should be maintained full of the grease specified
and therefore they must be inspected at frequent intervals.
Loss of lubricant from these bearings can be gauged by regular
inspection and cleaning of the bearing block surfaces (below
the thrust plates), observing any excessive quantity of grease
tha t has dripped from the bearings, - seepage exceeding normal
grease loss from the thrust bearings indicates ~adial bearing
loss of lubricant and must be replaced without delay.
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12. Deck Zu~ adjustment .- All elements of the deck

lug are designed for fixed, non-adjustable arrangement. Cor-
rection of excessive slide thrust clearance (normal, 0.002 in.)
is only to be made by installation of over size thrust plates
(see par. 9).
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Chapter IV

16-INCH SLIDE, MARK4 ANDMARK5

General Description

1. Turret triple gun mount arrangements provide three
independent gun slides. These have conventional trunnion sup-
port in gun girder deck lug bearings which are separate for
each slide, the three slides being thus pivoted for independent
elevating movement. Two similar designs are installed in the
eighteen mount assemblies of the class; l6-inch triple mount
as semblies numbers 69, 70, 71, 75, 76, 77, 81, 82 and 83 being
equipped wi th slides Mark 4, whereas triple mount assemblies
66~ 67, 68, 72, 73, 74, 78, 79 and 80 are equipped wi th the
Mark 5 design. These designs differ principally in that the
main element of the Mark 4 slide is of cast steel wi th in-
tegral lugs for pluhge~ yoke rails, recoil cylinder seat and
shield plates, whereas the Mark 5 main element is a' steel
forging wi th attached parts in lieu of the integral lugs. They
also differ as to arrangement' of depression stop buffers and
yoke stop pins. '

2. The designs (s,ee drs . no. 215656, 215657 for Mark
4, and drs. no. 231074, 231075 for Mark 5) are of the same
general arrangement, nave identical recuperator and recoil
mechanisms and ar e v:i,rt;'ually the same as to all other details.
The descriptions which follow are typical of both designs eK-
cept as indicated.

3. Each slide in addi tion to the large casting or
forging includes a hydraulic recoil system a hydro-pneumatic
recupera tor system, rear end brackets, loader's platform, a
cylindrical gun cover ,upper and lower shield plate, a yoke
locking device and a slide securing mechanism. Completely
assembled these units form an assembly over 31 feet long,
78.5 inches across the trunnions, 100.25 inches hign (eKclud-
ing depression stop buffers) and weigh from 40 to 42' tons
each. (Weights vary between any two assemblies, the Mark 4
slides being somewhat heavier than the Mark 5 type.)

4. The gun slide bore of the casting or forging is
fitted with four bronze liners at the front, two at the rear,
each 10 inches wide and all bored after assembly to finished
diameter of 46.03 inches. (The slide cylinder of the gun is
46.0 inches diameter.) Each liner is provided wi th oil grooves
which are supplied from grease fi ttings accessi ble on the bot-
tom of the slide. At the top the liners and the slide are
milled throughout the length of the bore, 4 inches wide, to
provide keyway for the gun slide cylinder key.

(29)
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5. The slide bore is extended forward through the gun
port by a steel plate cylinder subassembly, designated the gun
cover (see dr. no. 216398). This uni t is a weldment of one-
half inch plate, 47.5 inches diameter and 69.5 inches long.
It has bolted flange mounting (with gasket) at the front face
of the slide. At its forward end is a wiping ring assembly
providing oil and weather seal on the gun barrel. A lea t.her
buckler clamped on the outer surface of the wiping ring (pack-
ing ring) and mounted on the front face of the shield complete-
ly encloses the gun cover.

6. Within the turret the slide arrangement has twin
counterrecoil cylinders and plungers wi th plunger yoke and
yoke rods on top, a single recoil cylinder seated on the bot-
tom and on ei ther side at the rear ~ right and left rear end
brackets. The latter are arranged to a s sembLe ei ther the ele-
vating screw pin or the slide securing device and a cantilever
pLatform bracket which extends rearward to span the gun pocket.
Right and center guns are arranged wi th the platform br acke t
and securing device assembled to the right rear end bracket,
the elevating pin mounted in the left rear end bracket; for
the left gpn the arrangement is reversed.

7. At the rear of "the slide, on top and centered be-
tween the counterrecoil cylinders, the yoke locking device is
sec ur ed in a seat which is aligned wi th a notched lug on top
of the yoke. This device consists of anecked eye bolt, anut
pin and bracket. When stowed it is secured against displace-
ment by running the nut agains t a shoulder of the bracke t . In
its locked position, the eye bolt (designated safety link) with
nut behind' the notched lug secures the gun in ba ttery. The
n ec.ked sec tion of the link is of sufficient strength to retain
the gun from sliding out at any angle with recuperator empty,
but will fail without other casualty if the gun is fired be-
fore stowing the device. In the Mark 5 slide the bracket is
combined wi th the depression stop buffer housing. (The Mark4 design has two buffers mounted on top of the rear caps that
secure the counterrecoil cylinders.)

Recoil Mechanism

8. The gun is mounted in the slide in such arrange-
ment that when fired it recoils 48 inches rearward and returns
to battery position. This cycle occurs through functioning
of the recoil and recupera tor mechanisms. The energy of recoil
being absorbed in part by each unit wi th the accumulated energy
of the recupera tor returning the piece and the recoil system
buffing the return movement.

9. The recoil mechanism is a hydraulic throttling de-
vice which has assembled arrangement as shown on drawing number
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215632, Mark 4, drawing number 231086, Mark 5. It compri ses
a recoil cylinder, cylinder head, piston and piston rod, pis-
ton· ring, three throttling rods, piston rod packing, gland
and two piston rod nuts. Assembled together these parts are
attached by caps beneath the slide with piston rod secured in
the yoke. The rod is aligned parallel to the gun a xi sand
forty-one inches below it. Two exparisLon tanks placed sym-
metrically adjacent to the cylinder head are joined by pipe
manifold which is connected to a lead in the top of the head
and forms a closed system for expans i on of liquid against trap-
ped air. A filling and drain valve at the rear bottom of the
recoil cylinder provides for liquid filling and draining. The
cylinder is a nickel steel piece of 26 inches bore diameter
by 60.25 inches long overall. The head which closes its for-
ward end is also of nickel steel 33 inches diameter by 20.25
inches from flange seat to front of b~ffer cylinder. It is
sea ted to the cylinder with copper gasket, dowel pin and twen-
ty 1.75 inches special n.ickeL steel bolts. Twothreaded ho-Les
diametrically oppo'si te in' .~he flange provide for ddsa ssembLy
jacKscrews. '.~ .. ' c - - •

, _' i:, .:"-, . ';i~ ,J". " " _, "
10~ The .buf'fiI,lg/Gy1~n,Qf{t·,9~f:,tllE);head: is a bcire.<of>;;:9-•.75

inches diameter, 16.50inches depth, fitted at it-?,.:pP6t~ end
wi th bronze bushing wl):-ich ha s bor e of 9.5 .Lnche s ~ '.n;Ji.e· fci~Jlard
wall in addi tiQI'l t.e» the elCp,anp::ic;Gtl!leq.dis pr6vd.ded:'wd,thd:ri111-
ed lead and tappedi"s;ea~tl.(r\9DnaJiy:, pLug.ged}'. for a ttachmen t of

:'- '. . '. - ,',-- "".' , -'. ..... .:.-'

pressure gauge '..
11. Three thrdt,t±i-:ng'FG(f:S) spac ed 120 'degpees artel" par-

allel to eachother'and the cylinder alCis,'are secured at the
rear in threaded seats> in. the dyli'nder base and are suppo r t.ed
at the front inthe':cylinder.·r:f:e,ad. They'have var LabIe diameter
to vary the rate of flow at )lqriid through the piston ports .

. 12. The pis t.on, pds t.on rod and buffer are of steel,
machined from one piece. 'the piston is fi tted wi th a bronze
ring on its outer periphery which is turned to a diameter of
25.990 inches and which thus. has radial clearance of 0.005
inch in the cylinde~p ThE)rod passes through a stuffing bolC*
a t the rear to connec tion wi th the gun yoke. The buffer, 16.5
inches long, 9.495 inches diameter, has f our longi tudinal grooves
of varying depth which function in the last 16.0inches of count-
er movement to th~ottle liquid £rom the cylinder head bore.

13. The expan s i on tank pipe manifold is fi tted wi th two
cap plugs located beneath the slide in front of and slightly
above the top of the cylind~r (gun at zero degree). With one
plug removed for venting when filling the cylinder at the drain
and filling valve (see filling ~outine, par. 38) and with the
gun at zero degree elevation the recoil system will hold approlCi-
mately 100 gallons of recoil cylinder liquid.**

* Packedwith waterproof hydraulic flax graphite coated coil packing, O.S.
687.

** O.D. 1914, latest revision.
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Counterrecoil System

14. The counterrecoil mechanism (refer drs. no. 215645,
Mark 4; 231089, Mark 5) is a hydro-pneumatic type of ini tial
high air pressure wi th differential hydraulic pressure func-
tioning to distend the packing that retains the air. It com-
prises a paired arrangement of cylinders and plungers, a single
differential cylinder uni t, a plunger yoke, yoke rods, gauges,
valves and other parts including a large removable cover. The
entire assembly is loca ted on top of the slide with the two cyl-
inders parallel, spaced 36 inches between axes and in a plane
parallel to and 30 inches above the gun center line. Thedif-
ferential cylinder is centered between the counterrecoil cyl-
inders.

.y

15. Each counterrecoil cylinder is a monel metal forg-
ing~ machined allover, 117.25 inches long with exterior dia-
meter of 15 inches. The cylindrical interior surface has dia-
meter of 12 inches. Short pipes connect the air chambers of
both cylinders wi th the air side of the differential cylinder.
Hydraulic leads connect the wet side of the differential cyl-
inder wi th the plunger packing seats at the forward ends of the
t:vo cylinders.

16. The plungers are monel metal forgings. _Each is. a
hollow cylinder , open at the;, rear,. cLosed at the front, 73
inches long by 9 inches outside dl.arne t.er . Its outer surface
is· a highly finished cylinder which functions wi th the hydrau-
li'c;allY distended packing, to prevent loss of air pressure.
Suppor,ted at, the. front in the plunger yoke each plunger is free
to slide thr-ough the packing wi th gun reciprocation.

17. Th~ plunger packing (each cylind~r) is an assembly
13~75 inches long confined between a shoulder at the rear and
a gland at the forward end of the packing seat. It is a sym-
metricalarrangernent of ring-shaped elements comprising the
gland, a re~r liner~ two bearings, two packing seats, twelve
chevron type preformed, composi t.Lon> packing rings and one plun-
ger packing f6l10wer. The ~ast is centered at the hydraulic
lead connecting to the differential cylinder and is drilled
and otherwise' shaped to permi t application of pressure uniform-
ly to each of the two banks of six chevron rings.

18. The differential cylinder unit (dr s . no. 215646,
Mark 4, 231090, Mark 5) is bolted to the top of the slide
and has connections to the two counterrecoil cylinders as
indicated abqve. It includes a free floating piston with rod
extending rearward (to atmosphere) through a cylinder head
stuffing box. Piston and stuffing box are fi tted wi th preformed

* O.S. 749.
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cylinders is housed beneath a plunger cover. The forward ends
of each plunger seated in the yoke is constrained by recuper-
a tor pressure and locking pin. The cover, fi tted with a large
portable section, consists of pieces of formed plate and flanged
frames in a riveted, spot welded assembly which is bolted
to the slide.

Rear End Brackets

21. The two brackets located as described in paragraph
6 are similar right and left steel castings. They are bolted
to machined seats on the slide .. They provide mounting attach-
ment for assembling the loader! s platform bracket and are
machined to assemble the elevating scr-ew pin and the slide
securing device. On the bottom face of each is located an
elevating stop which is positioned in the way of an elevating
stop buffer (seated in the respective gun girders). The sym-
metrical arrangement and design of these rear end brackets
(as assembled) adapt any slide to right Qr left or center po-
sition of any triple gun as:?~mbJ,y; elev~t~rtg scr~w pin assem-
bly being possible in ei ther-:right or left bracket.

22. Slide securing de u i c e i c: The mechanism assembled
in the rear end bracket for 'ito~ing th~-~iide is· a handwheel
operated screw and pin device . .It t'urict.Lons at zero degree
gun position to seat a four inch dj,ani~ter tapered steel pin
in an aligned t.aper-ed socket located in the gun girder. .Lt
thus serves to relieve the eleva ttng screw and nu t gear from
dead load stresses. The device includes latch provision to
prevent pin movement when the p~h is run-out or 'retracted. A
second socket is provided in the gun girder to align with the
pin when the gun is at twenty degrees elevation. This socket
provides for securing the slide whenever the portabLe air charg-
ing pipe is installed for purpose of replenishing the recup-
era tor air charge and for performing the tests prescribed in
paragraph 39. Steps and hand grips in the gun girder give
access to the securing device from the pan floor when the gun
is in ei ther posi tion ..

Slide Operation

2.3. With recoil mechanism filled and with the recuper-
a tor charged, the action of the slide when the gun is fired
is as follows:

As the gun recoils the recoil piston and the two
. plungers are drawn to the rear. Liquid in back of
the recoil piston flows through the throttling ports
in the piston (at variable rate) and simultaneously
the plungers further compress the initial high air
pressure in the recuperator to a maximumof approxi-
mately 2400 pounds per square inch. The combined
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chevron packing r Lngs> which are spring and hydro-pressure
distended. A liquid filling port, equipped with needle valve
and plugged liquid filling pipe permits charging the rod side
(between piston and cylinder head) with differential cylinder
Ldqul ds> . Thus the pi ston has plunger cylinder air pressure
on its forward face by reason of the connecting lead indicated
in paragraph 15, and hydrostatic pressure on its rear side.
Since the effective piston area of the wet side is less by
reason of the rod passing out to atmosphere the resul ting pres-
sure on the plunger packing is greater than cylinder air pres-
sure. This differential pressure is an amount inversely pro-
portionate to the difference ift effective piston areas. Thus
since liquid pressure is always greater, air cannot escape and
if leakage occurs in the mechanism it must be liquid. Such
leakage is shown by the posi tion of the differential piston
and an attachedindicator'rod (visible at the breech). A
pressure gauge located on top of the differential cylinder is
arranged with lead connecting to the liquid side of the cyl-
inder and at all times indicates the pressure on the plunger
packing (approx:. 114.5% air pr;essur'e2. -r : Tp.is gCipgehasaspec t aL
safety installation which provides agaLns t loss or liquid in
the event of gauge rupture. The mou~ting consists of a plate
wi th screw thread gauge' seat bol tBd'bv~rai'cavity in the forg-
ing. A leather diaphragm under the "pLate'sepa:r.:i tes 'the pack-
ing lead below f rom the' gauge lead in' t.he pLate. , For, proper
functioning of this 8:ira,n:gement i bfs, nec es.sar-y that the space
above the diaphragm sha LY'bB' compl&tely fiifed with li'quid be-
fore the recuperator i~ charged~ ,

. . ,"< ',.., ,

19. Each count er r-ec.oi.L cylind-er is provided wi th a
r gauge mounted on the rear end of the cylinder with an adja-

cent name plate designating it as flAir Gauga-K'". The lead
connecting this gauge with the cylinder air chamber is arrang-
ed with a valve (designated, "Atl r Valve-ZfI). The valve is
normally closed, is covered by a cap plug and is only operated
to obtain gauge reading or when charging or replenishing air
pressure. Normal air pressure required in the system is 1600
pounds per square inch. This is stamped on an instruc-tionplate
a ttached adjacent on the rear face of the yoke. For addi tional
data as to the gauges, valves and indicator, refer to the liquid
and air charging instructions 01 paragraph 38.

20. The connection between the above described counter-
recoil mechanism and the gun is an arrangement of two yoke
rods, a plunger yoke , a gun yoke and securing nuts. The plun-
ger yoke is mounted on ways on top of the slide and together
wi th the plungers and the forward ends of the counterrecoil

* O.S. 749.
** For specification and filling instructions, see paragraphs 26 and 38.
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retarding force checks recoil in 48 inches movement
(about 1/3 second of time) and the gun is drawn back
toward battery position by the energy stored in the
recupera tor (maintained agains t leakage by reason
of the hydraulic packing). After thirty-two inches
of countermovement the buffer starts to displace
liquid from the bore of the cylinder head. Thi s
displacement occurs through four grooves of variable
depth and through the very fine clearance be tween
the buffer and the entrance bushing. -I t retards the
countermovement and brings the oscillating assembly
to a gentle stop as the gun reaches battery posi tion.
The return flow of liquid through the piston ports
during the counteraction, imposes some brake effect
but the major retarda t.ion is performed by the buffer
in the last 16 i~ches of movement.

MAINTENANCEINSTRUCTIONS

24. The importance of proper care and of regular thor-
ough inspection of the slide assemblage cannot be overstressed.
Indifferent servicing of slide bearing surfaces and mechanisms
and of the parts of other units attached will result in improp-
er functioning and serious damage. Observe the general regu-
lations as to slide maintenance contained in the Ordnance Man-
ual, chapter VI, and the specific directions below.

25. Never charge the recoil system wi th other liquid
than that prescribed by Ordnance Data 1914, latest revision.
When filling, strain through a fine mesh screen (120 wire to
inch or finer). Whenever the sys tern is drained follow the
instructions as to care, preservation and test as directed by
O.D. 1914. Always keep the liquid at the level of the cap
plug (expansion line) with gun at zero degree elevation.

26. Never charge the differential cylinder wi th any
liquid other than ice machine oil, Navy Symbol 2075. Replen-
ish when necessary to maintain indicator "S" flush wi th the
rear face of the indicator rear end bracket.

27. Never let the recuperator air pressure fall below
the minimum indicated on the instruction plate (refer to par.
38).

28. Maintain the drain valve, the cylinder head plug,
cap plugs, air and liquid valves, safety gauge, air gauge and
plugs, tight. Close and cap air valve "Z" e xce pt when perform-
ing the tests of paragraph 39.

29. Never wipe the plungers with dirty, greasy or harsh
rags .. These highly finished cylindrical surfaces must be free
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from scars and scratches. They do not require lubricant or a
rust prote~ting film of oil.

30. For protection of the mount and personnel it is
impera ti ve that the slide securing pin is sea ted in the socket
and the yoke locking device is in "gun locked" position when-
ever the mount is not being operated.

31. Do not deface, alter or paint over nameand instruc-
tion plates .

.32. Special tools, spanner wrenches, open end wrenches,
liquid pumps and portable pipes are provided for servicing
slide elements . These and no others are to be used when work-
ing on. the unit.

33. When servicing the recuperator follow the routines
for r-epLen'LshLng liquid and for charging air as prescribed by
drawing number 215247 and paragraph 38 .

. ' .

. " 34. Lubricate the slide according to the frequency and
w l th the'lubric:ants specified by the lubricating chart .

"35. . -Rcu t t ne, preparation of the. slide for t tr i ne .
(al Lubricate all bearing surfaces.

(.0 l Read and record the Tecuperator air pressure,
both air gauges. Readings should be j.dentical
on each. Recharge if at the minimumprescribed.

(C l Measure and record projection of indicator "Sit.
Replenish liquid to place the rod flush with
the rear end bracket.

(dl Disconnect and stow the slide securing pin.

(e l Verify the adequacy of recoil cylinder liquid.
Replenish if necessary until liquid appears
at the cap plug of the expansion line (gun at
zero degree elevation).

(fl. Disconnect and stow the yoke locking device.

(~l Check the adequacy of liquid in the elevating
and depression stop buffers.

(h l Make certain that the plunger cover is securely
. la tched.
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36. Instructions for e t out ne the slide after t i r i ne ,

(al Cormect and run tight the yoke locking device.

(~l Read and record the recuperator air pressure.

(c 1 Measure and record the differential indicator
rod position. If loss of oil occurred during
firing, ascertain the cause, correct and re-
charge.

(dl Make external inspection of the recoil system
for evidence of loss of liquid. .

(e 1 Perform alkalinity tests prescribed by O.D.
1914·

(f 1 Remove the plunger cover and ex:aminethe plung-
ers, yoke shoes and rails for galling~

u~.) Inspect the differential cylipder leads, the
gauge and the gauge s·afetypla te ,f·or leakage.

i n 1 Bring the gun to z.er;o degreeposi t:\.Qn and seat
the slide securing pin.

37 Servicing the recoil system.

(al Filling routine:-

(1) Prepare adequate quantity of recoil liquid.

(2) See that the yoke locking device is connect-
ed.

(3) Connect the standard funnel and filling hose
to the filling and drain valve.

(4) Removeone cap plug from the expansion line
manifold.

(5) Open the filling and drain valve.

(6) Support the funnel above the level of the
cap plug aperture and run liquid in until
it appears at the aperture; pour last por-
tion slowly to allow the buffer to fill.

(7) Close filling and drain valve; remove hose
and replace cap.
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(8) Repla~e the cap plug.
(b) Draining routine:-

(1) Connec t the yoke locking device and secure
the slide at zero degree elevation.

(2) Connect the filling hose to the drain valve.
(3) Provide adequate buckets on the pan floor to

catch liquid.
(4) Remove one cap plug from the elCpansion line

manifold.

(5) Open the drain valve and run liquid in buckets.
(C ) Piston rod packing replacement:-

(1) Perform the draining routine.
(2) Bleed recuperator air pressure.
(3) Uncouple the yoke locking device.
(4) Jack out of battery (approlC. 10 ins).
(5) Back off the cylinder nut.
(6) Slide the gland out.
(7) Remove the split rings of worn packing.
(8) Carefully clean packing seat.
(9) Install new packing (O.S. 687).

(10) Replace gland and cylinder nut.

(11) Jack gun into battery and connect the yoke
locking device.

(12) Perform the filling routine, (a).
(13) Retract the securing pin.
(14) Take the gun down to twenty degrees eleva-

tion, connect the portable pipe and recharge
the recuperator.
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38. Servicing the recuperator. - Detailed routines for

charging recuperator air pressure and replenishing differen~
tial liquid are gi ven on drawing number 215647. Other instruc-
tions are included on instruction plates attached to the yoke
eKcept as follows:

)

la) To replace plunger packing. - The routine be-
low is prescribed when the chevron packing
rings are to be replaced. In this operation
the rear liner and its bearing must not be
wi thdrawn. If the rear liner is to be removed
(for replacement of the bearing or for other
reason) the counterrecoil cylinder must be
disassembled intact from the slide and the
plunger must be withdrawn before disassembling
the packing. The operations which follow
should be performed preferably wi th the gun
a t zero degree elevation. If they are per-
formed at twenty degree position (for more
convenient access) eKtreme care must be eKer-
cised to prevent the plunger slipping into
the cylinder.

(1) Secure the yoke locking device.

(2) Seat the slide securing pin in socket.

(3) Remove the plunger cover.

(4) Secure C-clamps to the rails immediately
rearward of the plunger yoke.

(5) Remove air valve cap rrzrr and plug rrXIl.

(6) Open rrzrr and exhaus t the recuperatdr pres-
sure.

Note: It is not necessary to drain the liquid
from the differential cylinder. The
position of the packing le~d is such
tha t only the liquid in the packing
will be lost.

(7) Remove locking pin (202214-2) from yoke, one
plunger only.

(8) Remove the twelve stud nuts and lock washers
from the gland and slide the gland forward.

(9) Place wood block and pad beneath plunger in
front of cylinder.
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(10) Break plunger from yoke and wi thdraw suf-
ficient to remove the gland.

(11) Slide the plunger rearward sufficient to
assemble connecting rod, 236064-4, rail fi x-
ture, 236064-2, wi th eye nut, 236064-7, on
the forward end of the connecting rod and
with stop rod, 236064-6, and nut seated in
the rail fi x:ture. Attach sheave to the yoke
(use eye bolt in the plunger yoke seat).
Move pendant through sheave and attach to
the eye nut. Snub pendant at the projectile
hoist cradle .

.(12) Slide plunger into the cylinder until the
stop rod bears on face.

(13) Remove packing elements to position on the
connecting rod.

(14) Draw plunger forward until eye nut is at
sheave.

(15) Install woodblock bearing under forward end
of plunger.

(16) Remove eye nut and rail fixture.

(17) Remove packing from connecting rod and ·re-
place with new chevrons and gland.

(18) Reassemble rail fixture and eye nut and re-
move wood block.

(19) Install packing in cylinder and secure the
gland. Do not move plunger.

(20) Remove rail fix:ture, connecting rod, sheave
and pendant. Support plunger forward end
until it is again seated and secured in the
yoke.

(21) Recharge the recupera tor and replenish the
differential cylinder liquid according to
the routines of drawing number 215647.

(22) Remove the C-clamps and repl~ce the plunger
cover.
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Routine Tests of the Slide

39. The slide assembly and particularly the elements
of the recupera tor require periodic tes ts and exerci se to
maintain the unitingood operating condition .. The tests des-
cribed below are in compliance with the regulations of the
Ordnance Manual, chapter VI, modifying those instructions to
apply to the design of the assembly.

() (al DAILY.

(1) See that the yoke locking device is connect-
ed with the nut drawn tight. The device is
to be so connected at all times except when
the gun is to be fired and when performing
the tests prescribed below.

(2) Read and record in the turret battery log
the recupera tor pressures as indicated by
right and left air pressure gauges IIKII,
differential cylinder liquid pressure gauge
lip II, and liquid volume as shown by indicator
ItSIt. Recharge air and liquid if minimums
are indicated. If readings compared wi th
previous log entries indicate continual loss
ascertain the source and correct. Tempera-
ture changes will cause small variations
in pressure.

(b 1 }fONTHLY.

(1) Check the level of recoil system liquid
with gun at zero degree. Replenish if neces-
sary until liquid flows from the cap plug
(expansion line manifold).

(2) Elevate the gun to twenty degrees, lubricate
the gun slide liners, seat the slide secur-
ing pin, and perform the following operating
test.

(a) Assemble the portable air charging pipes
as shown on drawing number 235345.

~ (b) Uncouple and stow the yoke locking device.

(C) Bleed air until gun slides out of battery.

(d) Open supply valve until gun returns to
battery.
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(e) Repeat operations (c) and (d) twice and
give final charge in accord with instruc-
tions of drawing number 215647.

0) Return the gun to five degrees elevation and
connec t the yoke locking devi ce. Perform the
following differential piston eKercise.

(a) Bleed the liquid until the differential
piston moves out siK inches.

(b) Replenish liquid as prescribed by drawing
number 215647.

(c) Repeat operations (a) and (b) twice.

(4) With the liquid pump connec ted as in sub-
paragraph 3 (including oil pressure gauge)
bleed the recupera tor air charge to zero
and pump liquid until the pi ston has moved
to its fully charged posi tion with gauge
pressure of 100-0 pounds per square inch.
Observe that the .plunger packings hold this
pressure. Recharge the air pressure to
service pressure and bleed liquid until in-
dicator "S" is flush with the rear face of
the rear end bracket. Restore the recupera-
tor and mount to stowed position.

(e) ANNUALLY. (While at home yard, assisted by
yard force.)

(1) Tes t and cali bra te all air pressure gauges
"K" and all liquid pressure gauges "P" by
comparison with standard gauges.

(2) Open counterrecoil and differential cylin-
ders. Exarn.i ne condi tion of packing rings,
packing seats, gland, bearings, liner and
follower. Clean out the cylinders, inspect
and note amount of sediment. If large amount
of sediment is found, forward sample to
Bureau of Ordnance. When reassembling renew
such parts as necessary. Do not use any
chevron r ings« or safety gauge diaphragms,
except those provided by the Naval Gun Fac-
tory.

0) Report details of the inspection by letter
to the Bureau of Ordnance.

* Refer O.S. 749.
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Chapter V

16-INCH ELEVATINGGEAR,MARK4
ANDMARK4, MODS.1 AND2

General Description

1. The elevating gear installations of each turret of
the U.S. S. NORTHCAROLINAand WASHINGTONare three independent
assemblies. These are similar designs, identically powered
and controlled, and differing only as to position and arrange-
ment of subassemblies. They are designated 16-inch elevating
gear, Mark 4, for the right gun, Mark 4, Mod. 1, for the cen-
ter gun, and Mark 4, Mod. 2, for the left gun.

2. The principal units of each are an electric motor
with reduction gear, a hydraulic transmission, response gear,
screw and nut oscillating bearing elevating machine, control
gear and servo control mechanism. These are shown in their
mechanical arrangements for all assemblies· on the schematic
diagram of drawing number 230774.

3. The assemblies are pr LncLpa.l Ly located below the
respective guns forward and below the gun pockets in the pan
floor and electric deck spaces. The arrangements on those
two levels are shown on the plan view sections of the turret
at the pan floor and the electric deck, drawings number 230772
and 230773, respect~vely.

4. The assemblies provide gun elevating limits of move-
ment and speed of laying as follows:

Maximumelevation- - - - - - - -
Maximumdepr es s i.orrs - - - - - -
Maximumspeed (average)- -12° of
Loading angle - - - - - - -

Electric Motor

- - - - -45°
..: - - - - 2°
arc per sec.
5° elevation

5. The electric motor and speed reducing unit for each
gun is in the electric deck space with rotor and output shafts
horizontally positioned and with drive shaft connection extend-
ing forward to the A-end of the hydraulic transmission. The
wing units are similarly located with relation to their res-
pecti ve guns. (See drs. no. 230778 and 231603.) The center
uni t is offset from beneath its gun and is loca ted between the
parallel divisional bulkheads which are beneath the right hand
gun girder box. (See dr. no. 230779.)

* Zero degree, Turret No.2, peacetime; two degrees battle; see paragraph
30.

(43)
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6. Each motor assembly ,comprises three elements; motor,
speed reducer and auxiliary pumps. The pumpsare flange mount>
ed on the speed reducer and the latter is flange mounted to
the drive end of the motor case. The unit is a compact assem-
bly of commercial manufacture (Reliance Electric Co., Northern
Pump Co.) and has design characteristics as tabulated below.
Its controller is an across-the-line starter of magnetic type
arranged with overload, short-circuit and undervol tage protec-
tion. It is similar to the controller described in chapter VII
and is located in the proj ectile flat machinery space with its
push-button control station at the gun layer fs station; see
wiring diagram drawing number 230450.

Data - Electric Motor Assembly

Motor:-
Type - 60 cycle, 440 volt, 3 phase
Horsepower - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 60
Speed - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Constant
R.P.M., full load - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - 1750
Rotation (looking at pinion) - - - - - - -Clockwise
Weight (including reduction gear)- - -1688 Ibs.
Lubrication - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Grease cups
Manufacturerfs type designation - - AA-B-505-Y
General arrangement drawing - - - - - - - - 268377

Speed reducer:-
Type - enclosed spur gear train
R.P.M., outpQt shaft, ratio 3.342 to 1 - - - - 500
R.P.M., auxiliary pump drive, ratio 2.085 to 1 1-835
Rotation, pump and output shafts - Countercloc~ise
Lubrication '- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Oil bath
General arrangement drawing - - - - - - 268473

Pump:-
Type - double; ,rotary gear
Pressure, supercharge pump -- - - - - - 50 Ib.sq.in.
Pressure, servo pump - - - - - - -400 Ib.sq.in.
Capacity, supercharge pump - 9.0 G.P.M.
Capacity, servo pump - - - - - - - - - --13.5 G.P.M.
General arrangement drawing- - - - - - - - - 268463

7. The connecting shaft between the speed reducer out-
put shaft and the A-end shaft is arranged at both ends with
special couplings. These are commercial units which provide
floating compensation for slight misalignment. Each is an
assembly of splinedhubs, which seat on the respective shaft
ends, and flanged sleeves which enclose the hubs. The sleeves
have annular involute gears enmeshed with gear teeth on the
hubs. When installed with flanges bolted each coupling is
partially filled with oil to provide lubrication for the en-
meshed gearing.
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Hydraulic Transmission

8. The drive transmitting arrang ement installed be-
tween the preceding described power plant and the elevating
nut gear of the oscillating bearing (par. 15), is a hydraulic,
variable displacement machine of commercial manufacture (North-
ern PumpCo.). It comprises a variable displacement pump(des-
igna ted the A-end) and a fixed displacement hydraulic motor
(the B-end), mechanically separate but having interconnecting
hydraulic pressure leads. Basically these components of the
transmission as shown on drawings number 268461 (A-end) and
268462 (B-end) are the elements which convert input shaft ro-
tation of constant speed and direction to reversible, variable
speed output shaft rotation. They are thus identical to_many
installations of like function and the same or similar manu-
facture used throughout the fleet.

9; The transmission provides drive speed range and
performs under pressures and loads as tabulated in the data
below.

Transmission Data

Speed of A-end input - - - - - - - - :"'500R.P.M.
Speed of B-end output - - - - - 0 to 500 R.P.M.
Torque load:-

Normal, rated - - - - - - - - - - - - 2000 lb.ft.
Maximum,rated- - - - - - - - - - - - 2200 lb.ft.

Pressures:-
Relief valve setting- - - - - 1450 P.S.I.
Replenishing pump pressure- - - - - - - 50 P.S.I.
Servo pump pressure - - - - - - - - - 400 P.S.I.

Constant horsepower control setting;-
Maximum- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 108 H.P.

Temperatures:-
Normal oil operating range- - - - -120° to 175°F.
Max. permitted oil temperature- - - - - - -185°F.

10. A-end. - The A~end is an assembly of a multi-cylin-
der rotating pump within a case. The pump comprises a cylin-
der barrel, having nine parallel axially disposed cylinders,
pistons and connecting rods, a socket ring, with connecting
rod bearings, and a socket ring bearing .a s sembLy which is
mounted in a part designated the tilting box. The mounting
of these parts on the main shaft (driven by the electric motor)
is such that the cylinder barrel is spring compressed against
a valve plate and is keyed to the shaft while the socket ring
has trunnion pivot in the main shaft. Thus the socket ring
is free to turn in its tilting box bearing s and may be ad-
justably positioned as to angular value with respect to the
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shaft axis. Such angular movement is imparted to the tilting
box through the control arrangements. Tilt of the socket ring
from a plane normal to the shaft axis gives piston reciproca-
tion and consequent suction and pump displacement of liquid
through the cylinder head ports and through radially aligned~
semiannular parts of the valve plate. The latter ports (t.vo)
are the pressure and suction ports with leads connecting to
the similar ports of the B-end valve plate.

11. B-end. - The hydraulic motor or B-end is a mechanism
similar to the A-end but lacks an angularly adjustable bearing
for the socket ring assembly. Instead it has a stationary
thrust roller track inclined at 70 degrees to its shaft axis.

12. The preceding described A-end and B-end units and
their connecting leads ar e f L'l.Led with hydraulic oil. Of this
total volume only that oil which is between the Aand B pistons
is "active" in the transmission of power. All other fluid is
reserve, completely fills the voids within the cases and by
means of a circulating pipe system which extends to an expan-
sion tank, has reservoir expansion capacity and thus functions
to dissipate heat. The manner in which the active oil func-
tions to transmit power is explained in the next paragraph.

13. Theory of power- transmiss ion. - Wheneverthe elec-
tric motor is in opera tion the A-end main shaft and i ts attached
pump assembly rotates at constant speed. That rotation is al-
ways counterclockwise (looking at the valve plate end), and
moves the nine ports of the cylinder barrel counterclock-
wise around the face of the valve plate and over the two semi-
annular ports. Those ports have positions which on a clock
face extend counterclockwise from 3 to 9 0' clock forming the
upper port, which is separated by "lands" from a lower port
that extends from 9 to 3 0' clock, counterclockwise. The til t-
ing box axis (centered in pivots in the case) is parallel to
the vertical (12 0' clock to 601 clock) line of the valve plate.
Thus the socket ring bearing may be positioned to be near
either land (3 o'clock or 9 o'clock). Such tilting box move-
ment is the criterion as to direction flow of high pressure
(Le., which valve pl.ate port will receive the pumping strokes).
If the tilt is toward 3 0' clock each piston as it rotates past
that land is at the top of its cylinder and as it continues
toward 12 and 9 positions (counterclockwise) it sucks oil
from the low side of the active system. At the 9 position it
crosses the other land and starts to pump through the 10w8r
port. Pumping continues until that piston again reaches the
first land. If, the tilting box is moved until its socket
bearing is parallel to the valve plate, reciprocation of the
pistons ceases and the unit is at neutral. If it is moved to
til t toward 9 0' clock, pumping occurs through the upper port
and the B-shaft rotation is reversed.
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B-shaft rotation is caused by the tangential components as
illustra ted in the vector diagram below. There the piston
thrusts PI, P2, P3, P4, are transmitted through their connect-
ing rods to the socket ring. Each such thrust resolves into
an ItNItand a ItTItcomponent, the former perpendicular to the
thrust plane of the socket ring bearing and the latter tan-
gential to it. From the relation of the latter to the B-shaft
it will be seen that each exerts a turning movement about the
shaft.

14. On the output end of the B-end is a flange mounted
bracket (upper response drive) which encloses the splined coup-
ling of the B-shaft to the drive shaft of the oscillating bear-
ing pinion. The bracket is also flange mounted to the adj a-
cent face of the bearing block (oscillating bearing). This
close coupled enclosed arrangement (as shownon dr. no. 216429)
is a quill drive coupling which permits slight play and thus
compensates for misalignments.

Oscillating Bearing

15. The elevating screw and oscillating bearing assem-
bly . is a trunnion pivoted unit supported in two journals
(bearing blocks) which are wedged and bolted in the turret
structure above the pan floor. Aligned with the B-end (as
indicated in par. 14) it places the axis of the screw in off-
set position 20 inches from the vertical plane of the respec-
tive gun center line. Thebearing is a conventional arrangement
of a large cast steel cube enclosing a radially split elevat-
ing nut. The two halves of the nut lock together for rota-
tion but have adjustable axial motion to eliminate end play of
the screw. The bottom half is driven by a concentrically
mounted elevating nut gear which is meshed with the drive
pinion. Adjustment of these parts is accomplished by means
of threaded upper and lower adjusting nuts located respectively
in the top and bottom of the bearing. 'I'he lower of these nuts
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is adjustable for purpose of adjusting the mesh of the nut
gear, it is not required for adjustment of the spli t halves
of the elevating nut (to eliminate play in the screw) which
is adjusted exclusively by the upper adjusting nut. The nut
gear, in addition to driving the elevating nut, is meshed
with and drives a pump gear. This gear is mounted in the
trunnion opposite from the drive pinion and has provision for
tongue coupling to the pump shaft of a small rotary oil c ir-
culating pump which is flange mounted to the bearing trunnion.
The pump is a lubricating unit which automatically reverses
with the change in drive rotation and thus always delivers oil
to the top of the bearing. It operates to bathe the nut and
screw threads, the nut bearings and the pinion and gears, in-
termittently, simultaneous with nut gear drive. The discharge
of this pump is connected to a cylindrical oil shield, secured
concentric to the screw and attached to the upper adjusting
nut. Ten screws secure the shield to the nut which has twenty
equally spaced tapped holes. Thus the shield and its pump
lead may be maintained at approximately the same position with
any varied setting of the nut. Within the shield three threaded
wiper elements secured to and rotating with the elevating nut,
function to remove oil from the rising screw threads whence it
drains downward t.hr ough the bearing to a screw cover. This
cover is attached to a flange on the lower adjusting nut and
functions to carry oil past a canvas bloomer which encloses
the screw from the bottom of the oscillating bearing to the top
of an elevating screw pocket. The pocket is a flanged steel
tank assembly atta~hed to and extending from the pan floor to
the electric de~H. A suction oil lead connects the reservoir
space of the pocket with the pump suction. With the gun in
stowed position this system is filled with lubricant to the
level of a plugged hole accessible from the electric deck.

16. Elevating screw. - The elevating screw is a R.B.
double square thread screw, 7.75 inches diameter by 149
inches long overall (130.65 inches threaded), with lead of
three inches. It is secured by conventional bronze pivot pin
(no wedge and wedge bearing), at its upper end, to a bracket
on the slide. The attachment has offset location as indicated
in paragraph 15.

Elevating Gear Control Arrangements
17. Gun elevating movement by means of the preceding

described assembly is motion controlled by positioning the
til ting box of the A end. Adjustment of the tilting box is
accomplished through automatic control devices or a handwheel
control gear mechanism. The automatic controls function only
to restore the tilting box toward neutral, whereas the hand
control operates between gun limits of movement to provide
starting, stopping and all variations of speed control (except
when the automatic arrangements IItake-overll).
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18. The equipment which gives this performance com-
prise certain hydraulic and mechanical elements built-in the
A-end, B-end units or connected through the control gear to
those mechanisms. These are described in the text below in
the sequence and under nomenclature designations as follows:

Control gear (hand gear)
Servo control
B-end response gear
Follow-up control mechanism
Limit stop
Constant horsepower mechanism
Anti-overhauling device
Neutral return device (power failure)
Neutral starting device

19. Con t r o L gear (hand gear). - Movementof the tilting
box in every instance except power failure is performed by a
hydraulic servo unit. Control circuit flow which controls
movement of the servo piston is, under normal conditions, con-
trolled through the hand.control gear and a differential fol-
low-up mechanism; under other conditions the automatic devices
"take-over" control of the control circuit flow to the servo
uni t. Control Gear (Hand gear) is a pedest·al bracket hand-
whee.L drive, bevel gear and shaft assembly. It is located
with gun layer's seat on the forward electric deck adjacent
to the A-end. It is arranged with its out-put shaft coupled
through a friction clutch to the limit stop and thence through
meshed gears to the nut of a nut and screw type differential
follow-up mechanism. The difrerential screw has linkage con-
nection to the valve control arrangements. This mechanical
system of handwheel control from the clutch to the valve
linkage is enclosed within a case assembly attached to the
top of the A-end with elements arranged as shown in the sec-
tional views of drawing number 268468.

20. Servo control. - On one side of the A-end with
mechanical connection extending through the A-end case to the
til tLng box is a hydraulic cylinder and piston assembly desig-
nated the servo unit. The arrangement of this element of the
control is shown on drawing number 268466.

21. B-end response gear. - A system of bevel gears and
shafts transmits B-end shaft speed and direction of rotation
from the upper response drive bracket (par. 14) to the A-end
control unit. The arrangement of this subassembly is shown
on drawing number 231604. It is coupled to a control input
(at the A-end) which drives the differential screw of the
follow-up mechanism. The response drives for the wing guns
are straight shafts from the pan floor space to the electric
deck, whereas the center unit comprises vertical and horiz-
ontal shafting to accommodate the offset position of the cen-
ter A-end.
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22. Follow-up control mechanism. -ThusA-endvalvecon-
trol displacement (to tilt the tilting box through the servo
unit) is a differential quantity comprising handwheel control
input and B-end response input. The latter is mechanically
automatic to restore the tilting box toward neutral. It varies
as B-end shaft speed and direction change and thus automatic-
ally produces a graded decelerating movementof the valve gear,
servo control and the gun.

23. L i mits top. - The limit stop is a screw and travel-
ing nut device of conventional design. It is arranged in the
control drive as indicated in paragraph 19 and as shown on
drawing number 268468 _ Through the follow-up and response
drive arrangements the stop has positive value at all times
with respect to gun position; the stops (for the traveling
nut) are adjustably positioned to decelerate and stop gun
movement within turret limits of gun elevation and depression
(total 47°). The equivalent vaLues> of the unit and the opera-
ting handwheels are as tabulated below.

Total turns , limit stop screw between limits - 19.08
Total turns of handwheel between stops - -,-- -19.:)8
Arc of gun movement per hahdwheel turn - - - -2°]0'
Handwheel turns to full tilt of tilting box - 1.833

24- constant horsepower mechanism. - The constant horse-
power mechanism is a mechanical and hydraulic arrangement which
is provided for the purpose of limiting the maximumhorsepower
taken from the electric motor. Under overload conditions it
functions automatically to decrease the tilt of the tilting
box. Thus if the combination of hydraulic pressure and stroke
of the A-end is such as to cause an input horsepower to the
A-end in excess of the desired limit the unit momentarily
rrtakes-overll the control. The mechanical elements of this
control include a control cam and a constant horsepower cam
mounted on a shaft within the control valve case (on the A-end) ;
a cam follower roller mounted on a pressure measuring piston
and arranged to bear on the cam surface of the constant horse-
power cam; and, an eccentric slot in the control cam which
actua tes one end of the control valve linkage, the other end
of which is trunnioned to the follow-up differential screw.
The pressure measuring piston has fulcrumed linkage connected
to a constant horsepower valve. This arrangement· operates with
til ting box movement to vary the position of the pressure
measuring piston and the control valve according to the pre-
determined values of the cams. The manner in which the unit
functions together with the hydraulic arrangements is indica-
ted in the description of the hydraulic circuit, paragraph 29.

25 Anti-overhauling device. - The preceding described
§.r~aQg§m§n!s_ ~p§r§.t§ _i~eQt~c§.l!y _ t_o_p~e~eQt_ b_ac_k_p~e~s~.r§
* Refer to paragraph 30 as to depression stops for Turret No.2.
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from causing overhauling of the transmission. Thus under
conditions of unbalanced load on the elevating screw (as when
the gun recoils) the anti-overhauling control Iltakes over"
control and the tilting box is moved toward neutral.

26. Neutral return device. - In event that power fails
or is shut off when the tilting box is on stroke, means have
been provided for manually returning the t t l.ting box to neutral.
This is designated the neutral return device. It is a hand
lever unit located on top of the A-end control case and mounted
on a gear and cam tube sha f t assembly. The gear on this shaft
is meshed with a quadrant on the tilting box shaft, and the
cam is positioned to operate a servo, cylinder by-pass valve.
Movementof the neutral return lever thirty degrees either side
of neutral operates the valve and allows the servo piston to
be moved freely; rotation beyond thirty degrees rotates the
gear shaft and returns the tilting box.

27. Neutralstartingdevice. - A switch which interlocks
the motor starting cLrcui t is located on the control valve
case withplunger extending to the top surface of the constant
horsepower cam. At three degrees from neutral position the
plunger rides into a detent on the cam and thus moves to close
the starting circuit interlock. At all other positions of
the cam the switch is open and the motor cannot be started
until the neutral return device has been manipulated to restore
the tilting box to neutral.

Hydraulic Control Circuit
28. The hydraulic system valve elements which function

with the control arrangements described above are designated
by name and symbol in the tabulation below. The symbols are
reference designations shown on the diagrams described in par-
agraph 29.

Control Circuit Valve Data
Name Symbol Location

Power-off valve VI B-end valve plate
Servo supply cut-off valve V2 A-end control case
Control valve V3 A-end control case
Power-off control valve V4 Valve body on A-end
Replenishing valve V5 B-end
Constant horsepower valve v6 A-end control case
Shuttle valve V7 A-end relief valve body
Directional valve V8 A-end control case
Relief valve V9 A-end relief valve body
Relief valve VIO II II II II

Pilot valve Vll II II " "Cut-out valve Vl2 II " II "Servo piston PI Servo unit
Pressure measuring piston P2 A-end control case
Clutch shifting plunger P4 Hand control gear bracket
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29. Assuming that the assembly is correctly adjusted
for normal service and that the motor is in operation, the
theory and performance of the controls are as follows:

Controls neutral, plate 1. - Rotation of the
control gear handwheels is transmitted through
the connecting shafts, gears and clutch to
differential nut, Dl. Differential screw, D2,
is connected through the quill drive and gears
to the B-end response (sha.ft 83) so that the
output of Dl and D2 is the Gifference in ang-
ular displacement between the handwheels and
the response. This is a linear displacement
of trunnion Tl which moves links D3and 12 and
ports servo pressure through the control valve,
the constant horsepower valve and either line
4 or 5 (depending on handwheel direction) to
the servo piston. Resultant movement of the
la tter changes t.rretilt and stroke of the A-end
and repositions shaft 81 and control earn Cl.
When the control cam attains a position in
agreement with trunnion Tl, further movement
of the servo piston is prevented. Thus the
A-end stroke bear s fixed relationship with
respect to movement of Tl from netural. At a
given speed of handwheel operation Tl will re-
main at a given displacement from neutral and
A-end stroke and B-end speed will be directly
proportional to handwheel speed. If the hand-
wheel speed is increased, linear displacement
of Tl from neutral will increase with resul-
tant increased speed of the drive and the sys-
tem will become stable at the new values of
stroke and speed. If the handwheels are stop-
ped, the B-end response will cause movement
of Tl toward its neutral position and the A-end
stroke will decrease to zero , resulting in the
B-end coming to rest.

The design of the differential screw assembly
with a shoulder on the splined end and the
fixed trunnion sleeve on the other limits the
linear displacement of the trunnion. These
stop shoulders at displacement limits bear
respectively against the end faces of the
differential nut assembly and when such con-
tact occurs the handwheel drive friction clutch,
F'I, slips. The equivalent motion of the gun
when a shoulder bears on the nut and the hand-
wheels are stopped is Less than five degrees
of graded deceleration to full stop.
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constant horsepower control, figure 2. If
the combination of hydraulic pressure and
stroke of the A-end is such as to cause input
horsepower in excess of the desired limit,
conditions will exist in the control assembly
as shown in Fig. 2. The elements involved
are shuttle valve V7 (in the relief valve body),
directional valve V8, pressure measuring pis-
ton P2, constant horsepower valve v6 and cam
C2. Normally v6 is open to permi t unrestricted
flow from the control valve to the servo pis-
ton. Pressure from the main system is admit-
ted to P2 through V7 and pipe 7. The result-
ing displacement of P2 causes movement of

/I
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DRAIN TO
S-TOPUGE T ANI<

'fRQ." P-OWER
OFF VALVE
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I

FAOW SERVO
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• \
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CONTJltOL VALVE (V4) Nf:UTRAl ~
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Fig. 2 - Elevating Gear Circuit Diagram (No. Pump Co.)
Constant Horsepower Control - Depression
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lever K2 about pivot P3 and displaces V6. This
blocks the flow of servo control pressure from
V3 and opens line 6 to the opposite side of
the servo piston, which is chamber C5 of the
diagram (for the direction shown). 8imul tane-
ously chamber C4 is ported to the tank via V6
and V8. Whenmotion of PI thus reduces A-end
stroke, cam C2 rotates, P2 and its outer hous-
ing move, and V6 seeks a new position toward
reopening pipe 2 or 3 (depending on the direc-
tion of drive). At the required lower value
of stroke a balance is thus obtained between
V6 and V3 and the unit operates at the reduced
stroke (with consequent lower horsepower in-
put). When the torque demand is decreased,
P2 moves back toward netural, allows V6 to
open, and normal operation is resumed. If
the load on the transmission is an overhauling
load the functionihg of the system is the same
because the main line pressure is" applied to
P2 through the shuttle valye from the side
bhat is high. 80 that the str oke :l,:.s reduced
no matter which line is under high pressure.

'Normal control, elevating, figure' 3. - The
circuit flow condition under normal handwheel
control and when it is operated to elevate
the gun is shown' in Fig. 3. The manner in
which servo pre s sure to the right end of the
ser-vo piston (chamber C5) is controlled through
valves V2, V3 and V6 is apparent from the
diagram and the description as to the preced-
ing diagrams. Main circuit relief and re-
plenishment is illustrated by the positions
of the elements of the relief valve body.
Under those condi tions the power=-of'f valve
(VI) of the B-end is in open position admit-
ting servo pressure through line 15 to cham-
ber C9 of valve V12. This holds V12 in the
position shown, connecting port 9 to port 12
and port 8 to port 11. With main system high
pressure entering the unit through line 14,
val ve V9 will be held closed by the differ-
ential area of that valve at ports EE and JJ.
As pressure at port AAreaches the predeter-
mined setting of spring 89, pilot valve VII
moves rightward closing port BBto line 11 and
opening the latter to line 10. This relieves
pressure in EE and causes that in chamber JJ
to open V9. Pressure against the shouldered
area of valve VIO allows flow of fluid to the
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< Fig. 3 - Elevating Gear Circuit Diagram (No. Pump Co.)
Normal Control - Elevation

low side of the system at port KK. vJhen the
system high pressure drops, Vll resumes its
original position opening chamber EE to sys-
tem pressure through BB and line 8 and thus
causing V9 to close.

Under the conditions of Figure 4 the relief
valves operate as a by-pass.

Power-off) Figure 4 - When the electric power
unit is started the solenoid of the power-off
control valve, V4, is energized. This directs
the flow of oil into chamber C7 of the power-
off valve, Vl, forcing that valve to its open
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posi tion. In event of power failure V4 is
de-energized and takes the position shown in
Fig. 4. Thus chamber C7 is open to drain
and VI closes. This allows spring 86 to push
Vl2 to the position shown opening EE and FF
to drain and permitting pressure in either JJ
or KK to open both relief valves and to by-
pass freely.

The power-off valve opens and closes the main
system ports to the B-end valve plate. When
those ports are closed the oil locked in the
B-end prevents any movement of the B-shaft.
In order to maintain this condition against
B-end oil loss two make-up check valves, V5,
which are. connected to the expansion tank
supply, replenish the B-end.

REII'LfNISHINI VALVES
(uRO WH!N .••.. !NO TENO.
TO ""EVENT MOVEMENT

~~_.I .
CT

.~

\
L.J )

'8' END ?

fo}!f~~
.usH TY~ If

VI

'fItOM SlJlYO I'U""

Fig. 4 - Elevating Gear Circuit Diagram (No. Pump Co.)
Power-Off Valve Closed
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The power-off valve also serves the function
of immobilizing the A-end control and servo
uni ts (but not the neutral return device) when-
ever the power is off. This is accomplished
through the arrangements of the servo supply
cut-off valve, V2. That valve is held open
by servo pressure from port CC through line
15, and it closes to block servo pressure to
the control when the power-off valve closes.
Thus, during a starting operation, the A-end
cannot be set on stroke by the servo unit until
the main system and the servo system leads in-
to the B-end are unrestricted.

DRAlrfTO
STOItA&E TANK.

TO 'OW£O·O"
CONT"OL. VAL-'ll

(V4)

SfllvO

Fig. 5 - Elevating Gear Circuit Diagram (No. Pump Co.)
Normal Control - Depressing
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Limit stop control) plate 2. - The device de-
scribed in paragraph 23 functions at depression
limit (and similarly for elevation limit) to
posi tively stop the handwheel input and to re-
turn the tilting box to neutral through the de-
celerating counter movement of the response
as showninplate 2. Any rotation of the hand-
wheels in such direction as to normally cause
rotation of the limit screw beyond the set limi t
will cause slipping of the friction clutch.
The system is free at all times to resume nor-
mal control in the reverse direction.

Normal control) depressing) figure 5, The
circuit flow conditions of figure 5 are the re-
verse direction of those illustra ted by f'Lgur e 3.

13
~~,·t9__~
1~~~~:r~N!,..,

'ROil POWVt.-

-1~~~~M~f~Y~
£X,.,,5ION
TO·.-END.

TO POWllt-O;rl"
CONTROl. YALVE

IY4)

Fig. 6 - Elevating Gear Circuit Diagram (No. Pump Co.)
Constant Hor-aepowe r Control - Elevating
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Figure 6. - The circuit flow conditions of
figure 6 are for the reverse directions of con-
stant horsepower control as compared to the
conditions illustrated by figure 2.

Elevating stops
30. In addition to the mechanically automatic limit

stop control described above, each elevating gear includes
positive stops which buff elevating movement at limits of gun
depression and elevation. These are nydr-au.l Lc+ buffers ar-
ranged in the way of stops as shownon drawings number 217204,
230775, 233700 and 233701. The arrangements differ for mounts
equipped with cast steel slides (Mark 4) as against those
equipped with forged slides (Mark 5).' The stops also differ
in Turret N9. 2 as against the arrangements in Turret No. 1
and 3. These differences and the stop arrangements are as
follows: The elevating stop buffers (all mounts) comprise a
pair of buffers mounted on the respective gun girders with
plungers posi tioPf3d" .i.n the way of stop bolts on the rear end
brackets; the dept"ejssion stops for cast steel slides are a
pair of buffers mounted on the rear caps of the recuperator
cylinders l1ith pLung.e r s positioned in the way of pads on the
turret roof; the depression stop for forged slides is a single
buffer mounted betwe-en the recupera tor cylinders; and the de-
pression stop ar-r angemerrt s for Turret No.2, are removable
pads under the turret roof which function to stop gun movement
at zero degree depression. Thus the elevating gears of Turret
No. 2 are limited to total movement of 45 degrees when the
pads are in place and therefore their limit stop controls
(par. 23) must be adjusted accordingly.

Danger Zone Cutout Mechanism
31. In each turret an installation of three pairs of

cam operated switches function to open the gun firing circuits
and to close signal light circuits whenever the respective
gun is laid on own ship's structure. A pair of switches com-
prises an elevating movementswitch and a train movement switch,
connected in series (operation of bbth required before the
firing ci.r-cu i t for that gun is opened and the signal light
circui t is closed). The arcs of fire controlled by these
danger zone cutout mechanisms (and design details), are shown,
for the different turret arrangements, for BB 55, 56, on draw-
ings 233706, 238870 and 238871. The arrangements of other
ships are similar. All switches are interlock switch designs
of two circuit, plunger type, with firing circuit normally
bridged and signal circuit normally open. Each elevating move-
ment switch is located on the right deck lug of its gun with
plunger roller positioned in the way of an actuating cam mount-
ed on the lower slide shield plate. The three adjustable cams

* See paragraph 34.
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of each turret have identical setting. They actuate and hold
switch plungers throughout gun movement in the arc from 0° to
2° depression, turret 2 and 3, and 2° elevation to 2° depres-
sion, turret 1.
The three train movement switches, one for each gun, are
mounted on the holding down clip and their actuating cams are
attached to the lower roller path. These cams and switches
have functional arrangement for the training movement identical
to the above described elevating movement devices. See chapter
VI and VIII for additional data.
The signal light circuit operates a multiple arrangement of
red dial signal lights. These include single dial lights at
each gun layer station and three-dial signal light indicators
at each pointer's and trainer's stations, at the train opera-
tor's station and at the turret officer's station.

MAINTENANCE AND OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

•.

32. The elevating machines, are to be operated and main-
tained, includingper~,adic exer-cds e,'adjustmentand lubrication,
in accord with the regulations of the Ordnance Manual, the in-
st.r-uc ti ons which ,follow, and the dLr-ec tLons contained in the
chapter entitled "Hydraulle,Eqliipment".

33. oper at ing pr eeau t ions. - Perform the following when
preparing th~ gear\~or operation:

(a ) Before starting the electric motor -
(1) Release and completely withdraw the slide

securing pin.
(2) Perform the "Before operating" lubrication.
(3) Check and replenish the oil in the expansion

tank.
(4) Verify that the filters are clear.
(5) Bring the transmission to neutral.

(b) Start the motor and run until the A-end valve
plate temperature is 110° F.

(1) Verify that the solenoid valve has been
energized.

(2) Operate the handwheels slowly.
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(3) Verify that the elevating screw lubricating
system is pumping oil.

(4) Operate to both limits of gun movement veri-
fying that the 1imi t stop control and all
buffers function correctly.

34. Buff er flu i d . - The elevation and depression stop
buffers are designed for and should be filled with Hydraulic
oil, O.S. 1113. These buffers should be checked for replen-
ishment once per month at which time they should be inspected
as to: -

(a) Full normal spring return of plungers.

(b) Condition of plunger packing.

(C) Tightness of body or bracket securing bolts.

(d) Alignment of plungers and stops.

35. Hydrau l i C 0 fl. - The oil to be 'used in the trans·
mission hydraulic system is that designated in Ordnance Speci-
fication No. 1113. When initially filling a system and when
replenishing, the oil is to be poured through a fine mesh
wire strainer of at least 120 wires to the inch; do not use
cheese cloth or other rags. New assemblies should be drained
after fifteen hours operation (or less), and should then be
thoroughly flllsbed clean and refilled with fresh oil or care-
fully salvaged oil. Perform test inspection and analysis of
oil sample from each system monthly. If there is evidence
of sludge, water or acidity, drain, flush and refill with
fresh oil.

36. Instructions for fillin~ the hydraulic system. -
When filling an empty system, it is preferable to run the oil
in with the supercharge pump according to the following in-
stru~tions.

(a) The cou.pling between the speed reducer and the
A-end shaft should be disconnected so that the
speed reducer and supercharge pump may be run
independent of the A-end.

(b) The valve in the 1/2 inch control box drain
should be kept closed until the limit stops
have been set as prescribed in paragraph 44.

(C) To fill the A-end and B-end housings, remove
the filler cover (268564-6) and pour oil into
the expansion and storage tank until the oil
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level remains constant at the high level pet-
cock. With the 1/4 inch pipe plugs in the
sides of the B-end valve plate loosened, the
electric motor should be started and stopped,
allowing the motor to run for a few seconds
at a time. The oil level should be contin-
uously checked at the low level petcock and as
the oil is pumpedby the supercharge pump into
the main piping, oil should be added to the
tank to maintain the high oil level. This
.procedure should be continued until oil free
of air flows out of the 1/4 inch pipe plugs
in the side of the B-end valve plate. Recon-
nect .the coupling between the motor reducer
and the A-end and the unit is ready to run.

Note: After the limit stops have been set,
the control box drain valve should be
opened. Whenthis valve is opened, it
will allow oil to flow from the expan-
sion tank into the control box, nec-
essitating the replenishing of the oil
supply in the ,expansion tank.

37. lIaintenance c ar.e . - Whenpipe fittings, flanges or
other units of the hydraulic system are disconnected and open,
maintain covers to exclude fouling. Do not remove such pro-
tection until immediately prior to reassembly. Observe the
instructions. of chapter XV as to cleaning pipe, assembling
fittlngs, etc.

38. Transmission tests and inspections. - Newtransmis-
sions or overhauled transmissions must be serviced as follows:-

. (a) After the first week operation, tighten all
bearing and foundation bolts, shaft couplings,
pipe connections, etc. Check oil level.

(b) After the first month service, remove, filter
and replace oil in the reduction gear, gear
boxes and lubricating oil reservoirs. Replen-
ish make-up oil. This operation is essential
to remove any foreign matter or abrasive ma-
terial resulting from initial run-in of the
overhauled unit. Lubricate the assembly.

(C) Check and clean the oil filters at regular
intervals.

39. Lub r i c a t ion. - All parts of the elevating gear must
be lubricated with the lubricants and according to ~the fre-
quency prescribed by the lubrication chart.
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The elevating screw lubricant must be carried to the level of
the test plug hole in the tank when the mount is at rest and
the gun is at zero degree elevation. The oil should be re-
placed quarterly with fresh oil carefully filtered through a
fine mesh wire screen. Oil level must be checked before op-
erating. The system pump can air-lock. Oil flow must there-
fore be checked at the screened filling plug - always immedi-
ately after starting to operate. Prime the pump and if nec-
essary open the pump to vent and to permit priming flow to
descend to the pump.

40. Operating trouble diagnosis. - The causes of vari-
ous possible operating troubles which mayoccur in the electric
hydraulic system are given in the subparagraphs below. An
understanding of these causes and effects will facilitate in-
stalling, adjusting and servicing the mechanisms. The "trou-
ble shootingll is in a continuity which avoids extensive dls-
assembly until the more simple causes have been eliminated as
the source of trouble. .

(a) Motor does not start: -

Check position of tilting
controller, circuit breaker

box.
and

Check
fuses.

(b) Drive inoperative due to control pressure fail-
ure: -

Check the servo' pressure as it enters the
control box to see that the proper pres-
sure and volume' of oil is being maintain-
ed at the control. A clogged filter is
often the source of trouble when the ser-
vo pressure and volume is reduced.

Check the response shafting from the B-end
to see that it is connected properly and
there is a minimum of backlash in the con-
necting gearing and shafting. Any lost
motion or backlash in the gearing or shaft-
ing will seriously affect the operations
of the control. Sluggishness in response
to operator! s handwheels. and failure of
the B-end to stand in a set position,
caused by movement of the A-end tilting
box, are symptoms of lost motion.

Check the opera tor! s handwheels and shaft-
ing connections to the A-end input shaft
for lost motion.
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Check the expansion connection from the
A~end control box to the expansion tank.
This should be shut off and the control
box cover should be removed. (The pump
maybe run with the control cover removed.)
After the cover has been removed, the
piping in the control box should be ex-
amined for breakage or leaks. Examine
all linkages and gears for lost motion.
If the differential screw 268529-94, dr.
no. 268468) has any lost motion it may
be taken up'bylloosening the first lock-
nut, (265800-45) and tightening the sec-
ond locknut on the adjusting nut (268529-93)
until'all of the lost motion :Lnthe can.:..
trol screw has disappeared. Care ,should
be taken that the parts are not fitted
too tight; causing ab indLng action which ,

'is sometimes as detrimental, to the func-
tioning of the control as lost motion.
If the source of trouble has not been
found after following' the procedure as
,outlined above" the next step is to dis-
assemble the, coht r oLrva.Lve body (d.r. no.
268470) and inspect it thoroughly.

Trouble shooting on the power-off brtak.e
valve should start at the power-off sole-
noid and control valve (dr , No. 268347)
and then proceed to the power-off valve
in the B-end valve plate.

Check the power-off valve (268501-22) for
sticking. A by-passing action might be
traced to the relief valve in the B-end
valve plate. If this valve is disassem-
bled, care should be taken to reset the
spring setting in its original position.
The valve should relieve at approximately
1500 pounds per square inch.

(el Drive inoperative due to main syst~m pressure
failure: -

Trouble shooting on the main hydraulic
system should start by ascertaining if
the unit loses its make-up or supercharge
pressure.

Check the supercharge pump and filter to
see that they are functioning properly.
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Check the plungers (268554-16, dr. no.
268465) in the main relief valve for stick-
ing. If the trouble is not found at this
point it is most likely internal in the
A or B-ends. In order to check which of
the units is the source of the trouble,
the slippage or expansion connections
should be isolated.

The inter-expansion connections between
the two units should be disconnected and
the expansion from each unit run direct-
ly back to tanks. If the slippage from
the B-end does not seem to be abnormal
the trouble will be found in the A-end.
This procedure of elimination is advis-
able because the servo valve and servo
and supercharge relief valves discharge
directly into the A-end case and make
difficult discernment as to whether ornot
an abnormal condition exists in the A-end.
The pump or motor which is causing the
trouble should be disassembled and ex-
amined to find the source of the trouble.

If a condition is encountered where the
pump builds up to a certain pressure and
instead of increasing, pressure suddenly
drops accompanied with increase in hydrau-
lic noise, it is a sign that the main sys-
tem is relieving itself. This condition
may be caused by lifting of the relief
valve, by a scored valve plate or by the
cylinder barrel in one of the units lift-
ing off of the valve plate. Whenthe re-
lief valve is relieving it is usually dis-
cernible by sound.

If the relief valve is not the source of
trouble, the expansion and 'slippage con-
nections on each unit should be isolated
and the source of the trouble determined
by watching the slippage of the units.
If the valve pLate on anyone of the uni ts
is scored, that unit will have an exces-
sive amount of slip. Excessive slip is
sometimes caused by a scored piston. If
the cylinder barrel in ei ther of the units
is lifting off, a sudden surge of oil
will appear in the slip line of the unit
causing the trouble. If these conditions
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exist in either of these units, the of-
fending unit should be disassembled and
examined to determine the cause.

41. 'fo check the servo and supercharge pressures. - The
supercharge pressure should be set between 50 to 70 pounds per
square inch and the servo pressure between 350 and 450 pounds
per square inch. If these pressures are not within these ranges,
they may be adjusted on the supercharge and servo relief valve
(268480) . To adjust the supercharge pres sure, remove the valve
cap (268569-8), which is the one nearest the mounting plate,
loosen the locknut (268570-15) and screw in on the adjusting
screw (268569-13) to increase the pressure or out to decrease
the pressure. The servo pressure may be adjusted in a like
manner ~ith the adjustment farthest from the mounting plate.

To check the supercharge pressure or the pressure in either
of the main pipes, the gauges may be connected to the 1/4 inch
pipe taps in the sides of the B-end valve plate. The servo
pressure should be checked in the line between the filter and
the servo flange connection on the A-end control box.

Adjustments

42. Elevating screw. - The elevating screw pin and pin
bearing is not adjustable to remove play.

43. Elevating nut. - Slack between the elevating nut and
screw threads is removed by resetting the upper adjusting
nut of the oscillating bearing assembly. To make such adjust-
ment it is necessary to remove the ten bolts of the oil shield
and the adjusting nut key before positioning the nut with large
spanner. Adjustment of the lower nut (made similarly) for
purpose of taking up lost motion in the mesh of the nut gear,
is a yard job requiring major disassembly.

44. Adjustm-ent of limit stops, (Dr. No. 268468). - The
coupling between the A-end response shaft (268533-46) and the
B-end response shafting should be disconnected and the travel-
ing nut set inposi tion by turning the handwheels. The response
to regulator and the response to indicator should be disconnected
until the limit stops have been set. The traveling nut should
be set within three threads of the limit stop nearest the hand-
wheels, when the limit stop has been adjusted to its maximum
position in the direction of the handwheels. To adjust the
limit stop, unlock lockwasher (268435-75) and screw the limit
stop lock cap (268435-82) away from the limi t stop (268435-8).
When the limit stop lock cap has disengaged the limit stop, the
limi t stop maybe movedto any desired position on the screw.
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I
)

As soon as the limit stop has been set in its approximate po-
sition, the response coupling should be reassembled and the
servo valve reset approximately in its neutral position. This
position is obtained by rotating the handwheels until the clutch
slips and then backing-off 1.8 turns. With the uni t under power
control, depress the gun to the desired maximumdepression and
set the limit stop nearest the handwheels by engaging it with
the traveling nut, following the procedure as outlined above.
Next, elevate the gun to the maximumrequired elevation and
engage the opposite limit stop with the traveling nut.

45. Adjustment of tuindvme e t friction clutch. - In event
the friction clutch between the handwheel input shaft and the
control will not transmit the desired torque for operation of
the control, the friction may be increased by tightening the
three cap screws (268853-102, dr. no. 268345). '

46 . Ad jus tmen t 0r ma in r e lie f u a l v e) f igur e 7. - To ad-
just the main system relief valve, remove the caps (268554-7,
dr. no. 268465) and adjust each side of the valve separately
with the spring ad.jus t fngis cr-evs ~'(268554-8). The proper setting
of the relief valve is 1450 pounds per square inch.

PILOT VALVE

MAIN VALVE

SPRING\,

CAP-

PILOT

SPRING RE.TAINER

VALVEc\\r'USTING SCR<W

VALVE

Fig. 7 - Main Relief Valve Adjustment
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47. Adjustment of constant horsepower device, figure 8.-
To adjust the constant hors epower device the cover on the con-
trol box hous ing must be removed. Adjustment may be made by
adjusting the adjusting screw (268413-11). This increases or
decreases the tension of the pressure measuring piston spring.
Increasing the spring load increases the hydraulic pressure
required to cause shifting of the constant horsepower valve.
The factory setting of the spring as evaluated by the manu-
facturer is equivalent to electric motor input of approximately
108 horsepower.

CONS-mNT
HORSEPOWER
PUSH ROD

SERVO SUPPLY CUT-OUT

CONTROL

CONSTANT

ADJUSTING SCREW

PRESSURE MEASURING PISTON SPRING

Fig. 8 - Constant Horsepower Adjustment

)

48. Adjustment of relief valve in B-end valve plate,
figure 9. - Remove relief valve cap (268502-1), adjusting nut
lock (268502-2) and adjust the reiief valve spring (268501-5)
by screwing in or out on adjusting nut (268502-4).
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RELIEF VALVE CAP BALL

POWER,.... OFF
VALVE

ADJUSTING RELIEF VALVE

Fig. 9 - B-end Relief Valve Adjustment

DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY
49. Disassembly of gear-motor. - Refer to drawing num-

ber 268473. Removethe auxiliary pump from the mounting flange
as indicated on the cross section. Remove the retainer cover
(268543-15) being careful not to damagethe oil seal (268571-21) .
Remove the gear case cover (268542-12). Disassembly of the
remainder of the unit is apparent.

50. Disassembly of A-end pump. - Refer to drawing num-
ber 268461. The instructions of this paragraph give the se-
quence of disassembly of a complete A-end. In many cases
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complete disassembly of a unit is not necessary and it is ad-
visable to analyze the trouble and the cross-sectional assem-
blies carefully before starting to disassemble. Be sure that
all units are completely dr a l'ned before disassembly.

Removeall piping to the relief valve assembly (268465-
68) and then remove the relief valve by removing the
six socket head cap screws on the back side. Next
remove the packing gland (268493-34) and the packing
cover (268493-36) . At this point it is advisable to
tip the pump on end resting on supports under the
front end plate (268489-46) with the drive shaft
pointing down. (Do not allow the weight of the pump
to rest on the control housing or servo piston hous-
ing.) It facilitates the disassembly of the A-end
to tip it on end; but it is not necessary for dis-
assembly of the unit. Remove the cap nuts (268493-
32) from housing studs and lift out the studs. Remove
valve plate (268487-44),· locknut and lockwasher
(268571-57 and 268571-49). Pull bearing (268503-55)
off of the drive shaft. Lift the cylinder barrel
(268482-47) off of the drive shaft and pistons.

Whenremoving the cylinder barrel care must be ex-
ercised in holding the connecting rods (268490-3) so
that the pistons will not bump each other or other
parts in the pump and become damaged when they are
freed by the cylinder barrel.

Removethe cylinder barrel keys (268493-52) and spring
(265800-38). The inner assembly of all parts which
are attached to the drive shaft, including bearing
(268503-37) may now be lifted out of the housing as
one assembly.

The tilting box (268492-54) cannot be removed from
the housing until the control box and servo piston
assembly have been removed. It is not necessary to
remove the tilting box from the housing to remove the
thrust bearing race (265845-66). The tilting box has
three 1/2 inch 13 N.C. thread holes, tapped in the
under side to be used as jackscrew holes for remov-
ing the thrust bearing.

51. Removal and disassembly Of servo piston. - Refer
drawing number 268466. Remove all external piping from the
housing and remove the access cover (268547-16), machine bolt
(268520-137), the two pipe plugs (268548-24) and with the servo
piston centered as shown on the reference drawing, drive pin
(268547-25) down and out of the stroking slide (268546-11).
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Removethe nuts (268570-174) which hold the servo piston hous-
ing to the pumphousing, allowing the servo piston as sembly to
be pulled away from the pump housing as a complete assembly.
Further disassembly of the servo piston is apparent.

52. Disassemb Zy and assemb Zy of contra Z me cb an ism. -
Complete disassembly or assembly of the control mechanism is
apparent from the following cross-sectional drawings:

Handwheel and Bracket, - - - - - - - - 268464
Main relief valve, A-end,- - - - - 268465
Control box section, - - - - - - - - - 268468
Control box piping, - - - - - - - - - 268469
Sectional assembly constant H.P. Valve - 268470
Section assembly friction clutch - - - 268345
Power-off control valve - - - - - - - 268347

Whenassembling the control mechanism all looseness
in linkages and ,b,acklash in gears must be kept at a
minimUm'if accuracy or a minimum of' lost motion is
to be expected of this unit in the elevation of the
guns. All valve plungers, valve sleeves, control
screws, gears, et.c. , should be handled with utmost
care in assembly or disassembly to prevent damage and
consequent failure of the control to function ac-
curately. When removing or assembling oil seals on
shafts, extreme care should be exercised so that the
seals will not be cracked or stretched to render them
useless for sealing. Donot stretch these seals with
any kind of tool in order to fi t them onto the shafts;
always use a sheet of thin brass or other sheet metal
as a thimble to start the seal over the end of the
shaft or any sharp edges that might appear on the
shafts.

If the main relief valve is disassembled it must be
noted that any change in the setting of springs
(268409-10) will change the pressure at which the
valve will operate.

Whendisassembling this valve the setting of the
spring adjusting screw (268554-8) should be noted
and reset accordingly, in assembly. After assembly
it is advisable to check the valve with a hydrostatic
test pump if one is available. This valve should
relieve at 1450 pounds per square inch pressure.

53. Disassemb Zy and assemb Zy of supercharge and servo
pump. - The sequence of operations for disassembly and assem-
bly of this pump should be followed on drawing number 268463.
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To disassemble this pump, remove the four nuts
(268394-54) on one end of the pumpand drive out the
two top pump studs (268516-6) and the two bottom
studs (268516-8). Removethe bearing plate (268517-13),
liner plate (268516-9) and servo cylinder (268517-19) .
Turn the pump over and remove the mounting plate
(268516-1), liner plate (268516-7) and supercharge
cylinder (268517-14). From this same end of the
pump, push the driven shaft (268516-3) down and out
of the driven gear (268616-4). Next push the drive
shaft (268517-11) down about one sixteenth of an inch
until the key in the drive shaft just about touches
the bearing plateC268517-l0). Care must be exercised
that the key does not hit the bearing plate and dam-
age,'it. Lift the shaft up and put a shim under the
gear equal to the amount that the shaft was pushed
down. ' Repeat this until the gear (268516-12) has been
removed. .

When reAsse,mbling,90Cl.t th§ mating plates with a very
thin shellac'. The drive shaft should be turned slow-
ly as the nuts (268394-54) are tightened in order to
assure clearance and alignm'e':dtfor the gears; 'Do
not try to run the pump unless it can be turned freely
by hand. ' .

54. Disassembly and assembly of the B-end. - Refer to
drawing number 268462. Remove all external piping.

Remove the mounting flange (268500':"35) and the oil
seal (265828-42 to 46, 265828-76, 268532-40, and
265829-39) . Tip the pump over, resting on the front
face of piece number 268499-32 with the drive shaft
pointing down. Removethe cap nuts for studs (268493-
32) and remove the housing studs (268500-36). Lift
off the valve plate assembly (268467-41) and the
housing (268498-24). With a slight lifting tension
on the drive shaft assembly, drive the drive shaft
(268495- 37) up and out of the bearing (268500-31).
Removethe cylinder barrel (268494-53), being careful
that the pistons are not damaged as they are freed
by the cylinder barrel. The remainder of the dis-
assembly is apparent.

When reassembling, make certain that all parts are
free and are lubricated.

55. Replacement limits of parts reassembled. - TheA-end
pistons should be fitted .003 inch under the bore diameter in
the cylinder barrel.
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The B-end pistons should be fitted .003 inch under
the bore diameter in the cylinder barrel.

All replacement valve plungers in the controls should
be ground .001 inch under the diameter of the bore
in the valve sleeves. The edges should be left sharp
but without burrs.

All replacement sleeves for the valves in the control
should have the hole ground and lapped with the port
openings sharp but without burrs.
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Chapter VI

16-INCH TRAININGGEAR,MARK1

General Description

1. Si xty large steel rollers support the turret for
movement in train. These are mounted in a circular carriage
on a roller path of 34 feet 5 inches outside diameter. The
carriage is an assembly of twelve 30 degree cage sectors of
fi ve rollers each. Alterna te sectors vary roller spacing in
increments of five, ten or fifteen minutes. An electric hy-
draulic power uni t wi th twin B-shaft outputs to two worm, worm
wheel and pinion machines - all located in the rotating struc-
ture ~ constitutes the training gear drive. This assembly is
conventionally arranged wi th the two driven pinions meshed
wi th an annular rack training circle attached to the lower
roller path (fixed structure).. .

2. The portion' of this operating mechani sm tha t com-
prises the power drive and its control facilities is the ord-
nance assembly designated, 16-inch Training Gear, Mark 1. This
includes the electric motor, a reduction gear, an A-end speed
gear, two B-end speed gears, two brake mechanisms, a response'
gear, and servo control - hand control arrangements. (The ord-
nance assembly does not include the driven worm-wheel bracket
group .)

3. The equipment comprlslng this assembly is the ord-
nance installation as installed in each of the turrets of the
USS MASSACHUSETTSand ALABAMA.(Other ships of the class are
equipped with other training gear, see ch. VIII.)

4. The principal units of the assembly are located in
the space above the electric deck and beneath the guns in the
middle and forward half of the pan floor and electric deck
compartments. The arrangement is symmetrical, with motor, re-
duction gear and A-end aligned on the electric deck, beneath
the c~nter gun. From the A-end valve plate large pipe mani-
folds (hydraulic leads) extend to the B-end units above. The
two B-end drives are mounted on the pan floor and in the box:
gun girders (one left and one right). Their output shaft, con-
nee ting shaft, brake and dri ven wormare aligned longi tudinaLl.y
extending forward. The two worm-Wheeland pinion brackets are
in the forward segment at the circular bulkhead with shafts
posi tioned vertically and extending down to the training circle.
The -plan arrangements at the pan floor and the electric deck
are shown on drawings 230772 and 230773, respectively.

(75)
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5. Total turret train movement, the position of limit

stops, adjusted posi tions of control stops, zones of firing
cut-out and other train data are as tabulated below:

Turret arc of train (clockwise; bow, zero).
Turret #1 - - - - - - - - - 2100 to 1500
Turret #2 - - - - - - - - 2120301 to 1470301
Turret #3 - - - - - - - - - 320301 to 3270301

Speed of train, maK.- - -4 deg. of arc per sec.
Zone of Firing Cut-out:

One or more guns cut-out:
Turret #1 - 20 Dep. 20 Elev. 330 Train, R & L
Turret #2 - 00 to 20 Dep. 330 Train, R & L

.Turret #3 - 00 to 20 Dep .. 260 Train, R & L

Electric Motor
6. The installed posi tionof the electric motor, on

the electric deck to the rear of the gun pocket, wi th aligned,
coupled arrangement of the reduction gear and A-end, is shown
on drawing 230780. The motor is a unit of commercial manufac-
ture (Reliance Electric Co.) with design arrangement and de-
tails as shown on drawing 231539. Its specification and per-
formancedata are as tabulated below.

Motor Data
Type - Squirrel cage induction, 440 volt, 60 cycle,

3 phase, horizontal rotor, waterproof enclo-
sure, fan coolen.

Horsepower - - - - - 300 (overload rating, 540)
Speed- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Constant
R.P.M., full load- - - - - - - - - 1760
Amperes, full load - - - - - - - - - - - - 323
Rotation, power end- - - - - - Counterclockwise
Lubrication- - - - - - - - - - -Grease cups
Manufacturer's type designation- - AA-16B-6085
Weight, pounds - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5100
7. )[0 t or contro II er r - The above described motor is

arranged with remote push-button control by means of an auto-
transformer magnetic star-ter. The pUSh-button station is
mounted at the train operator's station (electric deck). The
controller cabinet and separate auto-transformer case are
mounted together in the machinery space of the lower shell
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fla t. The design of these uni ts is shown on drawing 230495.
The wiring arrangement is shown on the diagrams of drawing
230496.
The controller is a waterproof enclosed panel equipped with
magnetic start and run contactors, circui t breaker dashpot
timer, overload, undervol tage and short -circui t protection,
and door interlocked safety switch. The unit operates with
the auto-transformer to s tart the motor at reduced voltage
(50%) from "Start" push-button through a starting circui t
breaker. This closes contact in the starting magnet coil cir-
cui t, the run magnet coil circui t and the run circui t breaker.
Magnetic closing of the starting contactor connects the trans-
former to the line and supplies reduced voltage to the motor
(the motor windings are connected to the transformer taps).
The dashpot timer is ini tia ted when the starting contac tor
closes. This timer, after a preset interval, closes and ener-
gizes the run contactor. And the latter by closing completes
the circuit to supply full line voltage to the motor. The
normally closed run con tac tor de-energizes the s tartingcircui t
magnet and contact6r". '.
The overload protective device is an adjustable thermal type
relay with magnetic r es et. Its range of adjustment is from
340 to 420 amperes with normal, 355 amperes, based on 110 per
cent of motor full load. The tripping delay and resetting
time factors for all adjustments are given on the reference
diagrams. The overload protection may be bridged for emergency
operation through circuit and push-button emergency run pro-
vision. This arrangement bridges the overload r el.ay contacts.
However, the emergency run starting circuit is open (and the
contactors will not close) whenever the A-end neutral swi tch
is open. This is an interlock that prevents starting under
working load (refer par. 23).

8. Reduction gear. - The reduction gear is a commercial
uni t (FaLk) driven by the electric motor through a f'Lexl ble
coupling (Falk, #14FA). The gear provides main drive output
to the A-end main shaft through a connec ting shaft and two
f Lexi bLe couplings (see par. 9). It also provides flange
mounting and drive to two aUlCiliary rotary type pumps. These
are arranged in the hydraulic sys tern to provide main circui t
replenishmen t (supercharge pump) and servo control pressure
(servo pump). (Refer Circui t Description, par. 25.) The uni t
has design characteristics as tabulated below:

Dita - Reduction Gear Assembly

Speed reducer:-
Type - - - - - - -Enclosed herringbone gear train
R.P.M., output shaft, ratio 4.975 to 1 - - - 350
R.P. M., auxt Ll ar y pumpdri ve; ratio 1. 62 to 1 - 1080
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Rotation, main and auxiliary shafts
Lubrication - - - - - - - - - - - -
General arrangement drawing - - - - -

Clockwise
-Oil bath

228471

Pump:-
Type- - - - - - - - - - - Double;
Capacity, supercharge pump- - - -
Capacity, servo pump- - - -
General arrangement drawing -

rotary gear
- 25 G.P.M.

23 G.P.M.
- - - - - - 268336

9. The connec ting shaft couplings are commercial uni ts
(Fast's type) which provide floating compensation for slight
misalignment. Each is an assembly of splined hubs, which seat
on the respec ti ve shaft ends, and flanged sleeves which enclose
the hubs. One sleeve of each coupling is partially filled
with oil to lubricate the gearing.

Hydraulic Transmission

10. The drive transmi tting arrangement ins taIled between
the preceding described power source and the two driven pinions
of the train worm-wheel brackets, is a hydraulic, variable dis-
placement machine of commercial manufacture (Northern Pump).
It comprises a variable displacement pump (the A-end) and two
fixed displacement hydraulic motors (the B-ends). The latter
are mechanically independent from each other and the A-end
but have manifold hydraulic pressure leads connecting them
hydraulically to the A-end. These components of the transmis-
sion as shown on drawing 268332 (A-end) and -268333 (B-end) are
the basic power transmitting units which convert input shaft
rota tion of cons tant speed and direction to reversi ble , variable
speed, output shaft rotation. In general design they are larger
versions of the similar uni ts as installed in the elevating gear.
However the training gear assembly attains 2 to 1 drive reduc-
tion through B-end displacement (two 13 cylinder motors) equal
to twice A-end displacement (one 9 cylinder pump). For design
details and theory of operation of the A-end, B-end uni ts refer
to chapter V.

11. The transmission provides drive speed range and
performs under pressures as tabulated in the data below.

Transmission Data

A-end speed - - - - - - - - - - - - 350 r.p.m.
B-end speed (each gear) - - - - - - 0 to 175 r.p.m.
Torque, B-shaft, maKe (each)- 11200 Ib.ft.

Pressures:-
Relief valve setting-
Servo pressure- - - -

1450 P. S. 1.
400 P. S. 1.
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Replenishing pressure - - -

Constant horsepower control, maKe
- - 50 P.S.I.

- - - - - 540 HP

Temperatures:-
Normal oil operating range - - - - 1200 to 1750F
Max. permitted oil temp. - - - - - - - - - 1850F

Power-off Brakes

12. Between the B-shaft outputs and the driven worms
(worm-wheel bracket) each drive is provided with a mechanical
brake, spring ac tua ted to set and power actuated to release.
These brakes function to stop and to hold the turret in train
in event of loss of power. Each brake when applied will op-
pose any tendency to coast wi th a torque equivalent to' 2500
pound feet. Each brake includes a large brake drum, two brake
lined brake shoes, two main springs, brake shoe levers and a
linkage connecting to .t.hepiston of a hydraulic cylinder. The
assembly is supported from a separate mounting base wi th the
drum spline coupled in the B-shaft drive. Drawing' 268346 shows
the arrangement of parts. Operation of the unit is described
in the Hydraulic Circuit text, paragraph 25.

Training Gear Control Arrangements

13. Turret train movement by means orLhcipr-ec ed Ing des-
cribed assembly is motion controlled bj positioning the tilt-
ing box of the A-end. Such control movement is accomplished
through handwheel control gear facili ties and certain auto-
matic control arrangements. The latter function only to re-
store toward neutral whereas the hand control o-perates between
turret limits of train to ini tia te starting motion, provide all
variations of speed control, reverse and stopping. Both hand
and automatic arrangements control tilting box movement by means
of hydraulic servo piston and cylinder.

14. These groups of control facili ties include hydraulic
and mechanical elements built-in the A-end, B-enduni ts or
connected through the control gear to those mechanisms. They
are described in sequence and under nomenclature designations
as follows:

Control Gear (hand gear)
Servo Control
B-end Response Gear
Follow-up Control Mechanism
Limit Stop
Constant Horsepower Mechanism
Anti-overhauling Device
Neutral Return Device (power failure)
Neutral Starting Device
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15. Control ~ear (hand ~ear). - Movementof the tilting
box in every instance, except power failure, is performed by
a hydraulic servo unit. Hydraulic flow which controls move-
ment of the servo piston is normally controlled through the
hand control gear and a differential follow-up mechanism;
under other conditions the automatic devices "take over" con-
trol circuit flow. Control gear (hand gear) is a pedestal
bracket, handwheel drive. It is loca ted with train opera tor IS

seat on the forward electric deck adjacent to the A-end. Ar-
ranged as shown on drawing 230789, its output shaft is coupled
through a friction clutch to the limi t stop (par. 19) and thence
to the screw of a nut and screw type differential follow-up
mechanism. The differential screw has linkage connection to
control valve gear built-in the top of the A-end. Drawing
268340 shows the mechanical arrangements of this subassembly,
described as to control operation in paragraphs 24 and 25.
In addi tion to control gear operation from the train opera tor IS
station as above, the pedestal assembly includes a manually
operated clutch and bevel gear drive coupled to shafting from
the right and left trainers I stations (shelf plate level) ~
This alternative control provides control gear operation and
tilting box movement through the same A-end arrangements.

16. Servo oontrol. - The servo piston and housing unit
shown on drawing 268339 is mounted on one side of the A-end
wi th mechanical connection through the case to the tilting bOL
The arrangement is an enclosed double acting piston with control
circuit connections and operating cycle as described in para-
graphs 24 and 25.

17. B-end response ~ear. - B-shaft speed and direction
of rotation for A-end control gear response is taken from the
right hand B-end. A system of bevel gears, brackets and shafts
transmi ts the motion down through the pan floor to the A-end
control. The arrangement of the subassembly is shown on draw-
ings 230787 and 230788. It is coupled at the A-end to an in-
put which drives the differential nut of the follow-up mecha-
nism.

18. Follow-up control mechanism. - From the preceding
it is apparent that A-end valve control displacement (to tilt
the tilting box through the servo uni t) is a differential quan-
ti ty comprising handwheel control input and B-end response.
These posi tion the differential screw and differential nut
(respec ti vely) of the follow-up control mechanism shown on draw-
ing 268340. For every differential screw adjustment by the
handwheels there is automatic counter adjustment of the dif-
ferential nut. The latter functions always to restore the
tilting box toward neutral and varies as B-shaft speed and
direction change. Thus the follow-up action produces a graded
decelera ting movementof the control valve mechanism, the ser-
vo piston and the turret.
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19. L i mi t stop. - The limi t stop is a screw and travel-
ing nut device of conventional design. It is vertically posi-
tioned at one corner of the A-end case with control gear con-
nection as described in paragraph 15. The uni t as shown on
drawing 268341 includes a housed assembly of the limits top
screw, a traveling nut, two limit stops adjustably mounted on
the screw, and a friction clutch shifting mechanism. Through
the follow-up and response drive arrangements the limit stop
has positive value at all times with respect to turret posi-
tion. It functions, by the adjusted posi tions of the two stops
on the screw, to limit travel of the traveling nut and thus
to stop rotation of the differential screw. When the latter
stops revolving it ·is displaced in countermovement by response
drive of the differential nut until the tilting box is moved
to neutral. The limi t stop function is thus follow-up control
stopping action - a graduated stop. The limit stops for all
turrets are adjusted to s top ' the drive at the train limits
gi ven in paragraph 5. Those arcs of train have equivalent
turns of limi t screw and related values of handwheel (train
operator) as tabulated below.

Total turns, limit stop screw between limits (for
2950 and 3000 of train, respectively) - 58.98-59.98

Total turns of handwheel between stops - 147.5 -150
Arc of train per handwheel turn- - - - - - - 20
Turns of handwheel to full stroke- - - - - - - 2.72

20. Constant horsepower meen an ism. - The constant horse-
power mechanism is a mechanical and hydraulic arrangement which
is provided for purpose of limi ting the maximumhorsepower taken
from the electric motor. Under overload condi tions it functions
automa tically to decrease the tilt of the tilting box:. Thus
if the combination of hydraulic pressure and stroke of the
A-end is such as to cause an input horsepower in excess of the
desired limi t the uni t momentarily "t.akes over" the control.
The mechanical elements of this control are like those of the
eleva ting gear units. ,They include a control cam and a con-
stant horsepower cam mounted on a shaft within the control
valve case (on the A-end); a cam follower roller mounted on a
pressure measuring piston and arranged to bear on the earn sur-
face of the constant horsepower cam; and, an eccentric slot in
the control carn wh.ich actuates one end of the control valve
linkage, the other end of which is trunnioned to the follow-up
d.l.f'f er entLaL screw. The pressure measuring piston has fulcrurned
linkage connected to a constant horsepower valve. This ar-
rangement opera tes ~i th tilting box movement to vary the posi-
tion of the pressure measuring piston and the control valve
according to predetermined cam values. The manner in which
the device functions together with the hydraulic arrangements
is indicated in the hydraulic circuit descriptions (par. 25).
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21. Anti-overhauling device. --The preceding described

cons tant horsepower device opera tes identically to prevent
back pressure from causing overhauling of the transmission.
Thus under condi tions of unbalanced load on the training pinions
(i. e., ftwhip", when wing gun is fired) the anti-overhauling
control "takes over" and the tilting box is moved toward neu-
tral.

22. Neutral return device. - In event that power fails
or is shut off when the tilting box is on stroke, means have
been provided for manually returning the tilting box to neu-
tral. This is designated the neutral return device. It is
a hand lever uni t located on top of the A-end control case.
This operates to depress a by-pass valve in the servo control
circui t and to simul taneously mesh spur gears. Rotation of the
lever thereafter returns the tilting box to neutral. It func-
tions for either stroke position of the A-end pump.

23. Neutral starting device. - A switch which interlocks
the motor starting circuit is located on the control valve
case with plunger extending to the top surface of the constant
horsepower cam. At three degrees from neutral position (of
the tilting box:) the plunger rides into a detent on the cam
and thus moves to close the starting circuit interlock. At
all other positions of the cam theswi tch is open and the
motor cannot be started until the neutral return device has
been manipulated to restore th~ tilting box: to neutral.

Hydraulic Control Circuit
24. The hydraulic system valve elements which function

with the control arrangements described above are designated
by name and symbol in the tabulation below. The 'symbols are
reference designations on the diagrams of plates 3, 4 and fig-
ures 10 to 14, inclusive. The performance condi tions illus-
trated by the seven diagrams are described in paragraph 25. ~

Control Circuit Valve Data
Name

Control valve
Power off control valve
Neutral return valve
Constant horsepower valve
Shuttle valve
Directional valve
Relief valve
Relief valve
Pilot valve
Servo piston
Pressure measuring piston
Brake release plunger
Clutch shifting plunger

Symbol
V3
V4
V5
v6
V7Va
V9

VIa
VII
PI
P2
P3
P4

Location
A-end control case
A-end control case (rear)
A-end control case
A-end control case
A-end relief valve body
A-end control case
A-end relief valve body
A-end relief valve body
A-end relief valve body
Servo unit
A-end control case
Each" brake unit
Limit stop
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25. These control elements function to give train drive

performance as described in the following subparagraphs:
i a rUon t r o t e neutral) plate 3. - Rotation of the

control gear handwheels is transmi tted through
the connecting shafts, gears and clutch to
differential screw, D2. The differential nut,
Dl, is connected through gearing to the B-end
response (shaft S3) so that the output of the
differential nut and screw is the difference
in angular displacement between the handwheels
and the B-shaft response. This appears as a
linear di splacement of trunnion Tl wi th resul t-
ant movement of links D3 and L2, and control
vaLve , vs, The latter ports servo pressure
thrQugh the constant horsepower valve and
either line 4 or 5 (depending on handwheel
dJ.:~"€)<;:tion)to the servo piston at chamber C4
o;rGf$:.. iR'e;gul,tiiLfitmovement of the piston changes
t1h'e tli..ll)t;a:hd 'stroke of the A-end. Shaft Sl
auGi i·t:S cc'~illi~:,··:ci and C2, rotate in resp·onse
t·o E:'ver,ymovi@1f;t:~:tltof the tilting bolt (Gl on
tiltiXl'g hQK .·'ti;ti:':l,Wnnionshaft drives G3)~ When
the c'ol'ltr'bica>m' attains a position in agree-
merit withTl,~u:rther movement of' the servo
p.t st'on l'S .p·f'-e'Y'erited. Thus the A-'e-:r'ldstroke
'GeHr's Il.:K<e.'Ql:r'~~atiOflSh:Lp with ;re:sp1eictto :m'Qv,e-
mentb:f Tl ff':QImneutral. At a g::i-ven.speed 'of
hatldWheel ,o'P'ef~t lon Tl w~iLl :r,~n:m.,i.N [a~ta giv'en
diSip:l:a!c;e'tfle.il'ttf'b:mn:~ut:r~,:u.;.a:t1:dBA--;e~:d·",str·({),ke anti
J3~etrd SIyee.a w.i·ll be di1'et::tlYiPt<.9.tr)'(i)~~t:i'o1J.'alt:o
ha~hd'l.jihe'en.s:p-e'ea. 11' the '·b.~l~rd'Wib.-eoea.. 's:p'€,ed i'5
inc.re'a:sea., I.linear di.s1)1~a;~:!'e'l11'l?1i.lt.'O:f . T1 .f'r-om
neut.r-a.I w:i11 il'lcrea.se witk:r~:z'll2tt;OOl~t 'li:I'lcreas-ed
speed of dr Lve. The s,y,s'te.tn w:~n.l];re:c:cimestable
at ttFe new values of str'oke' -an'Cils.:pe.ed. If
the lha;t.},dwb.eelsar-e S1;o;p,pea."the B<e,na. resJw:ns:e
will 'cablse movemerrt-o.fT.!!:'towar-d :n.eutralpns.i-
tt on a:nothe A-end stNJkie' w'fll ,Glec:T€:Rs:e It.o
zero, r-esu I ting in the ~B-end coming ·to rest ..
The de'siKn of the diff'erel1'tial screw assembly
with a:shonlder on the .s.p.ILned end und the
fi xed -t;t,uti:nion s.Leeve 'On the other limits the
lineact' displacement 'Of "the .scr ew in ea ch di-
rec t:'ion£:rom neutral. When such limit of tii s-
placement occurs the frjction clutch,Fl,
slips and B-'endres,ponse operates to restor-e
to rieu't'r-aL. If handwheel r ot.a tion has stopped,
the Te'stbration of the 'tilti:ng box: to neutral
posi tion occurs in less nhan two degrees mov€-
.ment in train.
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I
j

With the control at neutral, as in this dia-
gram, servo pressure is' blocked at the con-
trol valve, the tilting box is at neutral and
there is no main sys tern flow to the B-ends.
Make-up fluid from the supercharge pump is
available to supply the low pressure side of
the system at port P5. The arrangement of
valves in the relief block provides for main
system replenishment and relief through auto-
matic ac tion of two relief valves, V9 and
V10, and a pilot valve, Vll. The latter is
connee ted to the relief valves at ports AA,
BB, CC and DD. If it is assumed that line 8
is high pressure V9 will be held closed by

P4

G7

1-
!u
I
I

4. I ~RU•• IOH'-~~$1 SHAFTSIO

.2

I

~~

--. ------ ---

1
I

•••••
LINES

Fig. 10 - Training Gear Circuit Diagram (No. Pump Co.)
Normal Control - Left Train

I
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C)

the differential area of the valve at ports
EE and GG. As pressure at port AAreaches the
predetermined setting of spring S9, pilot VII
moves rightward, closes port BBand opens line
10 to line 11. This relieves pressure in
chamber EE and enables pressure at GGto open
V9. Valve VIO allows flow of fluid to the
low side at port HH when pressure on the
shouldered area lifts the valve. The pilot
valve resumes its original position and ports
pressure to EE to close V9, when the sys tern
pressure drops.

(b) Normal control, left train, figure 10. - The
manner in which the controls .f.}ll'lc;tionto pro-
duce normal train movement and',the ..circui t
flow condi tions of such control are lil'rustra ted
by the diagram of figure,,lO,~,,:;,.Con;t'r.bl circui t
servo pressure is applied t9.,.,tfues~Tvo piston
(chamber C5) through valves-v'3 aha V6. as in-
dica ted in the ,description above, when TI is
displaced by handwheel rota ti,on~,. Tlle tilting
box is moved to give.A..cend s.troke~and high
pressure flow is delivered to .,the B~ends. V9
is closed under high pressure at EE (until
such time as excess pressure displaces the
pilot valve, VII). VIO is relieved and opens
to permi t make-up flow for main system replen-
ishment.

(C) Constant horsepower control, right train, fig-
ure 11. - If the combl na tion of hydraulic pres-
sure and stroke of the A-'end is such as to
cause input horsepower in excess of the de-
sired limit, condi tions will exist in the con-
trol assembly as shown in figure 11. The ele-
ments involved are shuttle valve V7 (in the
relief valve body), directional valve V8, pres-
sure measuring piston P2, constant horsepower
valve V6 and cam C2. Normally V6 is open to
permi t unrestricted flow from the control valve
to the servo pis ton. Pressure from the main
system is admitted to P2 through V7 and pipe 7.
The resulting displacement of P2 causes move-
ment of lever K2 about pivot P3 and displaces
V6. This blocks the flow of servo control
pres sure from V3 and opens line 6 to the op-
posite side of the servo piston, which is
chamber C5 of the diagram (for the direction
Shown). Simultaneously chamber C4 is ported
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Fig. 11 - Training Gear Circuit Diagram (No. Pump Co.)
Constant Horsepower Control - Right Train

to the tank via V6 and V8. When motion of
Pl thus reduces A-end s t r oke , carn 2 rotates,
P2 and its outer housing move, and V6 seeks
a new posi tion toward reopening pipe 2 or 3
(depending on the direction of drive). At
the required lower value of stroke a balance
is thus obtained between V6 and V3 and the
uni t operates at the reduced stroke (wi th
consequent lower horsepower input). When the
torque demand is decreased, P2 moves back to-
ward neutral, allows V6 to open, and normal
operation is resumed.

If the load on the transmission is an over-
hauling load the functioning of the system is
the same - main line pressure is applied to
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P2 through the shuttle from the side that is
high. The resultant servo control movement
is counter to any handwheel control and always
tends to restore toward neutral.

(d) Power-off brake applied,figure12. - A power-
off brake, Bl, is provided on the output shaft
of each B-end. In plate 3, the brakes ar e
shown released with the holding springs com-
pressed by servo pressure on plunger P3. When
the electric motor is started, solenoid valve
V4 (connected to motor terminals) is energized,
the valve is moved and servo pressure is port-
ed to release the brakes. Figure 12 shows pow-
er failure cut-off of Servo pressure and port-
ing of brake pressure cylinders to the circu-
lating system (A-end control case).

\

J

RESPONSE TO A~END TO LEFT B-END ElRAKE
~

P3.r-·-l
DRAIN( , <,

) !J1. ~-Irl

/ '-}IT 1I ~j--" L. ~~ Jj

\ .. I\ ,i B-ENDJ

BI

V4

•
FROM SERVO PUMP DRAIN TO A-END CONTROL BOX

Fig. 12 - Training Gear Circuit Diagram (No. Pump Co.)
Power-off Brake Applied
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i e sL'im t t stop controZ)plate4. - The device des-
cribed in paragraph 19 functions at limits of
turret train to positively stop the handwheel
input. Plate 4 shows left train movement with
traveling nut Ll engaged with the left train
limi t stop. Handwheel displacement of the
differential screw has ceased and response dri ve
of the differential nut has. started counter-
movement of the screw, the linkage and V3, so
't.hat servo pressure has shifted from pipe 4 to
pipe 5. Comparison of left train servo flow
as shown in figure 10, with limi t s top servo

. control flow for left train as shown in plate
4, illustrates the extent of control valve shift

'and the throttling action that gives limit stop
servo control deceleration. Any rotation of

P4

"A"- END

•••• N
LINES

\

",010 nINO •...••..
PUMP

fltOM SUP£R - ..--'
CMARSE 'VM"

Fig~ 13 - Training Gear Circuit Diagram (No. Pump Co.)
Constant Horsepower Control - Left Train
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the handwheels in such direction as to normally
cause rotation of the limi t screw beyond the
set limit will cause slipping of the friction
clutch. The system is free at all times to
resume normal control in the reverse direction.

(f) Constant horsepower control) left train) fig-
ure 13. - The circui t flow condi tions of the
diagram of figure 13 are for the reverse di-
rection of those described in subparagraph (c).

(,g) Normal control) r t gb t train) figure 14. - The
circui t flow condi tions of the diagram of fig-
ure 14 are for the reverse direction of those
shown in figure 10.

CONSTANT
H.P. C.M

(eZI

f:J}-:RUMNIONI SHA"SIO
,

I ,

VII
\ •• ,lIH SYSTEM

fltE.\.IU VALVES

Fig. 14 - Training Gear Circuit Diagram (No. Pump Co.)
Normal Control - Right Train
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Training Stops

26. In addition to the mechanically automatic limit
stop control described above each turret train movement is
provided with posi ti ve stops located at lirni ts of train (see
par. 5). The stops and hydraulic buffers have design and
general arrangement as shown on Bureau of Ships drawing num-
ber 274927.

Training Stop Signal Switch

27. Each training gear includes an arrangement of signal
switches, cams, s I gnaI indicators and firing circui t cut-out
provisions, which operate in conjunction with elevating gear
signal ins talla tions to provide zones of firing cut-out.
(Refer to data, par. 5.) The arrangement of these devices is
shown on drawing number 238870. Signal light indica tors at
the turret officer's station, right and left trainer's stations
and the train opera tor's station are provided wi th circui t
arrangements as indicated by Bureau of Engineering diagram
BB 55-S65-90l; Ordnance drawing number 220489.

MAINTENANCEANDOPERATINGINSTRUCTIONS

28. The training gear assemblies are to be operated
and maintained, including periodic exercise, adjus tment and
lubrication, in accord with the r egu.La tion of the Ordnance
Manual, the instructions below and those contained in chapter
XV-.

29. Opera tin!?, pr e c au t ions. - Perform the following when
preparing the gear for operation.

(a) Before starting the electric motor.j

(1) Release and completely withdraw both center-
ing pins.

(2) Lubricate the assembly as specified in the
lubrication schedule.

(3) Check and repleni sh the hydraulic oil supply.

(4) Verify that the filters are clear.

(5) Bring the transmission to nevtral.*

* Press down on the neutral return hand lever and turn until indicator
shows pump is at neutral stroke, then stroke handwheels until clutch
slips; - reverse handwheels 2.7 turns.
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(b) Start the motor and run until A-end valve plate
temperature is 1100 F.

(1) Verify that the power-off solenoid has been
energized and that the brakes are released.

(2) Operate the handwheels slowly for a few de-
grees train each way from neutral, return
to neutral, stop motor and after five min-
utes remove and replace the 1/4 inch vent
plugs in the B-end valve plates.

(J) start the motor and operate the handwheels
into a limi t stop. Observe as to normal op-
eration of the servo and limi t stop actions.

30. Hydrau l ic 0 i l. - The oil to be us ed : in the trans-
mission hydraulic system is that designated in Ordnance Speci-
fication No. 1113. Only clean, carefully filtered oil may be
used to fill or replenish the system; fill through a fine mesh _
wire strainer of at lease 120 wires to the inch. Newassem-
blies should be drained after fifteen hours operation and should
then be thoroughly flushed clean and refilled with fresh oil
or carefully salvaged oil.. Perform test inspection and analy-
s i s of oil sample monthly; if evidence of sludge, water or
acidity is found, drain, flush and refill with fresh oil.

31. Filling the hydraulic system. - A new installation
'or a drained system should be filled by circulating oil into
the control circuit and cases with the servo and supercharge
pumps in operation, but wi th the A-end idle. The coupling
between the gear reduction and the A-end shaft should be open-
ed so that the gear reduction auxiliary pump drive may be run
independent of the A-end.

If the limit stops have not been adjusted (see par. 37) the
control box: should be kept dry until the settings have been
made by actual operation of the drive. The box is kept dry
by closing the valve in the 1/2 inch box drain.

-if. ~
= l

The system is fllled by the following procedure:-

(a ).JRehIbvefiller cover (268564-6, on dr. 268350)
ont'he tank.

(b ) Pour oil through filler strainer until oil level
remains constant at the high level petcock.

(e) Vent the B-end valve plate plugs.
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(d) start and stop the motor-run for periods of

one-half minute at a time. Check oil level
continuously at the low level petcock. Add
oil to the tank as the main system is filled
by the supercharge pump. Maintain the high
oil level and continue to fill until oil free
of air flows from the B-end valve plate vents.

(e ) Replace the vent plugs.

(f) Corm.ect the A-end coupling.

(fR) Adjust the limit stops (if required).

(h) Open the control box drain.

( i ) Replenish oil in tank.

Note: After the limit stops have been set,
the control box drain valve shouLd be
opened. When this valve is oPened, it
will allow oil to flow from the expan-
sion tank into the control box, neces-
si ta ting the· repleni shlrig of the oil
supply in the expansion tank.

32. Maintenance care. - When pipe fittings, flanges or
other units of the hydraulic system are disconnected and open,
maintain covers to exclude fouling. Do not remove such pro-
tec tt on until immediately prior to reassembly. Observe the
instructions of chapter XV as to cleaning pipe, assembling
fittings, etc. .

33. Transmission tests and inspections. - Newtransmis-
sions or overhauled transmissions must be serviced as follows:-

(a) After one week of opera tion, tighten all bear-
ing and foundation bolts, shaft couplings, pipe
connections, etc. Check oil level.

(b) After the first month of service, remove, filter
and replace oil in the reduction gear, gear
boxes and lubricating oil reservoirs. Replen-
ish make-up oil. This operation is essential
to remove any foreign matter or abrasive ma-
terial resulting from ini tial run-in· of the
overhauled unit. Lubricate the assembly.

(C) Check and clean the oil filters at regular in-
tervals.
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34. Lubrication. - All parts of the training gear must

be lubricated with the lubricants and according to the frequency
prescribed by the lubrication chart.

Particular care must be given the reduction gear, checking
frequently as to oil level and temperature. Bearings have
been damaged in these gears for lack of lubrication (a pump
and oil circulating system may be added).

Refer to drawings 243614 and 243615.

35. Operating, trouble d t agnoe i e . - The causes of vari-
ous possible operating troubles which mayoccur in the electric
hydraulic system are given in the subparagraphs below .. An
unrlerstanding of these causes and effects will facilitate in-
stalling, adjusting and servicing the mechanisms. The "trou-
ble shooting" is in a con tinui ty which avoids ex:tensi ve dis-
assembly until tp,e more simple causes have been eliminated as
the source of trouble.

(a) Motor does not start:-

Cheekpo sl tion of til ting box:. Check con-
tr~ller, circuit breaker and fuses.

(b ) Drive inopera ti ve due to control pressure fail-
ure:-

Check the Servo pressure as it enters the
aontrol box: to see that the proper pres-
sure and volume of oil is being maintain-
ed at the control. A clogged fil ter is
often the source of trouble when the ser-
vo pressure and volume is reduced.

Check the response shafting from the right
B-end to see that it is connec ted proper-
ly and that there is a minimumof backlash
in the connecting gearing and shafting.
Any lost motion or backlash in the gear-
ing or shafting will seriously affect the
operations of the control. Sluggishness
in response to operator's handwheels and
failure of the B-end to stand in a set
posi tion, caused by movementof the A-end
til ting bo.x , are symptoms of lost motion.

sr,

Check the opera tor's handwheels and shaft-
ing connections t·o the A-end input shaft
for lost motion.
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Check the exparisi on connection from the
A-end control bolC to the elCpansion tank.
This should be shut off and the control
box cover should be removed. (The pump
maybe run with the control cover removed.)
After the cover has been removed, the
piping in the control box should be ex-
amined for breakage or leaks. Exami.rie
all linkages and gears for lost motion.
If the differential screw (268424-56, dr.
no. 268340) has any lost motion it may
be taken up by loosening. the first lock-
nut, (265800-45) and tightening the sec-
ond locknut on the adjusting nut (268424-8)
until all of the lost motion in the con-
trol screw has disappeared. Care should

.be taken that the parts are not fitted
too tight, causing a binding action which
is s6:fuetimes'as d.etrimental to the func-
tioning of the control as lost motion.
If the source of trouble has not been
found after following the procedure as
outli~ed ~~ove, the nelCt step is to dis-
as semble the eon trial valve body (dr . no.
268344') and'inspect it thoroughly.

Trouble shooting on the power-off brake
valve should s tart at the power-off sole-
noid and . <ront,rol vaLve (dr. no. 268347)
and then proceed to the power-off brakes.

(e) Drive inoperative due to main system pressure
failure:-

Trouble shooting on the main hydraulic
system should start by' ascertaining if
the unit losesi ts make-up or supercharge
pressure.

Check the supercharge pump and filter to
see that they are functioning properly.

Check the plungers (268409-1, dr. no.
268334) in the main relief valve for stick-
i ng, and also the check valve, (dr . no.
268356) from the supercharge pump to the
main relief valve. If the trouble is
not found at this point it is internal
in ei ther the A or B-ends. In order to
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check which of the uni ts is the source of
the trouble, the slippage or expansi or.
connec tions should be isola ted. In order
to do this, the relief valve discharge
from the supercharge and'servo pump should
be piped directly back to the expansion
tank and the inter-expansion connections
between the uni ts disconnected and the
expansion from each unit run directly
back to the tank. If the slippage from
ei ther of the B-ends does not seem to be
abnormal, the trouble will be found in
the A-end'. This procedure of elimina tion
is advisable because the servo valve dis-
charges directly into the A-end case and
it is very' hard to discern whether or not
an abnormal condi tion exists in the A-end.
The pump or motor which is causing the
trouble should be disassembled and ex-
amined to find the source of the trouble.

If a condi tion is encountered where the
pump builds up to a certain pressure and
instead. of increasing, pressure suddenly
drops accompanied with an increase in
hydraulic noise, it is a sign that the
main system is relieving itself. This
condi tion may be caused by lifting of the
relief valve or the cylinder barrel in
one of tae units lifting off of the valve
plate. In event the relief valve is re-
lieving, it is usually discernible by
sound. Remove the valve and have it test-
ed to determine the exact pressure at
which it is functioning. If the relief
val ve is not the source of the trouble,
the slippage and expansion connection may
be isolated and the source of the trouble
determined by watchingthe slippage of
the units.

If the cylinder barrel in anyone of the
uni ts is lifting off, a sudden surge of
oil will appear in the slip line of the
uni t causing the trouble. If a valve
pLate or piston is scored it is usua Ll.y
discerni ble by increased slippage. If
any of these conditions exist in anyone
of the units, that unit should be disas-
sembled and examined to determine the
cause of the trouble.
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36. To check the servo and supercharge pressures. - The

supercharge pressure should be set between 50 to 70 pounds per
square inch and the servo pressure between 350 and 450 pounds
per square inch. If these pressures are not wi thin these
ranges, they may be adjusted on the supercharge and servo re-
lief valve. To adjust the supercharge pressure, remove the
valve cap (268394-67) nearest the mounting plate, loosen the
locknut and screw in on the adjusting screw to increase the
pressure or out to decrease the pressure. The servo pressure
may be adjusted in a like manner with the adjustment farthest
from the mounting plate.

To check the supercharge pressure or the pressure in ei ther
of the main pipes, the gauges may be connec ted to the 1/4 inch
pipe taps in the sides of either B-end valve plate. The servo
pressure should be checked in the line between the filter and
the servo flange connection (268404-72) on the A-end control
box.

Adjustments

37.· Limit stop adjustment. - The limit stops can only
be adjusted with the control bok drained. Draining is accom-
plished by closing the valve in the one-half inch control box
drain .. Refer to drawings number 268340 and 268341.

With the turret at zero degree train (180 degrees, turret #3)
the traveling nut should be in midposi tion on the limi t stop
screw.

(a) Adjustment of the. stop posi tions is made as
follows:

(1) Remove access cover (268431-25)

(2) Under power control train turret to maximum
right or left train position desired. This
should be one degree ahead of positive stop
stopping position.

(3) Unscrew limit stop lock cap (268435-82) and
slide the unit within it away from the lim-
it stop.

(4) Screw the limit stop (268435-8) on the limit
stop screw until engaged with the traveling
nut.
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(5) Screw the limi t s top lock cap on the stop

and lock the assembly with the lockwasher.

(6) Train to opposite limit and set similarly.

If the traveling nut was not set at A-end installation at mid-
posi tion of the screw, the above operations should be preceded
by the following operations:

Train turret to zero degree posi tion and shut off
power. Disconnec t the A-end response coupling and
adjust the traveling nut to its mid-posi tion by turn-
ing the handwheels. (Simultaneously disconnect the
regulator response input.) Reassemble the response
coupling and reset the servo control valve inneutral
position as outlined in the following paragraph.

38. Earuiuitie e L operation topositton control at neutral.
The control linkage and control valve may be posi tioned at
neutral by the following procedure.

With power-off manipulate the neutral return device
to by-pass the stroking piston and to return the
til ting box to its neutral posi tion. Then stroke
the handwheels in ei ther direction until the friction
clutch slips. Back-off 2.70 turns. The servo con-
trol mechanism will then be positioned at neutral.

39. Brake adjus t men t. - The power-off brakes when cor-
rectly adjusted have main spring and shoe posi tions as follows:
(Refer fig. 15.)

Main springs. - Distance from end of main spring stud
(268440-6) to the adjusting nut (268570-8) should
be approximately 1.25 inches.

Brake shoes. - With power-off the shoes should have
uniform tight bearing on the drum and screw 268440-137
should be adjusted inward until it just touches the
brake shoe, it should then be backed-off one full
turn and locked.

Apply the linkage to open the brake and adjust space
between shoe and drum by means of stop bolt 268440-3,
opposi te piston uni t only. Then provide 1/32 inch
clearance between other stop bolt (adjacent to pis-
ton) and the brake shoe lever.,

Brake shoes and drum must be clean and free from oil
or grease.
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hr,,,rv,",rll lr~"::'~
I

MAIN SPRING STUD

ADJUSTING NUT

Fig. 15 - Brake Adjustment

40. Servo pressure adjustment. - Servo pressure is ad-
justed as fol16ws: (Refer dr. no. 268336 an~ par. 36.)

(a) Install pressure gauge in the servo line be-
tween the filter and the servo flang~ connec-
tion on the A-end control bOK.

(b) Remove valve cap 268394-67 on spring housing.
Loosen lock nut.

r c ) Screw adjusting screw inward to increase pres-
sure, out to decrease.

i a ) Check pressure at gauge. (350 to 450 P.S.r.)

41. Supercharge pressure adjustment. - Makeup pressure
is adjusted similar to the servo pressure adjustment. ThE
pressure is- checked by installing the gauge in one of the
1/4 inch plugged holes of either B-end valve plate.
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42. Adjustment of main system relief valves. - To ad-
just the main system relief valve, remove caps (268409-4,
fig. 16) and adj us t each side of the valve separately wi th the
spring adjusting screws (268410-8). The proper setting of the
relief valve is 1450 pounds per square inch.

To check the main system pressure, install gauge in the 1/4
inch pipe plug taps of either B-end valve plate.

PILOT VALVE
CAP

PILOT VALVE RELIEF VALVE CAP

~ : I,
I 1,'1

: t·""L . _

t-------- .- --..--I I

, , '
I ,III
I , '

'I

ADJUST 80TH SIDES7ATELY

SPRING ADJUSTING
SCREW

Fig. 16 - Main Relief Valve Adjustment

43. Adjustment of ti aruimtie e t friction clutch. - In event
the fricti-on clutch between the handwheel input shaft and the
control will not transmit the desired torque for operation of
the control, the friction may be increased by tightening the
three cap screws (265853-102, dr. no. 268345).
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44. Adjustment of constant horsepower dev ice. * - Toad-
just the constant horsepower device the cover on the control
box: housing must be removed. Adjustment may be made byadjust-
ing the adjusting screw (268413-11, dr. no. 268344). This in-
creases or decreases the tension of the pressure measuring
piston spring. Increasing the spring load increases the hy-
draulic pressure required to cause shifting of the constant
horsepower valve. The factory setting of the spring as eval-
uated by the manufacturer is equivalent to electric motor in-
put of approx:imately 540 horsepower.

DISASSEMBLYANDASSEMBLY

45. Disassembly of the training gear is apparent from
the general arrangement drawings and details with exception of
the parts and opera tioris described in the following paragraphs.
Reassembly of these parts is, in general, the reverse procedure
o.fthat outlined. To aid in reassembly it is desirable to
mark all mating parts so that they will be replaced in the. same
position. -

46. Disassembly of t tie rs=e nd: pump. - Refer to drawing
number 268332.

Remove packing gland nuts (268370-2), packing gland
(268370- 3), ..remove the packing and packing cover
(268361--:84) . Loosen all of the housing stud nuts
(268370-7) about a quarter of a turn and remove the
four inner housing studs leaving the two upper and
two lower studs loosened butinplace. At this point
it is advisable to tip the A-end pump on end, rest-
ing on supports under the front end pLate (268361-114)

'with the drive shaft pointing down. (Do not allow
the weight of the A-end to rest on the control hous-
ing or servo piston housing.)

Remove the r ema.i mng pump studs and lift the valve
pLate (268362-94) off of the housing (268360-100).
The cylinder barrel (268357-93) may now be lifted
off of the pistons by using the tapped holes in the
inner hub furnished for this purpose. When removing
the cylinder barrel care must be exercised in hold-
ing the connecting rods so that the pistons will not
bump each other or other parts in the pump and become
d~maged when they are freed by the cylinder barrel.

* This ·adjustment is similar to that shown on figure 8, page 68.

"
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Screw eyebolts into the tapped holes in the upper
end of dri ve shaft (268358-108). The inner assembly
of all parts which are a ttached to the drive shaft
including bearing (pc. no. 268374-5) maynow be lift-
ed 0 t of the housing as one assembly.

The only part that cannot now be removed from the
inside of the pump housing is the tilting box: (pc.
no. 268364-104). The tilting box: cannot be removed
until the control has been partially disassembled,
the stroking lever (268372-87) released from the
servo pi s ton assembly and the front pla te removed.
In case it is necessary to remove the tilting box:,
complete removal of all control mechanism from the
outside of the pump housing is advisable.

It is not necessary to remove the tilting box: from
the pump housing to remove the bottom thrust bear-
ing race (268366-46). The tilting box:has 3.75 inch
10 NC thread holes tapped into the back under this
race. Tilt the tilting box: to its max:imumangle of
tilt and insert the required number of 0.75 inch 10
NC thread tap bolts, 2.5 inch long, (threaded up to
the heads) into the tapped holes; use them as jack-
screws to push the bearing out of its housing.

In event that it is not possible to tip the pump on
end as previously advised, the pump may bedisassem-
bled in the same sequence as outlined above wi th the
pump resting in a horizontal position. This method
of disassembly is not advised due to the difficulty
encountered in removing the parts from inside the
housing and in reassembly of the parts.

47. Removal and disassembly of servo piston. - Refer
drawing number 268339.

Remove access cover, (268401-26), machine bolt
(268420- 39), two pipe plugs (268403-22) and with the
servo piston centered as shown on the reference draw-
ing, drive pin 268402-23 down and out of the stroking
slide (268401-10). Remove the nuts holding the servo
piston housing to the pumphousing, allowing the servo
piston assembly to be pulled away from the pump hous-
ing as a complete assembly. The complete disassem-
bly is apparent from draw~ng number 268339.

48. Disassembly and assembly of control mechanism. -
Complete disassembly or assembly of the control mechanism is
apparent from drawings 268340, 268341, 268344 and 268345.
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When assembling the control mechanism it is essen-
tial that all looseness in linkages and backlash in
gears must be kept at a minimum if accuracy in train
or a minimum of los t motion is to be e xpec ted of
this unit.

All valve plungers , valve sleeves, control screws,
gears, etc., should be handled wi th utmost care in
assembly or disassembly to prevent damage and conse-
quen t failure of the control to function accura tely.
Whenremoving or assembling oil seals on shafts, ex-
treme care should be exer cLs ed so that the seals will
not be cracked or stretched. Do not stretch these
seals with any kind of tool in order to fi t them on-
to the shafts; always use a sheet of thin brass or
other sheet metal as a thimble to start the seal over
the end of the shaft, the keys, splines or keyways.

49. Disassemb ly and assemb ly of main r e lief valves. -
Disassembly and assembly of the relief and make-up valve (A-

. end) is apparent from drawing number 268334.

It should be noted that any change in the setting of
springs 268409-10, will change the pressure at which
the valve will operate. When disassembling this valve
the setting of the spring adjusting screw (268410-8)

. should be noted and reset accordingly in assembly.
After assembly it is advisable to check the valve
with a hydrostatic test pump if one is available.
This valve should relieve at 1450 pounds per square
tnch.

50. Disassembly and assembly of eup er c tuir ge and servo
pump. - Disassembly and assembly of the supercharge and servo
pump as indicated below should be followed on drawing number
268336. In event this pump is disassembled, it must be noted
that the relief valves must be reset to the proper pressure
setting upon reassembly.

To disassemble this pump, remove the four heK nuts.
Removethe mounting plate (268396-11), bearing plate
(268395-1), and the servo cylinder (268395-2). Turn
the pump over and remove the relief valve plate
(268395-5), bearing plate (268396-52) and the super-
charge cylinder, (268396-10). From this same end
of the pump, push the driven shaft down and out of
the driven gear. Next push the drive shaft (268395-8)
down about 3/32 inch until the key in the drive shaft
almost touches the liner plate (268396-45). Care must
be exercised that the key does not hit the liner
plate and damage it. Lift the shaft and gearupand
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put a shim under the gear equal to the amount the
shaft has been pushed down. Repeat this operation
until the gear has been removed from the shaft.

When reassembl.ing, coat the mating sides of the pLates
with a very thin coat of shellac.

The drive shaft (268395-8) should be turned slowly
as the nuts (268394-:-54) are tightened in order to
assure clearance and alignment for the gears. Do
not try to run the pump unless it can be turned free-
ly by hand.

51. J2i,£fafjSem,bJYL and qssemb ly of the B-ends. - Refer
drawing nUIl).Q.e,rH~~68:3:3:3'r.L'\}?he dLsa ssernb.Ly andasseinbly of the
right and left handB-entls is identical except for the response
shflft, arlQ.~g~.:.a:~Jir)~;m0:J}.n.ge.don the shai'tend, of the righthan'd
B,-end , ' J\'f-t~J::-tp,~·_ t:~sp'G>nse, has' been removed' from) the 'ri gh t-
hand B-"end ap.,d~,t;',:t.h.e,~'lla.GJc'ihgcDve.r.rremoved f'rom- the Lef t- hand
B-end, the,,4i$ "einb~y follows the same sequence of opera tions

, - ., J.:?t ' ~ "'§ ).' '. !for bOrth,i;l','e'nQlJjl . ,"!~J '." " -:'-n" '\ , .. ' .. " 0 " '.' "

'. ,:"'<"~';n1f~~~,;,~(,tF'1':JI{s.i'.,.i, ; '<, ' J,

Remove -tEte, pg::clF,ingcover or the response -housarig-,
depen!i:i,ng' u·pon"whicll B-end is being disassembled and
p~:0ceed' 'a,s follows: - Loosen the housing stud nuts
abcu.t '~;·q1.i~~te,:r:9f.a. turn and remove the two upper
and .two:16we]:>·~{t.Udnuts on the front cover. Remove
t.he two upper' s-t,uds from the valve plate end. The
two lower'!'ftudsfi:are screwed into the valve plate and
are remov:ed.~'W-it:fl, it. Remove the eight pipe plugs
(265870-52) frQ~ the front plate. It is now advis-
able to tip th.eB-end over so that it will rest on
the front end plate with the drive shaft pointing
down. Although this procedure is advised and facil-
ita, tes di sa s semb.i.y , it is not necessary for disassem-
bling the B~ends. When tipping the B-ends over the
eight holes containing the socket head cap screws
(12-Z-5l-170) should not be covered and should be
kept open and accessi ble in order to remove the cap-
screws after the B-end has been tipped over. Lift
the valve plate (268376-58) off of the housing
(268375-55) and then lift the housing off of the
front end plate.

Remove the cylinder barrel (268378-57) being cautious
that the pistons are not damaged as they are freed
by the cylinder barrel.

Remove the eight socket head cap screws (12-Z-51-170)
which hold the angle box (268380-54) to the front
end plate. Screw eyebolts into the valve plate end
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of the drive shaft and lift the entire assembly, in-
cluding the angle box:and the front bearing (268374-5),
away from the front end plate and then remove bear-
ing (268374-5) from the shaft. The angle box can
then be r-emoved and further disassembly is apparent.

When reassembling the response shaft and response
gearing on the right hand B-end, extreme care should
be exercised to keep the backlash and loose motion
at a minimum.

52. Replacement limits of parts reassembled. - TheA-end
pistons should be fitted .005 inch under the bore diameter in
the cylinder barrel. TheB7end,pistons should befitted .0035
inch under the ,bore di ame.ten -Ln .the cylinder barrel.

~ I",

",', ,J ~(,>" '--

All replacement vaLverp.Lunger-s..Lnthe controls .srroukd beg r ound
.001 inch under, the diamet'e,r; of', the 'bor-e in. the val v-e'sleeves.
Th~-,;edg,e$~sho'uld~,';-be~le,::ft..;"'-$harp.-,'butwi thou.t burrs. - , ' ,
P.i~''"~.< .Lu .,:,:-.J. :';\,1" .! ,:; "J.;.;:..J~'''P:.~~~:i"",l~l:~(_:.::' .,,~.:; ~. ,. ![!-." .~ ,

All replacement sLeeve.s for the valves in the6'oh-trbl: should
have, the hole ground and lapped with, the port openings sharp
but witho-qt bur__n:3C';,-",.-:~, I: '1.() ""',, ~~; ",'

"/, .

, :
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Chapter VII

16-INCH ELEVATINGGEAR,MARK4, MODS.3, 4, AND5

General Description

1. The elevating gear installations of each turret of
the U.S.S. SOUTHDAKOTA,INDIANA,MASSACHUSETTS,and ALABAMA
are three independent assemblies. These are similar designs,
identically powered and controlled, differing only as to po-
sition and arrangement of subassemblies. They are designated
16-inch elevating gear, Mark 4, Mod. 3, for the right gun,
Mark 4, Mod. 4, for the center gun, and Mark 4, Mod. 5, fer
the left gun.

2. The principal units of each are &"'1 electric motor
with reduction gear, a hydraulic transmission, response gear,
screw and nut oscillating bearing elevating mechine, control
gear and servo control mechanism. These are shown in their
mechanical arrangements for all assemblies on the schematic
diagram of drawing number 231630.

3. The assemblies are principally located below the
respecti ve guns, forward and below the gun pockets, in the
pan floor and electric deck spaces. The arrangements on those
two levels are shown on the plan view sections of the turret
at the pan floor and the electric deck , drawings number 231622
and 231623, respec~ively.

4. The assemblies provide gun eleva ting limits of move-
ment and speed of laying as follows:

Maximumelevation - - - - - - 45°

Max~um depression*

Maximumspeed (average) - 12° of arc per sec.
(Range - 11.5 to 13.8° of arc pe~ sec.)

Loading angle - - - - - - - 5° elevation

ELECTRICPOWERUNIT
5. The three electric motor and speed reducing units

are in the electric deck space with rotor and output shafts
horizontally positioned, and with drive shaft connections ex-
tending forward to the A-ends of the respective hydraulic trans-
missions. (See par. 10.) The wing uni ts are located beneath their

* Zero degree, Turret No.2, peacetime; 2 degrees battle; see paragraph
30.

(105 )
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respective guns. (See drs. no. 231626 and 231629.) ThE'cen-
ter unit is offset from beneath its gun and is located between
the parallel divisional bulkheads which are beneath the right
hand gun girder box. (See R.H. Box Girder longitudinal sec-
tion, dr. no. 231627.)

6. Each motor unit is an integral assembly of an elec-
tric motor with main shaft reduction gear drive at one end and
flange mounted auxiliary pump cluster gear drive at the oppo-
si te end of the rotor shaft. It is an elevating gear subas-
sembly of commercial manufacture (Electro Dynamic), designed
for use with this drive, with characteristics and specifica-
tion data as tabulated in paragraph 8.

7. Each power unit is separately controlled through an
electric controller (Ward Leonard) mounted in the projectile
flat machinery space. Each controller comprises control and
protective device arrangements of the f'o l LovLng designations:-
a 3 pole, 500 volt., >type AQBNavy circuit breaker (WestiIlg-
house), manually opera-ced from outside of the controller ca\b'C::..
inet; a 3 pole, 440 V,?lt, line' contactor, type N-17; an ill$-
verse time limit, t.herrna'Loverload relay (Cutler-Hammer #306)
with reset relay; two 250 volt pilot circuit fuses; conventioh.:,-
al test links; and, separ ateLy mounted, a two element push
button control station, -t.ype MN-551;a type N80-2, plunger ip--'
terlock switch; and a type N55 solenoid. The push-button con-
trol sta tions, loca ted at each gun layer 1 s station, are of
conventional design with contacts provided to by-pass the over-
load and auxiliary contacts and allow emergency operation of
the motor. In the lIstartll push-button circuit is the neutral
interlock switch (normally open) which restricts starting cir-
cui t closure to neutral position of the transmission. Mechan-
ically interlocked' with the main controller enclosure is the
separately mounted, manually operated, circuit breaker which,
when open, de-energizes all controller circuits except the
main line contacts and allows the main controller enclosure
to be opened. Also in the circuit, the power failure valve
solenoid is continuously energized when the motor circuit is
closed. The main contactor is of the magnetic type and func-
tions to close the main circuit for motor starting and opera-
tion. The inverse time limit overload relay is set to heat
the fusible alloy tripping device and open an auxiliary con-
tact when an overload of more than one minute dura tion occurs.
A reset relay renews the contact upon operation to Ilstartll.

8. The elevating gear pump cluster (dr. no. 221534) is
an assembled unit (Vickers, Inc.) consisting of two vane type
pumps, flange mounted and geared to the motor. The two pumps,
control pump (dr. no. 221533) and replenishing pump (dr. no.
221531)} conform to the specifications listed below.
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Data - Electric Motor Assembly

Motor:-
Type - 60 cycle, 440 volt, 3 phase, squirrel cage induction
Horsepower - - - - - - - - - - - 60 (overload rating, 108)
Speed Class- - - - - - - - - - - - Constant
R.P.M. (max.)- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1800
Rotation (looking at pinion) - - - - Clockwise
Lubrication- - - - - - - - - - - - - Grease cup
General arrangement drawing- - - - - - - - - - - 231593

Controller:-
Type - A. C. , semiautomatic across-the-line starter, circuit

breaker, thermal overload, push button, J1power-offJ1
solenoid, interlock combination. .

Phase- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3
Cycle- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 60
Amperes- - - - - - - 60 (full load), 80 (108 h.p. overload)
Primary Voltage- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 440
Power Fictor - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -35-100%
Overload adjustment range- - - - - - 102-122 amps.
Short circuit (circuit breaker) setting- 900 amps.
Undervoltage - - - - - - - - - Drop out voltage 110

Sealing voltage 360
General arrangement drawing- - - - - - - - - 231594

Speed reducer:- (Integral
Type - - - - - - - - - -
R.P.M., output shaft - -
Rotation, output shaft -
Lubrication- - - - - - -
General arrangement drawing-

with motor)
- - - enclosed spur gear train

- - - 512 (498 full load)
- - - - Counterclockwise
- - - - - - - - - - - oii bath

- - - - - - - - 231593
Pump:-

Type - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
R.P.M. (both pumps)- - - - - - - - - -
Pressure, replenishing pump- - - - -
Pressure, servo pump - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Capacity, replenishing pump- - - - - - - - - -
Capacity, servo pump - - - - - - - - - -
General arrangement drawing- -

double; vane
- - - - - - 1200

40 P. S. 1-
- 350 P~S.1-
18.5 G.P.M.
7.5 G.P.M.

- - - 221530
9. The connecting shaft between the speed reducer out-

put shaft and the transmission A-end shaft is arranged at both
ends with special couplings. These are commercial units which
provide floating compensation for slight misalignment. Each
is an assembly of splined hubs, which seat on the respective
shaft ends, and flanged sleeves which enclose the hubs. The
sleeves have annular involute gears enmeshed with gear teeth
on the hubs. when ins taIled wi th flanges bolted, each coupling
Is partially filled with oil to provide lubrication for the en-
meshed gearing.
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Hydraulic Transmission

10. The drive transmitting arrangement installed be-
tween the preceding described power plant and the elevating
nut gear of the oscillating bearing (par. 13), is a hydraulic,
variable displacement machine of commercial manufacture (Water-
bury Tool Co., Size 20, type K.). It comprises a variable
displacement pump (designated the A-end) ,~nd a fixed displace-
ment hydraulic motor (the B-end), mechanically separated but
having inter-connecting hydraulic pressure leads. Basically
these components of the transmission, as shown on drawing
number 268100 (A-end) and 268153 (B-end), are the elements
which convert input shaft rotation of constant speed and di-
rection to reversible, variable speed, output shaft rotation.
They are thus Lderi t.Lc aL to many installations of like function.
and the same or similar manufacture used throughout the fleet.
Specifically they are functionally identical to the transmis-
sion units of different manufacture as installed in the ele-
vating gear drives of the U. S. S. NORTHCAROLINAand WASHINGTON.
See chapter V.

11. The transmission provides drive speed range and
performs under pressures and loads as tabulated in the data
below.

Transmission Data

Speed of A-end input- - - - - - - 500 r.p.m.
Speed of B-end output - - - 0-500 r.p.m.
Torque·load:-

Normal, rated - - - - - - - - 2000 ft. lbs.
Max., rated - - - - - - - 2200 ft. lbs.

Pressures:-
Relief valve setting-- - - -
Replenishing pump pressure- -
Servo pump pressure - - -

2100 P. S. I.
40 P.S. I.

350 P.S.I.

Constant horsepower control setting-108 h.p.
Teniperatures:-

Normal oil operating range - 1200 to 1750 F.
Max~permitted oil temperature- - 1850 F.

12. A-end. - The A-end is an assembly of a multi-cyl-
inder rotating pumpwithin a case. The pump comprises a cyl-
inder barrel, having nine parallel axially disposed cylinders,
pistons and connecting rods, a socket ring, with connecting
rod bearings, and a socket ring bearing assembly which is mount-
ed in a part designated the tilting box. The mounting of these
parts on the main shaft (driven by the electric motor) is such
that the cylinder barrel is spring compressed against a valve
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plate and is keyed to the shaft while the socket ring has
trunnion pi vat in the main shaft. Thus the socket ring is
free to turn in its . til ting box bearings and may be adjust-
ably positioned as to angular value with respect to the shaft
axis. Such angular movement is imparted to the tilting box
through the control arrangements. Tilt of the socket ring
from a plane normal to the shaft axis gives piston reciproca-
tion and consequent suction and pumpdisplacement of liquid
through the cylinder head ports and through radially aligned,
semiannular ports of the valve plate. The latter ports (two)
are the pressure and suction ports with leads connecting to
the similar ports of the B-end valve plate.

13. Br etui . - The B-end is a hydraulic motor of positive
displacement,·fixed stroke and multiple piston type. Mechan-
ically it is a cas'e enclosed assembly similar to the A-end but
differs from: that ani t in that the socket r i.ng bearing lacks
anguil.ar- a<i1Jus,tme'Jil:t.,Instead, the bearing is a stationary
thrust roller tli'aek inclined at 70 degrees to its shaft. Thus
the s'troke jks,C0]l1stan:tand. t-he speed and d-irect,Lortof r-ota-td.cn
of the driven s'naft varies with volume-rate and direction of
hydramliC :fl.ow f'r om tone. A-end pump. The unit also diff'ers'
f:pori!''the A-end in t'hat· the. main syst.em relie-f valves are housed
in the B"':val.veplate. These are spring loaded di·fferential"-
piston t.ype, re·l-ief valves. They are adjustabl.y arranged so
as to by=pa.ss' exce.s-s high pressure into the suction port of
the system. (Ref'e.r par. 55 for adjustment.) The B-end valve
plate includes' tw·o-ball-check replenishing valves arrange-d be-
tl{een the main system leads and functioning to replenish the
low pressure side. This replenishment is of different order
and is not served from the. "Make-up" cireui t which supplies
the A-ertd r-ep.Lent.s'hing valves discussed in paragraph 14. A
blocking valve of the B-end as sembly is actua ted and has func-
tional purpose as described in paragraph 28.

14. The electric motor driven transmission described in
the precedirtg, through the mediumof hydraulic fluid, provides
B-shaft rotation according to controlled tilting movement of
the A-end pump. The angle and direction of tilt control the
speed and direction of rotation. Mechanical and hydraulic
arrangements which actuate the A-end tilting element and thus
control B-shaft output are discussed under the heading "Ele-
vating Gear Control Ar-r-angement.sj " paragraphs 18 to 28. The
hydraulic circuits there described include servo and reple~
Lshlrrg pressure systems that are supplied from the main sys-
tem expansion-sup-ply tank. The combined systems when filled
with hydraulic oil comprise an oil circulating system that
dissipates heat developed in the transmission. Of the total
oil in the combLned systems only that that is between the A
and B-end pistons is active in the transmission of power.
rtActive" oil is replenished, against seepage loss, by low
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pressure supplied by the replenishing pumpcircuit. This cir-
cuit delivers oil to replenishing valves located in the A-end
val ve plate ; valve design and port arrangements are such as
to always serve the low side of the main system. (See dr. no.
268100.)

15. . The output .shaf t of the B~endis coupled to the ele-
vating screw machine (par. 16) through a flange mounted mecha-
nism designated the upper response drive bracket. This brac-'
ket is flange mounted to the oscillating bearing block (par. 16)
as well as to the B-end. It encloses a splined quill drive
coupling in an arrangement which gives close coupling and yet
permits slight p~ay to compensate for misalignments. See
drawing number 216429.

Oscillating Bearing

16~ The elevat.ing screw and oscillating bearing assem-
bly is a trunnion pivoted unit supported in two journals
(bearing blocks) whi~h are wedged andboltedlntl1e turret
structure above. thb pan floor. -Aligned with the B-end (as
-LndLcated in par. 1;;:) it places the axis of the screw in off-
set position 20 inches from.·theyertical plane of the respec-:-
tive gun center line. The bearin,g 1? a conventional arrange-
ment of a large cas t steel cube enclosing a radially split
elevating nut. The two hal vesofthe nut lock together for
rotation but have adjus t.ab.Le axial motion to eliminate end
play of the screw. The bottom half is driven by a concentri-'-
cally mounted elevating nut g~ar which is meshed with the drive
pLnd.on., Adjustment of t.he se parts is accomplished by means
of threaded upper and lower adjusting nut s located respectively
in the top and bottom of the bear-Lng • The lower of these nuts
is adjustable for purpose of adjusting the mesh of the nut
gear, it is not required for adjustment of the split halves
of the elevating nut (to eliminate play in the screw) which is
adjusted exclusively by the upper adjusting nut. Thenut gear,
in addition to driving the elevating nu.t, is meshed with and
drives a pump gear. This gear is mounted in the trunnion op-
posi te from the drive pinion and has pr.ovision for tongue
coupling to the pumpshaft of a small rotary oil circulating
pumpwhich is flange mounted to the bearing trunnion. The
pump is a lubricating unit which automatically reverses with
the change in drive rotation and thus always delivers oil to
the top of the bearing. It operates to bathe the nut and screw
threads, the nut bearings and the pinion and gears, intermit-
tently, simultaneous with nut gear drive. The discharge of
this pump is connected to a cylindrical oil shield, secured
concentric to the screw and attached to the upper adjusting
nut. Ten screws secure the shield to the nut which has twen-
ty equally spaced tapped holes. Thus the shield and its pump
lead may be maintained at approximately the same position with
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any varied setting of the nut. Within the shield three thread-
ed wiper elements secured to and rotating with the elevating
nut, function to remove oil from the rising screw threads whence
it drains downward through the bearing to a screw cover. This
cover is attached to a flange on the lower adjusting nut and
functions to carry oil past a canvas bloomer which encloses
the screw from the bottom of the oscillating bearing to the
top of an elevating screw pocket. The pocket is a flanged
steel tank assembly attached to and extending from the pan
floor to the electric deck. A suction oil lead connects the
reservoir space of the pocket with the pump suction. With the
gun in stowed position this system is filled with lubricant
to the level of a plugged hole accessible from the electric
deck.

17. EZevat in!!, screw. - The elevating screw is a R.H.
double square thread screw, 7.75 inches diameter by 149.0 inches
long overall (130.65 inches threaded) with lead of three inches.
It is secured by conventional bronze pivot pin (no wedge and
wedge bearing),· a-t its upper end, to a br-acke-t on the slide.
The attachment has offset location as indicated in paragraph 16.

Elevating Gear Control Arrangements

18. Gun eleva ting movement by means of the prec edLng
descri bed assembly is motion .controlled by positioning the
til tLng box of the A-end. Adjustment of the tilting box is
accomplished·through automatic control devices or a handwheel
control gear mechanism. The automatic controls function only
to restore the tilting box toward neutral, whereas the hand
control operates between gun limits of movement to provide
starting, stopping and all variations of speed control (ex-
cept when the automatic arrangements ntake-overn). Both hand
and automatic arrangements control tilting box movement by means
of a hydraulic servo control piston, a subassembly of the A-end
case with direct connection to the tilting box (see par. 23).
Control of hydraulic flow to this servo unit is accomplished
by manual and mechanical movement of control devices located
in a control case mounted on top of the A-end.

19. These control facilities include input mechanisms
cormected to the control case and elements within the case
which are described in paragraphs 20 to 28 under nomenclature
designations as follows: (For schematic arrangement see pl.
5.)

Control Gear (Hand gear)
B-end Response
Follow-up Device
Servo Control
Automatic Cut-off
Constant Horsepower Device

,;
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Motor Starting Interlock
Tilting Plate Return Device
Power-off Anti-overhauling Device

20. Contra Z gear (hand gear). - Thehand control mecha-
nism' is a pedestal mounted handwheel drive assembly located at
the gun layer1s station on the forward electric deck. It in-'-
cLudes a bevel gear and shaft system for transmitting hand-
wheel motion to elements of the adjacent A-end control case.
It also includes part of the B-end response drive (par. 21),
transmitting that shaft movement similarly to the A-end con-
trol case and to a gun elevation indicator. The arrangement
is shown on drawing number 268147. Handwheel and response
outputs are coupled to the follow-up device and limit stop of
the A-end control case assembly and operate to position those
mechanisms as described in paragraphs 22 and 24. The pedestal
is arranged with oil sump, oil circulating pump and distribut-
ing manifold system for lubrication of gearing and shaft bear-
ings within the pedestal. The pump i13a reversible rotor type
(Nf.cho Ls ) with drive take-off from the B-end response sys.t.em.•

. 21. B....end response gear. - A system of bevel gears and
shafts transmits B-end .shar t speed and direction of rotation

, from the upper response drive bracket (par. 15) to the hand~
wheeL pedestal and thence to the A-end control ~ase.The
arrangement of this subassembly is shown OIl d:r-awingnumber
2.31604. It is coupled to a control input at the A-end'which
drives the control screw of the follow-up mechanism (par. 22)-.
The response drives for the wing gun elevating gears are
straight shafts from the pan floor to the handwheel pedestal;
the center r esponse arrangement comprises vertical and hori~
zontal shafting to accommodate the offset position of the cen-:
ter gun A-end and handwheel pedestal.

22. Follow-up device. - The follow-up device is a dif-
ferential screw and nut, (dr-, no. 268103), the former driven
as indicated in paragraph 21 while the latter receives hand-
wheel input through a friction clutch and meshed spur gears.
This control nut rotation is limited by the adjusted positions
of the traveling nut stops described in paragraph 24, the
differential nut being positively meshed through gear train
with the limit stop screw. Handwheel control input and B-end
response operate through this device 'to actuate a servo-pilot
valve which controls oil flow to the servo-piston unit des-
cribed in paragraph 23. Movement of the operator I S hand~
wheel,transmitted to the differential control nut, causes the
control screw to be displaced axiallywlthin the nut. This
displacement is transmitted to one end of a floating link on
which rides the servo-pilot valve. Resultant displacement of
this valve allows oil to flow from the control circuit to the
proper side of the servo piston. This posLt.Lons the A-end
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tilting box to rlon-stroke!! and the tilting box movement swings
the pivot end of the floating link to re-center the servo-pilot
valve. The latter action determines the degree of tilting box
movement. As the tilting box moves on stroke, the B-end is
caused to rotate and through the response gear drive rotates
the control screw counter to handwheel displacement of the
screw, tending thereby to return the screw to its neutral po-
si tion. Thus the follow-up device produces tilting box dis-
placement and B-shaft rotation according to handwheel order
and the drive continues to follow haridwhee.Lmotion, but when
the latter ceases the device provides graded deceleration un-
til the B-end is brought to a full stop. The device is mechan-
ically automatic and at all positions holds direct rela tion-
ship with the handwheel and B-shaft speeds, direction and stop-
ping position.

23. Servo can tro l . - The tilting box of the A-end is
pivoted in the A-end case about a vertical trurmion axis. A
til ting box st.udvnor-ma L to this axis ext ends within the case
to an attachment~toa' con~rol- piston as.vshewnon drawing num-
ber 268102. This is a double acting hydr~ulic servo piston,
horizontally posi-tioned with the two piston ends seated re-
spectively in a-front control piston cap and a rear control
piston cap. The latter is a closed cylinder head flange mount-
ed on a-seat on the rear .of the valve plate, while the former
is a stuffing' boxcyl-inder head liriit,f+ange mourrbedon the A-
end casehead v- --The-stuffing box and-an-ex't erisLon shaft attached
to the control piston provide for future receiver regulator
attachment and a:utomatic stroking-control. This integral as-
sembly of servo control device with the- A-end case, casehead
and vaLve ipl at.e Lsac tua t.ed through hydraulic control pressure,
with cylinder ports and control circuit connections in the two
piston caps connected by control circuit pipes to the A-end
control case valve block.

24. Automatic cut-off. - To limit the travel of the gun
in elevation, a limit stop; or automatic cut-off, (dr. no.
268106), is provided in the control mechanism. It consists
of a traveling nut on a screw which carries adjustable stops,
one for each direction of rotation. This limit stop screw is
geared to the follow-up nut and control screw differential
and has direct relationship at all times to B-shaft and hand-
wheel turns. When the traveling nut reaches one stop, the
handwheel, or signal side of the follow-up differential is held.
stationary, and the B-end response returns the control screw,
servo-pilot valve, and tilting box to neutral, bringing the
B-end to a stop. The stops for all guns are adjusted to stop
the drive at the elevating limi ts given in paragraph 4. Those
arcs of elevating movement have equivalent turns of limit
screw and related values of handwheel as fOllows:

.\
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Total turns, limit stop screw between limits - - - 38.27
Total turns handwheel between stops- - - - - - - - 19.1LI-
Arc of elevation per handwheel turn (average)- - - 2°301

Handwheel turns to full speed tilt - - - - - - - - - - 2

25. Oonstant horse~ower device. - To protect the elec-
tric motor from overload a constant horsepower device is pro-
vided to limit the input to the A-end. It is a pilot valve
opened by active system pressure against spring tension. The
tension on the spring is controlled by a cam which swings with
the tilting box, and the cam contour is such as to provide a
constant horsepower input to the A-end, based on pressure, A-
end stroke (volume), and eff i c iency of the hydraulic trans-
mission. Opening of the valve allows control pressure to en-
ter the servo...,.piston and move the tilting box toward neutral,
taking control away from the servo-pilot valve through the
simultaneous operation of a selector valve. A-end stroke is
reduced to a point where the overload is relieved, at which
time the pilot valve cLosesjand restores control to the servo-
pilot valve. Lf .t~e stroke .Ls reduced to a point below which
the pressure reaches that of the main relief valve setting,
the main relief va.Lvewill operate, maintaining specified max-
imumtorque to resist the overload on'the B-,-endshaft.

26. ){otor·start ing i n t erl ock . - In order that the elec'-
tric motor uaay not be started~with the A-end tilting box in
an Jlon-stroke-n jio sLtfon , the starter push-button is wired in
series with' a normally-open plunger type switch, mounted on
the side of the A-end.. A earn mounted on the control piston
is so placed as to lift the irtterlock switch plunger only when
the tilting box is approximately on neutral. The starting
circuit may then be completed by the push~button, and the mo-
tor started.

27. Tilting plate return device. - Ahand-operated gear
pump is provided as a means of moving the tilting box to neu-
tral when the eleotric power is off. This pumpis mounted on
turret structure convenient to the operator; and is tied into
the hydraulic control circuit so as to bring the tilting box
to neutral from any position. A pointer indicator is provided
on top each A-end to show the position of the tilting box.

28. Powe~-orf anti-overhaultng device. - To prevent
drifting of the gun in elevation in the event of failure of
electric power, a device is provided to hold the B-end shaft.
This unit is a hydraulic arrangement (blocking valve, fig. 17)
which functions to blook the active system connections to the
B-end, and at the same time operates to by-pass the A-end de-
livery in the event of power failure. Under normal operation
this valve is held by pressure from the control pump. In the
blocked position. the B-end is hydraulically locked, up to a
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Fig. 17 - Elevating Gear Circuit Diagram (Waterbury)
Power Failure Anti-overhauling Control

torque corresponding to the specified pressure of the reiTef
valve settings. The anti-overhauling device is operated by a
solenoid-actuated valve (designated power failure valve) in
the main electrical circuit. In the Jlpower-onJlposition this
valve connects the blocking val.ve to control pump pressure,
holding that valve in .Lts normal operating position. In the
"power-offrl posi t i.on : control pressure is cut off from the
blocking valve and the device moves into its holding position.

29. Supply tank. - The hydraulic systems comprising
main circuit, control and replenishing circuits are supplied
from a commontank. This is located above the highest point
in the combined systems. It is of 25-gallon capacity and is
fitted with filler, strainer and air-vent cap combination and
oil level try-cocks.

Danger Zone Cut-out Mechanism

30. In each turret an installation of three pairs of
cam operated switches function to open the gun firing circuits
and to close signal light circuits whenever their respective
gun is laid on own ship1s structure. A pair of switches com-
prises an elevating movementswitch and a train movement switch,
connected in series (operation of both required before the fir-
ing circuit for that gun is opened and the signal light cir-
cuit is closed). The arcs of fire controlled by these danger
zone cut-out mechanisms (and design details), are shown, for
the different turret arrangements for all ships of the class,
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on drawings 233706, 238870, 239000 and 239001. All switches
are interlock switch designs of two circuit, plunger type,
with firing circuit normally bridged and signal circuit nor-
mally open. Each elevating movement switch is located on- the
right deck lug of its gun with plunger roller positioned in
the way of an actuating cam mounted on the lower slide shield
plate. The three adjustable elevation switch cams of each
turret have identical setting within the turret. They actuate
and hold switch plungers throughout gun movement in the arc
from 0° to 2° depression, turrets 2 and 3, and 2° elevation to
2° depression, turret 1.

The three train movement sw:i,.tches, one from each gun, are
mounted on the holding down!'clip and their actuating cams
are attached to the lower roller path. These camsand switches
have functional arrangement fo:t'.the training movement identical
to the above described elevating movement devices. See chap-
ters VI and VIII for additional data.

The signal light circuitope:f~tesa multiple arrangement of
red dial signal lights. 'l'hese .include single dial lights at
each gun layer station andtl:J.,re.e"<iia~ signal light indicators
at each pointer! s andt.r-af.ne'r ! ssta.tions, at the train operator I s
station and at the turret off'i-cer IS- station.

Ei~va.tirtg.·Stops

31. In add.i t,ionto th~ mechanically automaticlimi t
stop control described above,· each elevating gear includes
positive stops which buff elevating movement at limits of gun
depression and elevation. These are hydraulic* buffers ar-
ranged in the way of stops as shownon drawings number 217204,
230775, 233700 and 233701. The arrangements differ for mounts
equipped with cast steel slides (Mark 4) as against those
equipped with forged slides (}1ark 5). The stops also differ
in Turret No. 2 as against the arrangements in Turrets No. 1
and 3. These differences and the stop arrangements are as
follows: The elevating stop buffers (all mounts) comprise a
pair of buffers mounted on the respective gun girders with
plungers positioned in the way of stop bolts on the rear end
brackets; the depression stops for cast steel slides are a
pair of buffers mounted on the rear caps of the recuperator
cylinders with plungers positioned in the way of pads on the
turret roof; the depression stop for forged slides is a single
buffer mounted between the recuperator cylinders; and the de-
pression stop arrangements for Turret No.2, are removable
pads under the turret roof which function to stop gun movement
at zero degree depression. Thus the elevating gears of Turret
No. 2 are limited to total movement of 45 degrees when the
pads are in place and therefore their limit stop controls (par.~4}~u~t_b~ ~dJu~t~d_afc2rQiQg1Y~ _
* Oil (not glycerin solution as in previous similar buffers), see para...c.

graph 46.
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Transmission Control Operation

32. Normal operat ion. - With the circuit breaker handle
of the electric controller in the "on" position, and with the
til ting box of the A-end in its neutral posi t i.on, the electric
motor may be started by pressing the starter button. After
approximately 15 seconds a time-delay switch throws the motor
from the star t mg transformer directly on to the line. The
unit may then be put into operation.

33. A gun is depressed by rotating the operators hand-
wheels clockwise when viewed from the oper ators right. Ele-
vation r-equ.Lr-e s- counter-cLcckw t se rotation. Referr.ing to t.he
diagrams ofpla te 5 and figure s 17 to 21 it ~ill be seen that ro-
ta tion of the han.gwhe~l i.l:1t.r ansrm tted t.hr ough connecting shafts
and gearing to t:p.~ nut of the control scr-ew, caus.lrig the scr-ew
to be moved axf.a Lly w:i,tlltn.. the nut. The' scre'w a1spl~c~ni~rit
is transmitted through a bell crank and coniieGting-liIlk to the
free end of thefioq.tingliIik~ the othen end of.wlrlcn is-plv.:pt~
ed on a stud c~rr:Leg. OnaR arm eonriect.ed >to'"the 'tllting-boz.

••. • .'.' - _. ~- - '. • •.•. -" ••.•, ;"". "_ • 1- ~ !.. - J _ • ..:' "-

The link is moved q109kwige about, i ~~P~:v.q'F :j.p tJig ~a_s~of
elevation, eaus Lng the servo-pilot Ye-lv~ (4) to b~ a:j.~plaSE?Q.
by its spring to t4e r~gnt. Oil from the'~ont£ol-p'unip l~-nQw
admitted to the maf.n se.rvc-pf.s ton through- 'pi'pe HP':'2~ t~ci :th.e
block, in port 1I~f! and out port ndo of ~he -ier.vo:"-piiot va.Lve
(A) to port 11[11 of' ?~le~tor vaLve (CJ', qiit pod:;- lI~ti ~rid-pipe
HP-13 to the righ-t end of the servo cYitn,d.er, r caus t.ng th~ tilt-
ing plate to sv.:LP.gc:),.pgJ:i:wtsevi~:v~~rrr?m'~P9;yf; - Q}l from' the
left end of the S·~cfy'o ,;is .e~hausted Vt~,o;UISl1i?~P~ '~::-~2 to-port

--'III

i

10
CONTROL

PUMP

f '0
HP-13

l~!F=:Ip-TO EXP. TANK

LIMIT
STOI;'

OPERATOR'S
HANOWHEEL

Fig. 18 - Elevating Gear Circuit Diagram (Waterbury)
Normal Operation
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Ifblfof selector valve (C), out port IfC"to port "b" of servo
pilot valve (A), and out port Ifa" into the A-end case and
thence to the expansion tank. The tilting box will be swung
into such position that the servo pilot valve is again center-
ed by the swinging of the pivot end of the floating link as
the tilting box swings. The oil flow through the servo pilot
valve will then be cut off.

34. As the til ting box is moved to an IIon stroke II po-
si tion the B-end is caused to rotate at speeds approximately
proportional to the angular displacement of the tilting' box.
Response rotation is transmitted to the control screw of the
A-end, through connecting shafts and gearing, rotating the
Screw in such a direction 'as tends to correct its original
displacement by the handwheel, restore the floating link to
its neutral position, and re-center the tilting box in its
Ifno stroke" position. In order to maintain the tilting box
on stroke and keep the B"",endrota ting, it is necessary to
continue rotating the opera tor IS handwheeL, maintaining suffic-
ient rotational Ifleadll OyeTi·the response to ho.Ld the control
screw and floating. link in a displaced position. Handwheel
lead can be increased to a' poinL at which the control screw
displacement is suf'f'LcLent to' cause it to hit one or the other
of its stops. Attempting to increase the handwheel lead be-
yond this point results intb.esJ,ip clutch in the signal gear-'
ing disengaging, preventing damage to the control mechanism.
At this point of maximumcontroi screw displacement the tilt-
ing, box displacement is aF. its" maximum,as are the A-end de-
livery and the B"...endrevDlutions'per minute.

35. Whenthe handwheel rotation is stopped, the B-end
and response rotation continue until the signal shaft lead is
taken up. This results in returning the control screw to its
central, or neutral position in the nut, thereby restoring the
free end of the floating lihk to its neutral position. Move-
ment of the link again displaces the servo pilot valve, moving
it now~to the left of its centered position and admitting oil
from the control pumpto the left end of the tilting box servo
piston, restoring it to its central, or "no-strokell movement.
Whenthe tilting box reaches its neutral position the pivot
end of the floating link re-aligns the servo pilot valve, and
oil flow to the servo piston is again cut off. The B-end ro-
tation is stopped simultaneous with the centering of the tilt-
ing box which reduces the delivery of the A-end to zero.

36. L i mits t op ope rat ion. - Ashandwheel rotation is con-
tinued during elevation or train, the limit stop screw, being
connected through a gear train to the signal input shaft of
the control gearing, rotates with it, and threads the 'travel-
ing nut along the screw toward one or the other stop . Whenthe
nut reaches a stop, figure 19, further rotation of the limit stop
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Fig. l~ - Elevating Gear Circuit Diagram (Waterbury)
Limit stop Control

screw is halted,. and-with it, .:further rotation of the signal
inp~t.. Continued~o.t,ation of' the operator I s handwheel results
in disengagement of·the slip clutch in the signal input shaft
l:ma.prevEmts da:rp.9-getot.he mechanism.

Rotation of the signal input having been stopped, any displace-
ment of the control screw, .Li.nk, and tilting box o.is at once
corrected by continued rotation of the B-end and response shafts;
centering the tilting box as described under l1normal opera-
tion," and bringing the B:-end to rest always at the same point
of gun elevation.

Handwheel rotation may at any time be reversed, and the unit
operated away from the limit stop at full speed and pressure.

37. Constant horsepower device. - Ref~rringto the
schematic diagram of figure 20, the constant horsepower pilot
valve (E) is operated against spring pressure by active system
pressure from the A-end valve plate, through pipe HP-,-14to
port lIall, and is applied, there on differential diameters of
the valve. Excessive active system pressure will cause the
valve to move to the right agaj.nstthe spring. The pressure
required to open the valve is regulated by a cam operated
plunger which varies the amount of compression in the valve
spr Lnr; .0. s the tilting box changes its position. The contour
or the cam is such that the correlation of pressure, stroke,
and efficiency of the transmission gives a constant horsepower
input limit at the A-end.
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Fig. 20 - Elevating Gear Circult Diagram (Waterbury)
Constant Horsepower Control

38. At a moment of overload, and being in elevation,
the pilot valve (E) is moved to the right by active system
pressure. Ports "d" and Tlc" are thus connected, and 111511 sim-
ultaneously shut off, allowing control pressure to enter port
IIgll of the selector valve (C), forcing it to the right. The
selector valve acts to cut off the normal circuit of oil from
the servo pilot valve (A) by blocking ports TIcII and TlfTlof
the selector valve, and transfers control momentarily to the
constant horsepower control valve (B) by opening ports "arT
and lIdll of the selector valve. The tilting box servo piston
is thus connected to control pressure through the constant
horsepower control valve (B), which acts as a directional
control; always moving the servo toward neutral. Being dis-
placed clockwise in this instance the control valve (B) is
displaced to the left, and oi.L from the control line flows from
port "c " out port IIbll, through ports "all and "b" of the selector
valve (C) and to the left end of the servo control piston.
moving it toward center. Oil is exhausted from the opposite
end of the servo unit through pipe HP-13, ports "ell and IIdll
of the selector valve, ports IIdll and "erTof the control valve
(B) and so into the case of the A-end, and to the tank.

39. The movementof the tilting box toward neutral con-
tinues until the earn increases the spring pressure enough to
close the pilot valve (E) against the existing active system
pressure or until the overload condition is removed, allowing
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the valve to close. When it does close, ports lib!! and IICIT
are connected and port IIdll is cut off, so that the selector
valve (C) is restored to its left position by its spring, the
oil being vented from port IIgll through ports IICIIand IIbl!, of
the pilot valve (E). This restores the control circuit. to
its normal position, bringing the servo pilot valve back into
action.

40. The spring tension on the pilot valve (E) is ad-
justable by means of a screw, serving to raise or lower the
horsepower level at which the valve operates. The setting is
made during factory tests, and should require no further ad-
justment.

41. Power failure anti-overhaul devices. - The opera-
tion of these devices is described in paragraph 28, see figure
17.

I
\.....j

42. Tilting plate return device. - In order to move
the tilting box from a displaced position to neutral prior to
starting the electric motor, the neutral return hand pump is
turned clockwise from the crank side. Referring to thesche-
matLc diagram, figure 21, pressure is thus built up in lines
P-2and P-l, moving the selector valve (C) to the right.

RESPONSE FROM B- END--

LIMIT
STOP

OPERATORS
HANDY/HEEL

BACK PRESSURE VALVE

~HAND PUMP

r.
TO

A-END
FROM EXPAN. TANK :~~~~~d

Fig. 21 - Elevating Gear Circuit Diagram (Waterbury)
Tilting Box Manual Centering
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The back pressure valve in the pump circuit maintains pressure
to hold the selector valve in this position. The hand pump
delivery now flows into the main control pump circuit through
lines P-3, HP-17, and HP-2, into the valve block. With the
selector valve in its right-hand position the circuit to the
tilting box servo is the same as described under the constant
horsepower device, paragraphs 37 to 40. Whenthe tilting box
reaches neutral the control valve (B) is centered, cutting off
port lie Ifso that further delivery of oil to the servo is blocked.
This is apparent to the operator in the form of increased re-
sistance to further hand pump operation. Stopping the pump
allows the selector valve (C) to return to its normal position.
restoring the circuit for normal power operation.

MAINTENANCEANDOPERATINGINSTRUCTIONS
43. The elevating machines are to be installed, opera t-

ed and maintained, including ...periodic exercise, adjustment
and LubrLcation in accord with the regulations of the, Ordnance
Manual, the ins-tructions below and the directions. contained
in the chapter entitled IIHYd-,ra1jJ..icEqu.Lpment u ,

44. General i ne t ruc t i ene , - Wheninstalling, overhaul-
ing or servicing the t.r-ansma's's fon assembly and connected units,
comply with the following general instructions.

Do not drive couplings into main shafts of hy-
draulic units, motors, or reduction gears. A
heavy and blow on the shaft may damage the
bearings, or gears~

In leveling units and aligning vertically,
use flat shims rather than wedges, to give
full bearing under feet.

Do not flush pipe lines or hydraulic equipment
with kerosene. Piping must be cleaned by
pickling, wire brushing, washing and air pres-
sure drying. See instructions, chapter XV.

Do not connect response shafts until automatic
cut-offs are correctly set. See below, under
lfadjustment of limit stopS.1I

Do not start motor until all equipment is prop-
erly lubricated and hydraulic system filled
with oil. See below.

Whenpipe flanges, fittings or other units are
disconnected and open, maintain covers to ex-
clude fouling. Do not remove such protection
until immediately prior to reassembly.
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45. Opera t i ng p r e c aii t ions. - Perform the following when

preparing a new Lnst.al.La t l on or a drained system for operation.

(a) Preparing the transmission for op er at: ion. - An
empty system must be filled by circula ting oil
through the system without driving the A-end.
This is accomplished by the following routine.

(1) Lubricate the motor) r-ed uctLon gear and aux-
iliary pump cluster.

!
J

(2 ) Omit the connecting drive shaft between the
reduction gear and A-end.

0) Connect the handwheel control to the A-end
control input. Do not connect the response
drive.

(4) Fill the supply tank with the hydraulic oil
specified in paragraph 47. During this and
subsequent operations constantly check the
oil level) replenishing as necessary. ~hen
completely filled the system requires approx-
imately 50 gallons.

(5) start the motor. The pumpswill immediately
draw down the tank level as oil is forced
through the A-end and B-end cases. Replenish.

(6 ) Adjust the control and replenishing pump
relief valves to specified pressure. (See
par. 8). This adjustment may be made while
running by removing the acorn nut on the
adjusting screw and increasing or decreasing
the pressure setting as required.

(7) Rota te the handwheels back and forth several
times. This causes servo control stroke
and clears air from the oil lines and valves.
During this manipulation check the stroke
movement of the tilting box. It should
reach the limit of its swing (by the indi-
cator) slightly before the control screw
hi ts its stop. If the movement is shy on
one side stop motor and adjust as prescribed
in paragraph 56.

(8) After air has been expelled and stroke check-
ed (adjusted if required») the motor to A-
end connection shaft may be coupled. Do
not connect response. Check all lubrication.
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(9) Check oil level and start motor.

(10) Crack air vents in valve plates and pipe
lines. When active system has filled close
vents and drive B-end slowly in both direc-
tions until machine operates smoothly.

(11) Check oil level. If the system is full and
vented the unit may be operated to set the
automatic cut-off as prescribed in paragraph
57. The response drive is not to be coupled
until such adjustment has been completed.

(b) Before oper a t ing under load, at speed, observe
the following.

(1) Release and completely withdraw the slide
securing pin.

(2) Lubricate the assembly.
(3) Check and replenish the transmission oil

level.

(4) Verify that the filters are clear.
(5) Bring the transmission to neutral.
(6) start the motor and run until the A-end

valve plate temperature is 1100 F.

(7) Verify that the solenoid valve has been
energized.

(8) Operate the handwheels slowly.
(9) Verify that the elevating screw lubricating

pump is lifting oil.
(10) Operate to both limits of gun movement veri-

fying that the limit stop control and all
buffers function correctly.

46. Buffer fluid. - The elevation and depression stop
buffers are designed for and should be filled with hydraulic
oil, O.S. 1113. These buffers should be checked for replen-
ishment once per month at which time they should be inspected
as to: Full normal spring return of plungers, condition of
plunger packing, tightness of body or bracket securing bolts,
and alignment of plungers and stops.
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47. Hydrau lie 0 t l . - The oil to be used in the trans-
mission hydraulic system is that designated in Ordnance Specifi-
ca tion No. 1113. Wheninitially filling a sys tem use a strain-
er of at least 120 wires to the inch; do not use cheese cloth
or other rags. Newassemblies should be drained after fifteen
hours operation (or less), and should then be thoroughly 'flush-
ed clean and refilled with fresh oil or carefully salvaged oil.
Perform test inspection and analysis of oil sample from each
system monthly. If there is evidence of sludge, water or acid-

.ity,drain, flush and refill with fresh oil.

48. Filling, draining and flushing the transmission
system. - Filling the hydraulic units can be most readily ac-
complished by use of the auxiliary pumps to drive the oil
through the systems as prescribed in paragraph 45. However,
if it is not expedient to uncouple the A-end drive shaft, oil
may be run in from the tank by gravity. To vent the A-end
while filling, open pipe plugs #5 or #6 on top face of valve
pLate. Whengravity filling has been carried as far as pos-
sible; the motor may be started and the A-end run on neutral
until the auxiliary pumps have purged the remaining air from
the system.

Draining the hydraulic units can be done by means of opening
the drain plugs located as follows:

B-end - ~ - -Pipe plug 267928-11 on bottom of case.

A-end - -Pipe plug 267928-11 on bottom of casehead.

Active System - Hex-head plugs 228465-12 on valve
plate bosses of A and B-ends.

To fill pumpcluster remove filler plug 271730-15 at top of
uni t and fill with approximately one and one half pints of
the oil specified in paragraph 47. Oil should be maintained
at the level of the hole marked "Oil Level; II it should be
drained and replaced with fresh oil every six months. A drain
plug is provided toward the bottom of the pump cluster.

49. Re duc t i o n gear oil, filling. - The reduction gear
case requires 8-1/2 quarts of heavy mineral oil, symbol 2250.
The proper level at which this oil must be maintained is in-
dicated by an oil level gauge mark, - read with unit at rest.
Leakage and overheating may occur if excessive amount of oil
is carried in this unit. Should reducer become overheated,
check oil level to see that there is not too much oil in the
case; check the alignment. No special precaution is necessary
in maintenance except possibly to remove the air vent or in-
spection cover to see that the oil is being ci.r-c u.La t.ed. The
oil should be replaced with fresh oil semiannually.
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50. Transmission tests) inspect ions and exercise checks.
- New transmission units or overhauled transmissions shall be
serviced as follows:

(a) After the firs t week operation) tighten all
bearing and foundation bol ts, shaft couplings,
pipe connections, etc. Check oil level.

Ib) After the first month service, remove, filter
and replace oil in the reduction gear, gear
boxes and lubricating oil reservoirs, adding
the necessary make-up oil. This is to remove
any foreign matter or abrasive material re-
sulting from initial run-in. Subsequently
follow lubrication sch~dule.

Ic ) Check and clean all oil line filters at- inter-
vals dependent on frequency of service.

51. Elevating screw lubricating system. - The elevating
screw lubricant prescribed for proper lubrication of the os-
cillating bearing assembly is heavy mineral oil, symbol 2190.
Oil must be carried to the level of the test plug hole in the
tank when the mount is at rest and the gun is at zero degree
elevation. The oil should be replaced quarterly with fresh
oil carefully filtered through a fine' mesh wire screen. 0 i l
level must be checked before operating.

The system pump can air-lock. Oil flow must therefore be
checked at the screened filling plug - always immediately after
starting to operate. Prime the pump and' if necessary open
the pump to vent and to permit priming flow to descend to the
pump.

52. Operating trouble diagnosis. - The causes of var-
ious possible operating troubles which may occur in the elec-
tric hydraulic sys tem are given in the subparagraphs beLov . An
understanding of these causes and effects will facilitate in-
stalling, adjusting and servicing the mechanisms. The "trouble
shooting" items are in a continuity which avoids extensive
disassembly until the mQre simple causes have been eliminated
as the source of trouble.

la) Motor does not start:

Check position of til ting box, and if nec-
essary use hand pump to return to neutral
and close interlock. Check controller,
circuit breaker, fuses, etc.
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(b) Hand pump does not build up pressure:

Check for air in pipe line. Loosen de-
livery pipe and rotate pump until line is
clear of air.

(e) Hand pump does not move tilting box:

Check selector valve (C) for sticking.
Free if necessary.

(d) Noisy operation of auxiliary pumps:

Check for air in suction line. Check oil
level in tank.

(e) Noisy operation of hydraulic units:

C,hec.kfor air in active sy st.em, by open-
iriga::tr'vents in valve plates. Check re- .
plenismng pressure.

(f) Tilti:Q:Kbox movement is sluggish:

Check control pump pressure. Adjust con-
trolpl;.1Illprelief valve setting if nec-
e.saar-y-,

-
(g) Constant H.P. device does not function:

Check for sticking valve. Make sure
bronze btish±ng on differential·piston is
free. Make sure shuttle valve in A-end
valve plate is not stuck.

(n) B-end overshoots when stopping suddenly:

Check control pressure and raise setting
of control pump relief valve if necessary.

(i) Operation is irregular at slow speeds:

Check for presence of air in active sys-
tem.

i i : B-end rthuntsllJ or oscillates slowly with hand-
wheel stationary:

Wi th cold oil the high viscosity will in-
crease the effect of servo pilot valve
port Lap , and allow slight hunting of the
valve and tilting box. This effect will
disappear after a short period of opera-
tion to warm the oil.
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(R) Power failure devices do not function:

Check solenoid-operated power failure
val ve to see that movement of valve and
solenoid crank is free. Check elevating
uni t blocking valve on B-end for sticking.

Adjustments

53. Elevating screw. - The elevating screw pin and pin
bearing is not adjustable to remove play.

54. Elevating nut. - Slack be-tween the elevating nut
and screw threads is removed by resetting the upper adjusting
nut of the oscillating bearing assembly. To make such adjust-
ment it is necessary to remove the ten bolts of the oil shield
and the adjusting nut key before positioning the nut with large
spanner. Adjustment of the lower nut (made similarly) for pur-
pose of taking up .Los t mct i.on in the mesh of the nut gear, is
a yard job requi~ing majordisas~e~tily.

55. Relief u al o e adjustment. - To adjust the relief
valves for pressure, screw the retainer in (clockwise) to in-
crease the pressure setting, or ,scr'ew the' retainer out (coun-
ter-clockwise) to decrease the pressure setting. The B-end
relief valves were set during factory tests to relieve at pres-
sure of 2100 pounds per square inch (equivalent to B~shaft
torque of 2200 pounds). Do not alter springs:

56. Con tro L screw l i mit adjus tmen t. - Thecontrol screw
movement is designed to have slight overtravel beyond the po-
sitions of full tilting box stroke. If the control screw hits
its stop before the til ting box swings to full tilt so that
the tilting box is shy of full tilton one side, adjust as
follows:

(a) Shut down motor and pumps.

( b ) Drain down oil so that the floating link and
valve stems will be exposed (when the control
case cover is removed).

(C) Removecontrol case top cover.

(d) If stroke was shy on clockwise rotation of
stroking indica tor, thread the adjusting screw
of the servo pilot valve into the valve stem.

(e) If stroke was shy on counte r cLoc kwi se rota-
tion of indicator, thread the adjusting screw
out of the valve stem.
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(f) Replace cover, start motor and pump, and check

adjustment.

(fg) Repeat until overtravel of control screw is
obtained in each direction.

()
57. Adjustment of limit stop. - The traveling nut limit

stops are correctly positioned with respect to gun limits of
movement as follows:

(a) Drain the limit stop section of the control
case. Remove cover.

(b) Run A-end and rotate B-end slowly until limit
of gun travel is reached in one direction.
ReverseB-end about one-half turn.

(e) Shut off motor, rotate handwheel in direction
in which B-end was rotated toward stop, until

;-traveling nut of limi t stop reaches stop. Stop
-shcu.l.d vbe set at position of maximumtravel.
Du-ring this rotation of handwheel, allow the
response shaft of the control gearing to run
free .. . !

(d) Connect response from B-end. Run unit to check
setting.

(e) Rotate B-end to other limit of gun travel.
Back awayapproxima tely one-half turn of B-end.

(f) Adjust stop up to position of traveling nut.
Check setting.

(g) Fill control case with oil and replace cover.

58. Constant horsepower control adjustment. - The con-
stant horsepower setting has been made by the manufacturer
and should not be changed. The factory setting is equivalent
to electric motor input of approxima tely 108 horsepower. (Re-
fer to pars. 37-40.)

ASSEMBLYANDDISASSEMBLY

59. Removal and r eassemb.Ly of the elevating screw and
oscillating bearing are yard jobs requiring major disassembly
of other elements of the mount. Assembly and disassembly of
other parts of the elevating gear are apparent from the gen-
eral arrangement drawings except for the operations described
in the remaining paragraphs of this chapter.
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60. J)isassembly of the pump cluster. - Reference draw-
ings number 2215.30, 2215.31 and 2215.3.3.

To remove pump 2215.31 from the cluster, remove pump
mounting screws 2215.37-7 and lock washers 1967.3.3-1.
Then slide pump shaft out of cluster.

Pump shaft 2215.31-1 may be removed with bearing and
packing gland to replace packing 164481-6. Care
should be taken upon reassembly to be sure that the
packing gland 1802.32-.3 is properly assembled with
the large diameter of the gland against the outer
race of the shaft bearing.

To dismantle pump f'Lr st. r-emove screws 180226-6 then
the pump head 2215.31-2,. .head .end bushing 1802.32-2,
rotor 2215.32-1 with vanes 2215.31-6, pumpring 229148-1
with pin 164481-,7, and cthe .bush.Lng 1802.32-4.

It is possible .:to, .9:,9.$~~~i~')l1:~~.PuID:P. iorOPposi te
hand rot,ati,op:)!,,~n;<J:.c'~iI'~~Ah@¥l,d,~bE?i·.ta~ell:)lpoP.reas-
semblyto ~p~ck,{t;he rQtati.9fl ..• The r ota t.Lon is as
indicated by.tJ:1e~ia.rJ:'ow:,.stamped. op.. t~~, body. It
should be noted that there .'are arrows on,.both bush-
ings and the rotor and when properly assembled, all
three of the ar-rowswillp.o:tnt in the direction of
the desired rotation. ~~Th~vanes are assembled with
the chamfer on the trailing edge.

WheJ:lreplacing:p~p" head, 2;~1531-2, care should be
taken to tighten screws that are diametrically op-
posi te. It is good prac.tice to turn the shaft while
these screws are being tightened to insure that the
rotor is not binding.

It is essential before reassembly that all parts are
carefully .vashed in' a non=acLd cleaning fluid to
insure absolute cleanliness and freedom from foreign
matter.

To dismantle pump 2215.3.3 refer to preceding instruc-
tions for dismantling pump 2,215.31.

To dismantle pumpcluster remove drain plug 191.329-9
located at bottom of unit and drain. Remove eight
screws 2215.37-7 allowing pump assemblies 2215.31 ann
2215.3.3to be r emoved, Removal of pumps allows access
for the removal of four (4) screws 206446-.3, further
removal of ten screws 2215.37-7 allows the removal
of housing adapter 221535-1. Bearings, gears and
pinion are thus exposed and may be removed from the
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housing. Removal of six screws 206446-3 allows re-
moval of retainer 221537-2 with oil seal 271730-1.
Further dismantling of the pump cluster should be
evident by referring to the drawings. To check ro-
tation of speed of input shaft remove plug 191329-9
from center of cover 221534-2. Direction of rota-
tion of pinion thus exposed is in the direction in-
dicated by the arrow on the cover.

Care should be exercised upon reassembly not to in-
jure the oil seal.

61. Hand gear pump d isassemb lye - Reference drawingS
number 221538 and 221541.

To dismantle gear pump 221538, remove screws 196825-6
allowing pump to be removed from the bracket. Re-
moval of the two dowel pins 221538-6 and 221538-5 and
twelve screws 19091)8-3 allows access to inside of
pump. PUmpsnaft 221540-2, bearing 221540-7, spacer,
oil seaJ.and'J)'ac:k;iing.c"anbe witlJ,-drawnfrom pump. Fur-
ther dismantling should be evident from the drawings
furnishQd. "." "

Care should betaken upon reassembly to assemble
spacer 221538-4 with raised por tLon toward the bear-
ing.

Care shQuld be exercised upon reassembly not to in-
jure oil seal.

62. Relter valves, disassembly. - Reference drawings
number 221525, 221527, 221528 and 22l52Q.

To dismantle relief valves remove acorn nut, jam nut
and unscrew retainer to release tension on spring.
Removal of four (4) screws in top cover and four (4)
screws in bottom cover allows spool, spring and wash-
er to be removed using relief valve puller 290409-4
to pull piston 290226-4.

63. A-unit disassembly. - Reference drawings number
268100, 268101 and 268102.

Drain the entire system.

Remove all piping and remove entire control assembly
268103.

Remove end caps 290224-1 and 290225-1, and control
shaft extension 290225-2.

Remove shaft cap 290207-1 and oil seal 268203-28.
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Remove main case bolts 290231-3.

Up-end unit on stand wi th val vepla te end up, and
block tilting box approximately in neutral.

Remove auxiliary case bolts and lift off valveplate
290227-1.

Lift out Bntire rotating group.

Take off neutral interlock switch assembly and cam
290221-6.

Unfasten stud pin 290208-5 and knock out stud 290212-6.

Withdraw control .piston 290222-1.

Remove trunnions 290209-5 and 290212-2-, and lift out
tilting box 290210.

To disassemble the rotating group, proceed as fol~ows:
Compress barrel spring 290221-4 and unscrew barrel
nut 228463-25 using barrel nut wrench 290409-3 and
wrench pin 228469-6.

Withdraw lD.b.inshb..ft 290214 and socket ring 290217
~ith piston and connecting rod groups from barrel.

Remove piston and rod groups from socket ring using
ring socket cap nut wrench 290409-5 and piston socke t

. cap nut wrench 290409-2.

Remove screws 267926~18 from trunnion bearing blocks
290216-5 and slip socket ring 290217 off of shaft.

Knock out retainer pin 40891 from universal joint.

Drive out main shaft pin 290213-4, driving toward
small end of taper, which is marked wi th a file mark.

The disassembly of other items of the A~end is ob-
vious from inspection of the reference drawings.

64. B-untt dt8ass~mbly. - Reference drawings number
268153 and 268154.
The sequence of operations for disassembling the B=end is as
follows:

Drain the system.

Remove blocking valve a~~embly 266155.
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Remove shaft cap 290209-1 and oil seal 268204-5.

Withdraw bearing retainer 290208-1 and bearing outer
race and roll group.

Removemain case bolts 290231-6 and turn unit valve-
plate end up on suitable stand.

} Fromthis point follow procedure outlined for A-uni t.
65. Disassembly of the control gearing. - Reference

drawings number 268103 to 268106, inclusive.
Drain the system and remove valve block assembly.

Removetop cover 290320-1 and all cover plates except
end cover 290316-1. Removegear boxes 268108. Re-
move stud 290308-3 and floating link 290307-5. Re-
move tilt box arm 290317-3 from its shaft.

Take off bearing retainer 290299-5 and draw tilt box
shaft down out of the housing. Remove end cover
2903l6-1~
Remove'bearing cap 290294-2, locknut 228463-20, and
draw out response shaft 290309-2, leaving gear
290293..i2, .spacer 290291-2, .and ball bearing 290291-
32 behind as it is passed through opening .

. Removelo~knut228463-l8 and pinion 290300-3, and
draw idler shaft 290300-2 out of housing, threading
off all gears, bearings, and spacers which it car-
ries, as it passes through opening.

Removebearing cap from signal shaft and locknut from
inner end of shaft. Draw shaft 290306-3 out, slip-
ping off gear 290312-3 and its bearings 290291-3,
and also clutch 290299-2 and its spring 290303-5.
Take off bearing cap 290297-4 and turn control screw
290297-3 until it projects as far as possible out
of control nut 290307-2. Draw control screw response
gear 290312-1 out until its outer bearing can be
taken off, and disengage it from sliding spline of
control screw. Pass it back into housing and out
side or top.
Remove screws from bearing retainer 290312-2. and
slide out entire control screw and nut assembly,
complete with control screw signal gear 290295-2
and all bearings.

Removelimit stop end covers 228466-25 and 290315-4,
and loclmut 228463-20. Thread limi t stop nut 290313-3
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to the right as far as possible,and slide entire
assembly out to the left until all gears and spacers
can be released from right end of shaft and taken
out. Take off left bearing 290314-3, limit stop
290312~4, and clamp 290314-6, and slide shaft back
to the right as far as possible. Thread limit stop
nut 290313-3 to the left until it can be removed
from the screw and the machined slipways. The shaft
may now be drawn out of housing to the left.

66. HandwheeZ pedestal disassembly. - Reference draw-
ings number 268147 to 268151, inclusive.

Drain oil pump through plug 2679Z8-12.

Remove all cover plates.

Disconnect oil tubing at fittings 290378-5 and take
out block.

Disconnect delivery pipe f:[fting' 228414-2 and remove
pump bracket 290365-1 and pump assembly complete ..

;Re~ove outside scr evs 2,284667?7 and pullout indi-
ca.t.o.r drive shaf t 290366-2 ,a);ldgear assembly.

Remove screws' holdihg cap 290368-3 and draw out sig-
nal output shaft290369~-:.:.2 and its bearing 267983-3
assembly compLete," .

When removing oil seal 268204-1 from shaft, use smooth
thimble over spline of shaft to prevent cutting seal.

Rsmove screws 268202-32 f'r-omcap 290368-3 and by ro-
tating cap and retainer 290368~4 to bring flat side
into position remove screws 228466-42 from front
bearing head 290368-1. Take off head and response
output shaft 290370-1 assembly complete.

Take off locknut 228463-19 from lower response shaft
290364-1, and screws from cap 290327-1. Draw out
shaft slipping off gears 290364-4 and 290365-2.

Remove locknut from lower end of response input shaft
290366-1, and screws from top cap 290366-5. Slip
off gear 290367-3 from lower end of shaft and draw
entire remaining assembly up through top of housing.

Take off handwheels 290372-1 and 290272-1 by remov-
ing screws 290372-2. Pullout shaft 290374-1 through
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rlght hand side. Take off bearing retainer 290375-1
and bearing 290372-3.

Take off locknut from upper end of shaft 290371-1
and remove gear 290371-4- Take off lower bearing
cap 290371-3 and draw shaft assembly out through
lower hole.

/" .-. ) separate pedestal at gasket joint between two main
hal ves by taking out screws 228466-40. Remove screws
290368-2 and draw out pinion 290369-3 and its assem-
bly complete.

67.
268100.

Assembly of A-unit. - Reference drawing number

Assemble universal joint in main shaft 290214.

Assemble pistons 290221-2 and rods 20847 in sets,
and assemb.l.e, gr-oups in ..socket ring 290217-1. Ball
joint cLear ance should be approximately .001 inch
at each end of rod. Use socket wrenches 290409-5
and 290409~2.

Assemble socket ring group to main shaft by means of
trunnion bearing blocks 290216-5 and set screws
267926-18.

Place barrel spring 290221-4 and barrel keys 290221-5
on main shaft and lower assembly into cylinder barrel
290219-1, entering pistons in their proper bores
simultaneously.

Compress barrel spring 290221-4 and tighten barrel
nut against shoulder of shaft. Use barrel nut wrench
290409-3.

Assemble case
open end up.
and insert
bearings.

290199 and casehead 290203, and turn
Lower tilting box 290210 into place

trunnions 290212-2 and 290209-5 with

Assemble bushing 290221- 3 and stroking piston 290222-1
in case.

Place radial and thrust bearing in position, and
lower rotating group in case.

Oil surface of cylinder barrel and place valveplate
290227 and roller bearing 268203-15 in position. In-
sert auxiliary case bolts and main bolts.
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Assemble bushing 290221-1, cap 290225-1, and shaft
extension 290225-2. Make sure tilting box moves
freely. Attach flange 290224-1.

Insert casehead bearing 268203-16, oil seal 268203-28,
spacer 290207-3 and cap 290207-1.

Attach cam 290221-6 and interlock switch 268109.

Assemble and attach replenishing valve block 290226-1.

68~ Assemb ly of B-un it. - Reference drawings number
268153 and 268154. For rotating group assembly refer to A-uni t
instructions, paragraph 67.

69. Assemb ly of the control gearing. - Reference drawings
number 268103 to 268106, inclusive.

Assemble one limit stop 290312-4 and clamp 290.314-6
to'limit stop screw 290313-1 and thread it up close
to .'shoulder in mid'ale '6I shaft. 'Insert· through left
opening intoi t's: compartment and slide it to right
until nut 290313-3 can be started on the screw thread
end running in the machined ways. Thread the nut
up close to,tne stop.

Slide assembly to 'the left until bearing 290314-7,
gears and spacer sleeves can be assembled on shaft
over . its :r.ight hailderid. Make up tight with lock-
nut 228463-20, and put on cap 290306-4.

Thread on left limit stop 290312-4 and clamp 290314-6,
and assemble bearing 290314-3, retainer 290314-8,
and cap 290315-4 on left end.

Put on cover 290321-1 and check for freedom of move-
ment.

Assemble bearings 296299-3 on control screw gear
290295-2 and tighten with locknut 267927-19. Assem'--
ble control screw 290297-3 and nuts 290307-2 and
290297-2 with gear 290295-2 and tighten adjusting
nut 228463-21 until screw moves freely but without
shake or backlast. Add retainer 290312-2, spacer
290303-3, and retainer plate 290306-2, and assemble
entire group in housing with bearing 290298-5.

Place bearing 290294-4 on splined end of control
screw response gear and assemble in housing, engag-
ing sliding spline of cont r ol. screw 290297-3. Insert
outer bearing and fasten bearing cap 290301-4.
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Assemble bearing 290291-4 on signal shaft 290306-3
with locknut 228463-21, and insert through bearing
hole. Thread on clutch and its parts, and gear
290312-3 with its bearings and spacers. Hold clutch
spring 29030,3-5 compressed by means of a wire or
sui table clamp. Draw assembly up tight with locknut
22846].

Insert idler shaft 290300-2 into housing, threading
on all gears and bearings as it passes through open-
ing. Add drive pinion 290,300-3 and locknut 228463-
18., and draw up tight. Attach locknut 228463-20
and cap 29Q306-4.

Insert response shaft 290309-2 thr ough bearing hole,
threadofi gear .29029J~2; spacer and bearing, and
'(lraw up tight with locknut. Add bearing 290291-4,
and lockhut 2z~46J~2L .

. Assembie tll ting box shaft 290317-1 in position andinsert and 1'asben its bearings.

Att'@"eh til tt OG:'lt arm 29 (;):317-1.

Atta'~h stud. :£·9tJ}O:8~.3 and floating link 29030'1-5.

AS$tembJ..er'Qil~r arm 290:3:13-2,link lever 29'Q)296-J,
and i'ever s~art ;:irs;oJ15-5 t.o end cover 290J16~1, and
:a'ttach to ~QjW$a.:nlg,.

Book up l'€ve:rlinlts 290307~4.

Assemble and ,attach stop plunger 290296-4 and hous-
ing 290308~-2.

Attach all r-ema.l.nLng cover-s and caps except top
cover.

Assemble indicator and top cover 290320-1.

Attach valve block 268107 and top cover 290320-1.

Attach gear box assembly 268108.

70. Asse'mbly of {he el eua t i ng tiandumee t pedestal. - Re-
ference drawings nUIDber268.147 to 268151, LncLus'Lve,

As,semble bevel pinion 290369 with bearing retainer
290370-2, and Lnse.rt in place in pedestal hous.Lng
290361"-:1.

'.
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Bolt together two main parts of assembly-pedestal
housing 290361-1 and main gear case 290358-1.

Assemble plnlon 290371-5 on intermediate shaft
290371-1 with bearing and locknut, and insert through
lower opening in gear case. Secure lower end with
cap 290371-3, and assemble upper bevel gear 290371-4
and bearing on upper end of shaft.

Assemble bearing 290372-4 and handwheel 290372-1- on
shaft 290374-1 with screw 290372-2. Insert in place,
and attach bearing with retainer 290375-1 and cap
290375-2. Attach handwheel 290373-1.

Assemble response input shaft 290366-1 to its upper
bearing 228442-5, with retainer 290366-4, cap 290366-
5, pinion 290367-1, and spacer 290355-4. Insert
through top hole, and after securing in place in-
sert lower bearing 228288-5 and miter gear 290367-3.
Secure with locknut.

Attach bearing 267983-3 to lower response shaft
290364-1, and insert in retainer 290333-3. Slide
endwise into gear case, threading on miter gear
290365-2, bearing 267983-3, spacer 290352-4, and
gear 290364-4. Fasten with locknut 228463-19. At-
tach cap 290327-1.

Assemble upper response shaft 290370-1 complete in
front bearing head 290368-1.. Use thimble to pass
oil seal over shaft spline. Attach entire unit in
place on gear case.

Assemble bearings 267983-3 and retainer 290368-4 on
signal output shaft 290369-2 and insert into gear
case, engaging internal spline in gear. Attach cap
290368-3. Use thimble for oil seal.

Assemble indicator drive shaft 290366-2 with its
bearings 228288-5 and retainer 290369-1, and insert
in place.

Make up lubricating pump 290197 and bracket 290365-1
assembly together with intake strainer 228330-4 and
elbow 290351-3. Attach in place. Installlubricat-
ing tubes.

Attach and hook up lubricating manifold block.

Fasten all coverpla tes. Attach hand grip 290375-3.
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Chapter VIII

16-INCH TRAININGGEAR,MARK1, MOD.1

General Description

•

1. Turret training gears of the design of this title
are assemblies similar to the unit described in chapter VI.
'rhe turret arrangement and the design and loca tion of the dri v-
en training gear pinions are the same; principal differences
are in the design and manufacture of the electric motor, con-
troller and hydraulic transmission. The assembly is an elec-
tric hydraulic power unit with twin B-shaft outputs, twin brakes
and single B~end response to the A-end controls. The latter
are servo units with follow-up control of the same theory but
substantially different details from the Northern Pump design.

::2. The portion of this operating mechanism that com-
prises the power drive and its control facilities is the ord-
nance assembly designated, l6-inch Training Gear, Mark 1, Mod.
1. This lncludes the electric motor, reduction gear, A-end
speed gear, twoB":,"endspeed,gears, twoprake mechanisms, a re-
Sp'o,lule gear_) ,and . ?e;r'Vo a.1'ldhB.tldcontr:olarraI?-g~fI1ents with pro-
vision, for, alltomgt~<;c;t;)trJ!~rol-.rThe orqnp.Jlc~q.ssembly does not
include the driV~t1 wprm-'P'l1eel and pinion unit.)

~. ,The'e:qu.ipmentcomprising this assembly is the ord-
n:an'(~e installati'Gfl as installed in each of the turrets of theD.S.S. !'fORTHGAR'OtINA,WASHINGTON,SOUTHDAKOTA,INDIANA.

4. The pir'incipal units of the assembly are located in
the space above the electric deck and beneath the guns in the
middle and forward half of the pan floor and electric deek
comlPartnH~:nts. The arrangement is symmetrical, with motor, re-
ductiongear ana A-end aligned on the electric deck, beneath
the cfj:)nter gun, From the A-end valve plate large pipe mani-
folds (hydraulic leads) extend to the B-end units above. The
twoB~end drives are mounted on the pan floor and in the box
gun giNlers (on'fj:)left and one right). Their output shaft, con-
ne'cting Shalt, brake and driven wormare aligned longitudinally
e~tertding forward. The two worm-wheel and pinion brackets are
in the fbl''Ward .segmerrt at the circular bulkhead with shafts
p'Gsitibne'd vertically and extending down to the trainingcir-
cLe, The plan arrangements at the pan floor and the electric
deck are shown on drawings 231622 and 231623, respectively.

5 • Total 'turret train movement and the positions of
limit stops, adjusted positions of control stops, zones ..of
firing cut-out and other train data are as tabulated below:

(139)
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Turret arc of train (clockwise; bow, zero.):

Turret 1
Turret 2
Turret 3

BB 55-56
210° to 150°
2100 to 150°

30° to 330°

BB 57:-58
210° to 150°
212°30' to 147°30'

32°30' to 327°30'
Zone of "Firing Cut-out;,,: One or more guns cut-out
in train,

BB 55-56 BB 57-58
Turret 1 328° to 32° 327° to 33°
Turret 2 328° to 32° 327° to 33°
Turret 3 151° to 208°30' 154° to 206°

when a gun of a turret is in the followingelevatlon:
BB 55-60

2° Dep. to 2° Elev.
2° Dep. to 0° Elev.
2° Dep. to 0° Elev.

maximum' - - -4 deg. of arc per s'ec,

Turret 1
Turret 2
Turret 3
of train,Speed

Electric Power Unit , -: ..

6. The installed position of the electric motor, on
the electric deck to the rear of the gun pocket, with aligned,
coupled arrangement of the reduct;Lon gear and A-end, i:s..shovn
on drawing 231628. The motor is a unit of commercial manUfact-
ure (Electro Dynamic) with design arrangement and detiils as
shown on drawing 231540. Its specification and per-f'or-mane e
data are as tabulated below:

Motor Data
Type - Squirrel cage induction, 440 volt, 60 cycle,

3 phase, horizontal rotor, waterproof enclo-
sure, fan cooled.

Horsepower - - ~ - - - - 300 (overload rating, 540)
Speed- - - - - - - - - - Constant
R.P.M. (Syn.)- - - - - - 1800 (Full load, 1755)
Amperes, full load - - - 355
Rotation, power end- - - Counterclockwise.
Lubrication - - - - - - Grease cups
Manufacturer's type de-

signation - - - - - 304-BH/M .
Weight, pounds - - - - - 4500
7. Kot or con t ro II e r , ' - The above described motor is

arranged with remote push-button control by means of an auto-
transformer magnetic starter controller (Ward Leonard Elec.
Co.). The push-button station is mounted at the train opera-
tor f s station (electric deck). The controller cabinet and
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separate auto-transformer case are mounted adjacent to each
other at the rear center of the lower shell flat machinery
space'. The design and wiring arrangement of the controller
is shown on drawing number 231592.

The controller is a waterproofenclosed panel equipped with
magnetic start and run contactors, circuit breaker, dashpot
timer, overload, undervol tage, short circuit protectiori, and
door interlocked safety switch. The unit operates with the
auto-transformer to start the motor at reduced voltage (750;0)
from "start " push-button through a starting circuit breaker.
This closes contact in the starting magnet coil circuit, the
run magnet coil circuit and the run circuit breaker. Magnetic
closing of the starting contactor connects the transformer to
the line and supplies reduced voltage to the motor (the motor
windings are connected to the 75°~transformer taps). The dash-
pot timer is ini tia ted when the starting contactor closes. This
timer, after a preset interval, closes and energizes the run
.contactor. And the latter by closing completes the circuit
to supply full line voltage to the motor. The normally closed
run contactor de-energizes the starting circuit magnet and
contactor.

The overload protective device is an adjustable thermal type
relay with magnetic reset. Its range of adjustment is from
408 to 487 amperes with normal 445 amperes. The tripping de-
lay and resetting time factors for all adjustments are given
on the reference diagram and in the tabulation that follows.
The overload protection may be bridged for emergency operation
through circuit and push-button emergency run provision. This.
ar-r-ang emerrt bridges the overload relay contacts. However, the
emergency run starting circuit is open (and the contactors will
not close) whenever the A-end neutral switch is open. This
is an interlock that prevents starting under working load
(refer par. 23).

Controller Data

• Type - A.C., semi-automatic, auto-transformer, mag-
netic starter, mercury dashpot delay timer,
thermal overload, push-button control.

Phase- - - - - - - - -
Cycle- - - - - - - - - - -
Amperes- - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - 3
- - - - - 60

- 355 (full load).,
680 (overload) ,
1400 (starting
condi tion with
controller)

Primary voltage - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 440
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Overload adjustment: .

Setting - - "- - - - - - -
Range - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Time range- - - - - - - - -

Short circuit (circuit breaker)
setting - - - - - - - - - 3600 amps. (approx.)

Undervoltage:
Drop out voltage
Sealing voltage - -

General arrangement drawing - - - - - - -

- - - 445 amps.
- 408-487 amps.

2 to 15 sees.

- - - - - 220
- - - 372
- -231592

8. Reduction gear.- The reduction gear is a commer-
cial unit (Falk) driven by the electric motor through a flex-
ible coupling (Falk, #14 FAS). The gear provides main drive
output to the A-end main shatt through a connecting shaft and
two flexible couplings (see par. 9). It also provides flange
mounting and drive to two auxiliary vane type pumps. These
are arranged in the hydraulic system to provide main circuit
replenishment (supercharge pump) and servo control pressure
(servo pump). (Refer circuit description, par. 26.) The unit
has design characteristics as shown on drawing number 228471
and as tabulated below:

Data - Reduction Gear Assembly
Speed reducer!-

Type - - - - - - - - - - enclosed spur gear train
R.P.M., output shaft - - - - - - - - - - - - -352
R.P.M., auxiliary pump drive - - - - - - - - 1200
Rotation (main and auxiliary shafts) - -CloCkwise
Lubrication- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Oil bath
General arrangement drawing- - - - - - - - 228471

Pump:-
Type - - - - - - - - - - - - -double; vane gear
Capacity, replenishing pump- - - - -36 G~P.M.
Capacity, control pUmp - - - - - - - - -29 G.P.M.
General arrangement drawing- - - ~ - - - - 268170

9. The connecting shaft couplings are commercial units
(Fast I s type) which provide floating compensation for slight
misalignment. Each is an assem.blyof splined hubs, which seat
on the respective shaft ends, and flanged sleeves which enclose
the hubs. One sleeve of each coupling has an annular involute
gear which is enmeshed with gear teeth on the hub. When in-
stalled with flanges bolted each coupling is partially filled
with oil to lubricate the gearing.

Hydraulic Transmission
10. The drive transmitting arrangement installed between

the preceding described power source and the two driven pinions
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of the train worm-wheel brackets, is a hydraulic machine of
commercial manufacture (Waterbury Tool Co.). It comprises a
variable displacement pump (the A-end) and two fixed displace-
ment hydraulic motors (the B-ends). The latter are mechani-
cally independent from each other and the A-end but have mani-
fold hydraulic pressure leads connecting themhydraulica.lly to
the A-end. These components of the transmission as shown on
drawing 268157 (A-end) and 268177, 268180 (B-end) are the basic
power transmitting units which convert input shaft rotation
of constant speed and direction to reversible, variable speed,
output shaft rotation. In general design they are larger ver-
sions of the similar units as installed in the elevating gear
(Waterbury). However, the training gear assembly attains 2 to
1 drive reduction through B-'end displacement (two 9 cylinder
motors) equal to twice A-end displacement (one 9 cylinder pump).

11. The transmission provides drive speed range and per-
forms under pressures as tabulated in the data below:

, -,-.. Transmission Data

A-end speed - - - - - - - - -
B-end speed (each gear) - - -
Torque, B-shaft, ,max. (each)-

- - - - - -350 r.p.m.
- 0 to 175 r.p.m.
- 12,300 ft. Ibs.

Pressures:-
Relief valve setting- - - - - - - - 1525 P.S.J..
Control pressure- - - - - - - - - - - -350 P.S.I.
Replenishing pressure - - - - - 40 PoS.I.
Constant horsepower control, niax. - -540 H.P.

Temperatures:-
Normal oil operating range- - - -120°F. to 175°F.
Max. permitted oil temperature- - - - - - -185°F.

Power-off Brakes

12. Between the B-shaft outputs and the driven worms
(worm-wheel bracket), each drive is provided with a mechanical
brake, drawings number 268179 and 268206, spring actuated to
set and power actuated to release. These brakes function to
hold the turret, as positioned by the drive, against wing gun
firing stress, or any turning movement induced by ship or hull
motion, when power is off. .The unit includes a large brake
drum, two lined brake shoes, two main springs, brake shoe lev-
ers and a linkage connecting to the piston of a hydraulic cyl-
inder. The assembly is supported from a separate mounting base
with the drum spline coupled in the B-shaft drive. Operation
of the unit is described in the hydraulic Circuit text, para-
graph 35.
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Training Gear Control Arrangements

13. Turret train movement by means of the preceding de-
scribed assembly is motion controlled by posi tioning the tilt-
ing box of the A-end. Such control movement is accomplished
through handwheel control gear facilities and certain automa-
tic control arrangements. The latter function only to restore
toward neutral whereas the hand control operates between tur-
ret limits of train to initiate starting motion, provide all
variations of speed control, reverse and stopping. Both hand
and automatic arrangements control tilting box movement by
means of hydraulic servo piston and cylinder.

14. These groups of control facilities include hydrau-
lic and mechanical elements built-in the A-end, B-end units
or connected through the control gear to those mechanisms.
They are described in sequence and under nomenclature desig-
nations as follows and are arranged as shown on plate 6.

Control Gear (hand gear)
Servo Co_ntrol
B-end Response Gear
Follow-up Control Mechanism
Limit Stop
Constant Horsepower Mechanism
Power-off Anti-overhaul Device
Neutral Return Device
Neutral Starting Device

15. Control gear (hand gear). - Movement of the tilt-
ing box in every instance, except power failure, is performed
by a hydraulic servo unit. Hydraulic flow vhIch controls niove-
ment of the servo piston is normally controlled through the
hand control gear and a differential follow-up mechanism; under
other conditions the automatic devices "take over" control cir-
cui t flow. Control gear (hand gear) is a pedestal bracket,
handwheel drive. It is located with train operator's seat on
the forward electric deck, adjacent to the A-end. Arranged
as shown on drawing number 232113, its output shaft is coupled
to an input gearing pedestal and gear box and thence through
a friction clutch to a gear driven limit stop and the nut of a
screw and nut type differential follow-up mechanism. The dif-
ferential screw has linkage connection to control valve gear
mounted on top of the A-end. Drawings number 268160 to 268163,
268172 to 268175, inclusive, show the mechanical arrangements
of this subassembly (described as to control operation in para-
graphs 26-36).

In addition to control gear operation from the train operator's
station as above, the pedestal assembly includes a manually
operated clutch and bevel gear drive coupled to shafting from
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the right and left sight trainer's stations (shelf plate level) .
This alternative control provides control gear operation and
tilting box movement through the same A-end arrangements.

The input gearing pedestal is a shaft bracket and gear box which
carries the control shafting from the handwheel pedestal to
the input gear box. It is an enClosed uni t that extends the
response shaft transmission as well as the hand control drive.
Take-off drive from the response movementis tongue-coupled to
a small reversing rotary pump (Nichols, C26C26A) of a self-
contained lubricating system. This system provides oil dis-
tribution through a manifold pipe system that is enclosed with-
in the pedestal.

The input gear box transmits the inputs from the pedestal unit
to control elements of the A-end control case. It is a separate
enclosure mounted on a bracket on the A-end. It is arranged

-with its moving parts running in an oil bath. .

The pedestal input gearing shafts are coupled to the input gear
box shafts through Fast type floating couplings, while the in-
put gear .box to control case elements are coupled through Fast

_ type close couplings.

16. Servo con.t ro l, - The,stroking piston (servo control) ,
shown .on drawing number 268159, is contained partly within the
A-end case with externally attached -elements functioning as
cylinder heads and cylinders. The element of the assembly that
functions as the pistons, piston rod and crosshead, is the
stroking piston while ,the assembly that functions as the cyl-
inder is made up of the bushings, control cylinder cap, and
regulator mounting flange. Provision for receiver regulator
automatic control is made with a rod extending through the re-
gulator mounting, flange and attached to the servo piston. Func-
tioning as two opposed pistons with a. crosshead between the
operation is explained in paragraphs 26-36.

17. B-end response gear. - B-shaft speed and direction
of rotation for A-end control gear response is taken from the
right hand B-end. A system of bevel gears, brackets and shafts
transmi ts the motion down through the pan floor to the input
gearing pedestal and thence to the A-end. The arrangement of
the subassembly is shown on drawings number 230787 and 230788.
It is coupled at the A-end to an input which drives the dif-
ferential nut of the follow-up mechanism.

18. Eo ZZow- up con t r o Z mec tuin ism. - From the preceding,
it is apparent that A-end valve control displacement (to tilt
the tilting box through the servo urri t) is a differential quari-
ti ty comprising handwheel control input and B-end response.
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These movements position the differential nut and differential
screw (respectively) of the follow-up control mechanism shown
on drawing number 268160. For every differential nut adjust-
ment by the handwheels, there is automatic counter adjustment
of the differential screw. The latter functions always to
restore the tilting box· toward neutral and varies as B-shaft
speed and direction change. Thus the follow-up action produces
a graded decelerating movementof the control valve mechanism,
the servo piston and the turret. The control action of this
device is described in paragraphs 27-29.

19. Automatic cut-off. - To limit the travel of the
turret in train, a limit stop, or automatic cutoff is pro-
vided in the control mechanism (drs. no. 268160, 268163). It
consists of a traveling nut on a screw which carries adjustable
stops, one for each direction of rotation. The screw is gear-
ed to the response gearing, and as the B-end rotates, the limit
stop screw rotates, causing the nut to travel toward one or
the other stops.

When the traveling nut reaches the stop, the handwheel, or
signal side of the follow-up differential is held stationary,
and the B-end response returns the control screw, servo-pilot
vaLve and til tingbox to neutral, bringing the B-end to a stop.
The stops are set to correspond to limits of train as tabula t-
ed in paragraph 5. The equivalent values of train, handwheel
and screw motion are as follows:

Total turns, limit stop screw between limits (for
295 and 300° of train respectively) - -36.85 - 37.47

Total turns of handwheel between stops - l47~ and 150
Arc of train per handwheel turn- - - - - - - - - - 2°
Handwheel speed to full speed tilt - - - - 120.23
Turns of handwheel to full stroke- - - 2

20. Constant horsepower device. - To protect the elec-
tric motor from overload a constant horsepower device is pro-
vided to limit the input to the A-end (dr s . no. 268161-268164).
It is a pilot valve opened by active system pressure against
spring tension. The tension on the spring is controlled by a
cam which swings with the tilting box, and the cam contour is
such as to provide a constant horsepower input to the A-end,
based on pressure, A-end stroke (volume), and efficiency of
the hydraulic transmission.

Opening of the valve allows control pressure to enter the servo-
piston and movethe tilting box toward neutral, taking control
away from the servo-pilot vaLve through the simultaneous op-
eration of a selector valve. A-end stroke is reduced to a
point where the overload is relieved, at which time the pilot
valve closes, and restores control to the servo-pilot valve.
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If the stroke is reduced to a point below which the pressure
reaches that of the main relief valve setting, the main relief
valve will operate, maintaining spec ified maximum torque to
resist the overload on the B-end shaft.

21. Power-off anti-overhaul device. - Since the B-end
to training rack gears are non-locking, each B-end output is
equipped with a solenoid valve controlled, spring-clos ing,

f 1 friction brake, described in paragraph 12. This brake operates
upon power failure to lock the turret against overhaul. For
operation of this unit refer to paragraph 35.

22. Tilting plate return device. - A hand-operated gear
pump is provided as a means of moving the tilting box to neu-
tral when the electric power is off. This pump is mounted on
the electric deck turret structure convenient to the operator,
and is tied into the hydraulic control circuit so as to return
the tilting box to neutral from any position. A pointer in-
dicator is provided on top of the A-end to show the position
of the tilting box.

23. Neutral interlocking device. - A switch which in-
terlocks the motor starting circuit with tilting box position
is part of an assembly mounted on the side of the A-end case.
It is operated by a cam attached to the tilting box, the cam
action functioning to close the switch and the starting cir-
cuit when the A-end is at neutral "no-stroke" position. (See
drs. no. 268109, 268157.) The switch is a plunger "type (N80-':2)
limit switch.

Training Stop Signal Switch

24. Each training gear includes an arrangement of sig-
nal switches, cams, signal indicators and firing circuit cut-
out provisions, which operate in conjunction with elevating
gear signal installations to provide zones of firing cutoff.
(Refer to data, par. 5.) The arrangement of these devices is
shown on drawing number 239000. Signal light indicators at
the "turret officer's station, right and left trainer's stations
and the train operator's station, are provided with circuit
arrangements as indicated by Bureau of Engineering diagram BB
55-S65-901 (Ord. dr. no. 220489).

Training Stops

25. In addition to the mechanically automatic limit stop
control described above, each turret train movement is pro-
vided with positive stops located at limits of train (typical
arrangement is as shown on Bu. of Ships drs. no. 274927 and
275045) .
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Transmission Control Operation

26. Normal operation. - With the circuit breaker handle
of the electric controller in the "on" position, and with' the
til ting box of the A-end in its neutral position, the electric
motor may be started by pressing the starter button. After
approximately 15 seconds a time-delay switch throws the motor
from the starting transformer directly onto the line. The u-
nit may then be put into operation.
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Fig. 22 - Training Gear Circuit Diagram (Waterbury)
Normal Operation

27. A turret is trained to the right by rotating the
opera tor IS handwheels clockwise whenviewed from the operator IS
right. Left train requires counterclockwise rotation. Refer-
ring to the schematic diagram of figure 22 (right train),
it will be seen that rotation of the handwheel is transmi t-
ted through connecting shafts and gearing to the nut of the
control screw, causing the screw to be moved axially within
the nut. The screw displacement is transmitted through a bell
crank and connecting link to the free end of the floating link,
the other end of which is pivoted on a stud carried on an arm
connected to the tilting box. The link is moved clockwise a-
bout its pivot in the instance of right train, causing the
servo-pilot valve (A) to be displaced by its spring to the
right. Oil from the control pump is now admitted to the main
servo-piston through pipe HP-2 to the block, flowing in port
"c" and out port "d" of the servo pilot valve (A) to port Ilfll
of selector valve (C), out port "e " and pipe HP-13 to the right
end of the servo cylinder, causing the tilting plate to swing
clockwise viewed from above. Oil from the left end of the
servo is exhausted through pipe HP-'12 to port "b" of selector
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valve (C), out port !lc!l to port "bY!of servo pilot valve (A),
and out port !la!l into the A-end case and thence to the expan-
sion tank. The tilting box will be swung into such position
that the servo pilot valve is again centered by the swinging
of the pivot end of the floating link as the tilting box swings.
The oil flow through the servo pilot valve will then be cut
off.

28. As the tilting box is movedto an "on stroke" posi-
tion, the B-end is caused to rotate at speeds approximately
proportional to the angular displacement of the tilting box.
Response rotation is transmitted to the control screws of the
A-end, through connecting shafts and gearing, rotating the
screw in such direction as tends to correct its original dis-
placement by the handwheel, restore the floating link to its
neutral pos i tion, and recenter the tilting box at its "rio
stroke" position. Thus, in order to maintain the tilting box
on stroke and keep the B-end rotating, it is necessary to con-
tinue rotating the operator's handwheel, maintaining sufficient
rotational "lead" over the response to hold the control screw
and floating link in a displaced position. HandwheeL lead can
be increased to a point at which the control screw displacement
is sufficient to cause it to hit one or the other of its stops.
Attempting to increase the handwheel lead beyond this point
results in the slip clutch in the signal gearing disengaging,
preventing damage to the control mechanism. At this point of
maximumcontrol screw displacement, the tilting box displace-
ment is at its maximum, as are the A-end delivery and the B-end
shaft speed.

29 . Whenthe handwheel rotation is stopped, the B-end
and response rotation continue until the signal shaft lead is
taken up. Thi~ results in returning the control screw to its
central or neutral position in the nut, thereby restoring the
free end of the floating link to its neutral position. Move-
ment of the link again displaces the servo pilot valve, moving
it now to the left of its centered position and admitting oil
from the control pump to the left end of the tilting box ser-
vo piston, restoring it to its central, or "no stroke " position.
Oil flow is the reverse of that during the "on stroke" move-
ment. Whenthe tilting box reaches its neutral position, the
pivot end of the floating link realigns the servo pilot valve,
and oil flow to the servo piston is again cut off. The B-end
rotation is also stopped simultaneously with the centering of
the tilting box, which reduces th e delivery of the A-end to
zero.

30. L i mits t op opera t ion. - As handwheel rotation is
continued during turret train, the limit stop screw, being con-
nected through a gear train to the signal input shaft of the
control gearing, rotates with it, and threads the traveling
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Fig. 23 - Training Gear Circuit Diagram (Waterbury)
Limn Stop'Control

nut along the screw -toward one or the other stop. When th-e
nut reaches a stop, (rig. 23), further rotation of the 11mit
stop screw is halted, and .wi th it, further rotation of the
signal input. Continued rotation e>f the operator's handwheel
r-esu.lts in disengagement of the slip clutch in the signal input
shaft, preventing damage to the mechanism.
Rotation of the signal input having been st.oppad, whatever
displacement of the control screw, link, and tilting box exists
is at onee corrected by continued rotation of the B-end and
response shafts, centering the tilting box as descvibed under
'rnormal oper-at tonn, ana. bri-nging the B-end to rest.
Handwhe eL rotation may be reversed at any time, and the unit
op-erated away from the limit stop at full speed.

31. Cons tan t horse power dev ice. - Referring to the sche-
matic diagram of figure 24, the constant nor-sepover- pilot valve
(E) is operated against spring pressure by active system pres-
sure from the A-end valve plate, through pipe HP-14 to port
Jla"; such pressure there acts on differential diameters of

. the valve. Excessive active system pressure will cause the
valve to move to the right against the spring. The pressure
r-equIr-ed to open the valve is regulated by a cam-operated plun-
ger which varies the amount of compression in the valve spring
as the tilting box changes its position. The contour of the
carois such that the correlation of pressure, stroke, and ef-
ficiency of the transmission provides constant horsepower in-
put limit at the A-end.

32. At a momentof overload, being in right train, the
pilot valve (E) is moved to the right by active system pres-
sure. Ports "d " and "c " are thus connected, and port JTb"is
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Fig. 24 - Training Gear Circuit Diagram (Waterbury)
Constant Horsepower Control

simultaneously shut off, allowing control pressure to enter
port IIgll of the selector valve (C), forcing it to the right.
The selector· valve acts to cut off the normal circuit of oil
from the servo pilot valve (A) by blocking ports "C" and "f'"
of the selector valve , and transfers control. momentarily to
the constant hor-sepove r control valve (B) by opening ports lIan
and I'd" of the selector valve. The tilting box so-ervo.piston
is thus .connect.ed ' to control pressure through the constant
horsepower control valve (B), which acts as a directional con-
trol; always moving the servo toward neutral. Being displaced
clockwise in this instance the control valve (B) is displaced
to the left, and oil from the control line flows from port "C II
out port lib", through ports lIall and "b" of the selector valve
(C) and to the left end of the servo control piston, moving
it toward center. Oil is exhausted from the opposite end of
the servo through pipe HP-13, ports' "e" and "d " of the selec-
tor valve, ports IId" and lie" of the control valve (B) and so
into the case of the A-end,and to the tank.

33. The movementof the tilting box toward neutral con-
tinues until the cam increases the spring pressure enough to
again close the pilot valve (E) against the existing active
system pressure or until the overload condition is removed,
allowing the valve to close. When it does close, ports "b"
and "C,II are connected and port "d " is cut off, so that the
selector valve (C) is restored to its left position by its
spring, the oil being vented from port IIg" through ports "c II
and "b", of the pilot valve (E). This restores the control
circuit to its normal position, bringing the servo pilot valve
back into action.
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34. The spring tension on the pilot valve (E) is adjust-
able by means of a screw J serving to raise or lower the horse-
power level at which the valve operates. The setting is made
during factory tests, and should require no further adjustment.
(Refer par. 20.)

35. Power failure anti-overhaul devices. - Power failure
de-energizes the power failure valve solenoid causing the valve
to shift to the right as shown on the schematic diagram of
figure 23. This valve action blocks the control pump circuit

.HP-6 and ports HP-7 to PX-2 allowing the hydraulic fluid to
flow from the high pressure side of the brake release cylinder
to the low side. Without the restraint of the hydraulic pis-
ton the brake spring applies the brake to lock its B-end shaft.

36. Tilting plate return device. - In order to move the
til ting box from a displaced position to neutral prior to start-
ing the electl'ic motor, the neutral return hand pump is turn-
ed clockwise (viewed from the crank side). Referring to the
schematic diagram, figure 25, pressure is thus built up in lines
P-2 and P-l, moving the selector valve (c) to the right.

The back pressure valve in the pump circuit maintains pressure
to hold the selector valve in the position shown. The hand
pumpdelivery then flows into the main control pump circuit
through lines P-3, HP-17 and HP-2, into the valve block. With
the selector valve in its right-hand position, the circuit to
the tilting box servo is the same as described under the con-
stant horsepower device, paragraphs 31-34- When the tilting

RESPONSE
ROM B-END

HP-2

Fig. 25 - Training Gear Circuit Diagram tWaterbury)
Tilting Box Manual Centering
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box reaches neutral the control valve (B) is centered, cutting
off port IIC II so that further delivery of oil to the servo is
blocked. This is apparent to the operator in the form of in-
creased .resistance to further hand pump operation. Stopping
the pump allows the selector valve (C) to return to its nor-
mal position, restoring the circui t for normal power operation.

MAINTENANCEANDOPERATINGINSTRUCTIONS

37. The training gear assemblies are to be installed,
operated and maintained, including periodic exercise, adjust-
ment and lubrication, in accord with the regulation of the
Ordnance Manual, the instructions below and those contained
in chapter XV.

38. General instructions. - When installing, overhaul-
ing or servicing the transmission assembly and connected units,
comply with the following general instructions.

(a l Do not drive couplings onto main shafts of hy-
draulic units, motors, or reduction gears. A
heavy end blow on the shaft may damage the
bearings or ~ears.

( b l In levelling units and aligning vertically,
use flat shims rather than wedges, to give full
bearing under feet.

(C l Do not flush pipe lines or hydraulic equipment
with kerosene. Piping must be cleaned by pick-
ling, (ch • XV), wire brushing, washing and air
pressure drying.

(d) Do not connec t response shafts until automatic
cutoffs are correctly set.

(e) Do not start motor until all equipment is prop-
erly lubricated and hydraulic system is filled.

(f) Whenpipe flanges, fittings or other units are
disconnected and open, maintain covers to ex-
clude fouling. Do not remove such protection
until immediately prior to reassembly.

39. oper 'It i ng pr e c au t ions. - Perform the following when
preparing a new installation or a drained system for opera tion.

(al Preparing the transmission for operation. -An
empty system must be filled by circulating oil
through the system without driving the A-end.
This is accomplished by the following routine.
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(1) Lubricate the motor, reduction gear and aux-
iliary pump cluster. (See lube chart, drs.
243616, 243617.)

(2) Omit the connecting drive shaft between the
reduction gear and A-end.

(3) Connect the handwheel control to the A-end
control input. Do not connect the response
drive.

(4) Fill the supply tank with the hydraulic oil
specified in paragraph 41. During this and
subsequent operations constantly check the
oil level, replenishing as necessary. When
completely filled the system requires approx-
imately 250 gallons. .

(6 )

Start the motor. The pumpswill LmmedLat.e'Ly
draw down the tank. level as oil is forced
through the A..:..endarid B:-endcas es . Replenish.

Adjust'the control and replenishing pumpre-
lief valves to specified pr~ssure. (See
par. 11.). This adjustment maybe made while
running by' removing the acorn nut on the ad-
justingscrew .and' increasing or decreasing
the pressure setting as required.

Rotate the haridvhee Ls back and forth several
times. This causes servo control stroke and
clears air from the oil lines and valves.
During this manipulation check the stroke
movementof the tilting box. It should reach
thelimi t of its swing (by the indicator)
slightly before the control screw hi ts its
stop. If the movement is' shy on one side
stop motor and adjust as prescribed in par-
agraph 48.

(7)

(8) After air has been expelled and stroke check-
ed (adjusted, if required), the motor to A-
end connection shaft maybe coupled. Do not
connect response. Check all lubrication.

Check oil level and start motor.

Crack air vents inB-end valve plates. When
active system has filled close vents and
drive B-ends slowly in both directions un-
til machine operates smoothly.
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(11) Check oil level. If the system is full and
vented the unit may be operated to set the
automatic cutoff as prescribed in paragraph
49. The response drive is not to be coupled
until such adjustment has been completed.

(b) Before op er a t ing under load, at speed, observe
the following.

(1) Before starting the electric motor.

(a) ReLease and completely withdraw both cen-
tering pins.

(b) Lubricate the assembly as specified on the
lubrication chart.

(c) Check and replenish the hydraulic oil sup-
ply'.

Cd) Verify that the filters are clear.

Ce) Bring the transmission to neutral.

(2) start the motor and, run until A-end valve
plate temperature is 1100 F.

Ca) Verify that the power-off solenoid has
been energized and that the brakes are re-
leased.

(b) Operate the handwheels slowly for a few
degrees train each way from neutral, re-
turn to neutral, stop motor and after ft ve
minutes remove and replace the vent plugs
in the B-end valve plates.

(c) start the motor and operate the handwheels
into a limit stop. Observe as to normal
operation of the servo and limit stop ac-
tions.

40. Coup ling the r educ t i. on gear. - The motor to reduc-
tion gear coupling, Falk type 14 FAS, must be installed with
drive clearances and alignment as prescribed below.

( a) The driving shaft should be lined up to the
driven shaft at initial and overhaul reassem-
bly as follows:

(1) Place covers on shafts
shrinking on the hubs.

before pressing or
Press or shrink hubs
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on their re specti ve shafts . Unit coupling
half to be tight against spacer 228474-2.

(2) Set machine so that normal play of 0.25 inch
is used. Line up shafts by using a spacer
block and feelers in the gap between the
coupling faces checking at quarter points
(900 apart).

(3) Flats are milled on the top of the teeth
900 apart. Line up the shafts by using a
straight edge over these flats. Final check
up should be made after the foundation bolts
are fastened. For long life coupling align-
ment should be kept within .003 inch.

(4) After the coupling is aligned, insert the
gasket, letting it hang on either hub away
from the teeth. Care should be taken not to
injure the gasket.

(5) Fill grooves and gap with grease. Force as
much grease as possible down into the gap
between the coupling faces. It is recommend-
ed that a grease complying with grade II
(medium) of specification 14Gl, be used for
coupling lubrication.

(6) Insert the grid in the gr ooves , This opera-
tion requires no special tools.

(7) Pack the spaces between and around the grid
with as much lubricant as possible. Fill
coupling to absolute limit. This is essen-
tial to proper functioning. Scrape or wipe
off excess lubricant flush with top of grid
member; clean inside of cover.

(8) Draw the cover up again and fasten in place
with bolts provided with the coupling. Wipe
off coupling. Add lubricant. Makesure that
neoprene seals are squarely seated on hubs
and not pinched under cover.

41. Hydra u Zt C 0 i Z. - The oil to be used in the trans-
mission hydraulic system is that designated in Ordnance Speci-
fica tion No. 1113. Whenini tially filling a system use a strain-
er of at least 120 wires to the inch; do not use cheesecloth
or other rags. Newassemblies should be drained after fifteen
hours operation (or less), and should then be thoroughly flush-
ed clean and re~illed with fresh oil or carefully salvaged 011.
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Perform test LnspectLon and analysis of oil sample from each
system monthly. If there is evidence of sludge, water or acid-
ity, drain, flush and refill with fresh oil.

42. Fi l l i ng; draining and flushing the transmission
system. - Filling the hydraulic units can be most readily ac~
comp.l Lshed by use of the auxiliary pumps to drive the oil
through the systems as prescribed in paragraph 39. However,
if it is not expedient to uncouple the A-end drive shaft, oil
may be run in from the tank by gravi ty. To vent the A-end while
filling, open pipe plugs #5 or #6 on top face of valve block.
Whengravity filling has been carried as far as possible, the
motor may be started and the A-end run on neutral until the
auxiliary pumps have purged the remaining air from the system.

Draining the hydraulic units can be done by means of opening
various drain plugs as follows:

A-end

- Pipe plug 268204-13 on bottom of
case.

'- ,- - Pipe plug 268204-1.3 on bottom of
casehead.
Hex-head plugs 267928-14 on valve
plate bosses of A and B-ends.

B-end

Active
System

To fill pump cluster remove filler plug 2717.30-15 at top of
uni t and fill with approximately one and one=haLf pints of the
oil specified in paragraph 41 .. Oil should be maintained at
the level of the hole markedltOil Level ft; it should be drained
and replaced with fresh oil every six months. A drain plug is
provided toward the bottom of the pump cluster.

4.3. Reduction gear oil, fiZling. - The reduction gear
case requires 11-1/4 gallons of heavy mineral oil, symbol 2250.
The proper level at which this oil must be maintained is in-
dicated by an oil level gauge mark, - read with unit at rest.
Leakage and overheating may occur if excessive amount of oil
is carried in this unit. Should redUcer become overheated,
check oil level to see that there is not too much oil in the
case. If this does not lower the temperature sufficiently,
check the alignment. No special precaution is necessary in
maintenance except to remove the air vent and clean the screen
and metal wool every six months. The inspection cover should
be removed frequently to see that the oil is being circulated.
The oil should be replaced with fresh oil semiannually.

i; 44. Input gearing lubrication. - The input shaft gear-
ing assembly (d r . no. 268165) and the pedestal input gearing
assembly (dr . No. 268175) have oil sump reservoirs which are
filled and replenished through oil cup fittings. Each unit
requires two quarts of oil, symbol 2135. This should be main-
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tained at oil cup level; check weekly; drain and replace with
fresh oil semiannually.

Oil distribution in the pedestal unit must be checked at re-
gular intervals to make certain that the Nichols type pump is
not air locked or otherwise failing to deliver oil at the re-
sponse input shaft bearing; check during response drive with
upper side plate (290394-4) removed.

45. Transmission tests, inspections and exercise checks.
Newtransmission units or overhauled transmissions shall be
serviced as follows:

(a) After the first week's operation, tighten all
bearing and foundation bolts, shaft couplings,
pipe connections< etc. Check oil level.

(b) After the first month's service, remove, fil t-
er and replace oil in the reduction gear, gear
boxes and lubricating oil reservoirs, adding
the necessary make-up oil. This is to remove
any foreign matter or abrasive material re-
su.l ting from initial run-in. Subsequently fol-
low lubrication schedule.

46. Operating trouble diagnosis. - The causes of various
possible operating troubles which may occur in the electric
hydraulic system are given in sequence in the subparagraphs
below. An understanding of these causes and effects will fac-
ili tate installing, adjusting and servicing the mechanisms.
The "trouble shooting" items are in a continuity which avoids
extensive disassembly until the more simple causes have been
eliminated as the source of trouble.

(a) Motor does not start:

Check position of til ting box, and if nec-
essary use hand pump to return to neutral
and close interlock. Check controller
circuit breakers, auto-transformer, main
supply, starting switch, etc.

(b) Hand pump does not build up pressure:

Check for air in pipe line. Loosen de-
livery pipe and rotate pump until line
is clear of air.

(c) Hand pump does not move tilting box:
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Check selector valve (C) for sticking.
Free if necessary.

(d) Noisy operation of auxiliary pumps:
Check for air in suction line. Check oil
level in tank.

(e) Noisy operation of hydraulic units:
Check for air in active system, by open-
ing air vents in valve plates. Check re-
plenishing pressure.

(f) Tilting box movement is sluggish:
Check control pump pressure. Adjust con-
trol pump relief valve setting if neces-
sary.

(g) Constan~ horsepower device does not function:
Check for sticking valve. Make sure bronze
bushing on differential piston is free.
Make sure shuttle valve in A-end valve
plate is not stuck.

(h) B-endsovershoot when stopping suddenly:
Check control pressure and raise setting
of control pump relief valve if necessary.

(iD Operation is irregular at slow speeds:
Check for presence of air in active sys-
tem.

(j) B-ends "Hunt", or oscillate slowly with hand-
wheel stationary:

With cold oil the high viscosity will in-
crease the effect of servo pilot valve
port lap, and allow slight-hunting of the
valve and tilting box. This effect will
disappear after a short period of opera-
tion to warm the oil.

(k) Power failure devices do not function:
Check solenoid-operated power failure
valve to see that movement of valve and
solenoid crank is free.
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Adjustments

47. Relief valve adjustment. - To adjust the relief
valves for pressure, screw the retainer in (clockwise) to in-
crease the pressure setting, or screw the retainer out (coun-
terclockwise) to decrease the pressure setting. The B-end re-
lief valves were set during factory tests to relieve at pres-
sure of 1525 pounds per square inch (equivalent to B- shaft tor-
qUB of 12,300 ft. lbs.).

48. Oontro l screw Lim t t adjustment. - The control screw
movement is designed to have slight overtravel beyond the po-
sitions of full tilting box stroke. If the control screw h i ts
its stop before the tilting box swings to full tilt so that
the tiltingbox is shy of full tilt on one side, adjust as fol-
lows:

(a) Shut down motor and pumps.
( b ) Drain oil in A-end down to a level that will

expose floating link and valve stems.
(c) Remove top cover of control gearing.
(d) If stroke Wc.s shy on clockwise rotation of

stroking indicator, thread the adjusting screw
of the servo pilot valve into the valve stem.

(eJ If stroke was shy on counterclockwise rotation
of indicator, thread the adjusting screw out
of the valve stem.

(f ) Replace cover, start motor and pump, and
check adjustment.

(g ) Repeat until overtravel of control screw is
obtained in each direction.

49. Adjus tmen t of L i mits tops. - The traveling nut lim-
it stops are correctly positioned with respect to turret lim-
its of movement as follows:

(a) Drain the limit stop section of the control
case. Remove cover.

(b) Run A-end and rotate B-ends slowly until limit
of turret travel is reached in one direction.
Reverse B-ends about one-half turn.

(c) Shut off motor, rotate handwheel in direction
in which B-ends were rotated toward stop, un-
til traveling nut of limit stop reaches stop.
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stop should be set at position of maximumtra-
vel. During this rotation of handwheel, allow
the response shaft of the control gearing to
run free.

(d) Connect response from B-end. Train mount at
slow speed to check setting.

(e ) Train to other limit of travel. Back away ap-
proximately one-half turn of B-ends.

ir ) Adjust stop up to position of traveling nut.
Check setting.

(g ) Fill limit stop section of control case with
~l and replace cover.

50. Constant horsepower c on t r o t adjustment: - The con-
stant horsepower setting has been madeby the manufacturer and
should not be changed. The factory setting is equivalent to
electric motor input of approximately 540 horsepower. (Refer
to pars. 31-34.)

51. Adjustment of B-end e uncbr oni z a t ion. - In coupling
the trainingB-ends to the turret worms, the B-end main shafts
are both placed in -the same position of rotation. For this
purpose the shafts are stamped orr the ends (and also on the
spline !!run-outl1) with a figure Tl5T1, indicating the position
of the number five cylinder. These points on the two shafts
are rotated to the same position for synchronization before
fastening couplings.

52. B-end brake adjustment. - The brake shoes of the
B-end "br-ake should be adjusted to ride free of the drum when
the brake is off. This adjustment is made with the shoe ad-
justing"screw (290349-3).

Assembly and Disassembly

••
53. Assembly and disassembly of the training gear is

apparent from the general arrangement drawings except for the
operations described in the remaining paragraphs of this chap-
ter.

54. Disassemb ly and r e ae e emb iu of the aux i l i ar u pump
cluster. -

To remove pump 221531 from the cluster, remove pump
mounting screws 221537-7 and lock washers 196733-1.
Then slide pump shaft out of cluster.
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Pump shaft 221531-1 may be removed with bearing and
packing gland to replace packing 164481-6. Care
should be taken upon reassembly to be sure that the
packing gland 180232-3 is properly assembled with
the large diameter of the gland against the outer
race of the shaft bearing.

To dismantle pump first remove screws 180226-6 then
the pumphead 221531-2, head end bushing 180232-2,
rotor 221532-1 wi th vanes 221531-6, pumpring 229148-1
with pin 164481-7, and the bushing 180232-4.

It is possible to assemble this pump for opposite
hand rotation, and care should be .taken upon reas-
sembly to check the rotation. The rotation is as
indicated by the arrow stamped on the body. It should
be noted that there are arrows on both bushings and
the rotor and when properly assembled, all three of
the arrows will point in the direction of the desired
rotation. The vanes are assembled with the chamfer
on the trailing edge.

When replacing pump head 221531-2, care should be
taken to tighten screws that are diametrically op-
posi te. It is good practice to turn the shaft while
these screws are being tightened to insure that the
rotor is not binding.
It is essential before reassembly that all parts are
carefully washed in a non-acid cleaning fluid to in-
sure absolute cleanliness and freedom from foreign
matter.
To dismantle pump 221533 refer to the above instruc-
tions for dismantling pump 221531 and drawing 221533.
To dismantle pump cluster remove drain plug 191329-9
located at bottom of unit and drain. Remove eight
screws 221537-7 allowing pump assemblies 221531 and
221533 to be removed. Removal of pumps allows access
to the removal of four (4) screws 206446-3, further
removal of ten screws 221537-7 allows the removal
of housing adapter 221535-1. Bearings, gears and
pinion are now exposed and may be removed from the
housing. Removal of six screws 206446-3 allows re-
moval of retainer 221537-2 with oil seal 271730-1.
Further dismantling of the pump cluster should be
evident by referring to the drawings furnished.
To check rotation or speed of input shaft remove plug
191329-9 from center of cover 221534-2. Direction
of rotation of pinion thus exposed is in the direc-
tion indicated by the arrow on the cover.
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55. tn eoeeemo ly of hand gear pump. - Reference drawings
number 221538 and 221541.

-
To dismantle gear pump221538, remove screws 196825-6
allowing pump to be removed from the bracket. Re-
moval of the two dowel pins 221538-6 and 221538-5 and
twelve screws 190958~3 allows access to inside of
pump. Pumpshaft 221540-2, bearing 221540-7, spacer,
oil seal and packing can be withdrawn from pump.
Further dismantling should be evident from the draw-
ings.

Care should be taken upon reassembly to assemble
spacer 221538-4 with raised portion toward the bear-
ing and care should be exercised not to injure the
oil seal.

To dismantle gear pump 221541 refer to instructions
above for dismant-ling gear pump 221538.

56. D i e aee emb ly, of r e lief va l ves. - Reference drawings
number 221525, 221528 and 221529.

To dismantle relief valves remove acorn nut, jam nut
and unscrew retainer releasing tension on spring.
Removal of four (4) screws in top cover and four (4)
screws inbottom cover allows spool, spring and wash-
er to be removed.

57. Disassembly of A-unit. - Reference drawings nuinber
268157, 268158 and 268159.

Remove all pipes. Discohnect couplings on signal
and response shafts to control gearing, loosen screws
and lift off control gearing assembly 268160. Do'
not cock when lifting, as assemblies are dowelled
together. Remove mairishaft end cap 290237-2, and
wi thdraw rotary oil seal 268203-29. Take care not
to cut rubber ring of seal when passing over splines.'
Removeend cap 290272-1, and regula tor flange 290273-1
complete, and unscrew control shaft extension 290271-1
after removing set screw 268202-45. Take out all
main case bolts, leaving only auxiliary case bolts.
Turn A-end valve plate end up on sui table stand, and
block up lower end of tilting box servo piston so
that til ting box is approximately in neutral position.
Remove auxiliary case bolts and lift off valve plate
290261-1, taking care not to damage the pressure
surface. The rotating group may now be lifted out
bodily by means of a, screw-eye threaded into the end
of the mainshaft. Take off handhole cover 290269-4,
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loosen and remove tilting box stud pin 290258-3, and
knock out stud 290271-2, rapping from inside the til t-
ing box. The stroking piston 290270-1 can now be
withdrawn. To remove the til tingbox, support its
weight either by a hoI st , using lifting rings thread-
ed into tapped holes provided, or by blocking it up
undernea th to take the weight off the trunnions.
After supporting it properly, trunnions 290251-1 and
290250-1 can be withdrawn, and the tilting box lift-
ed out of the case.

To dismantle the rotating group, place it in an up-
ended position, resting the cylinder barrel face
down on two trestles or tables so arranged as to
straddle the proj ecting shaft-end and leave it in
an accessible position. By means of a jacking bolt
inserted in the threaded hole in the shaft-end, a
sui table strap and blocks, compress the barrel spring
290268- 3 enough to remove the barrel nut 268203-9.
Remove the jack, and remove all ring socket cap nuts
290253-4 and ring socket caps 290253-3. Keep parts
in numbered sets corresponding to sockets from which
they were removed. Bymeans of a lifting ring threaded
irito the splined end of the mainshaft, the shaft and
socket ring may be lifted out of the barrel, leaving
the piston and rod groups behind. The piston groups
may now be withdrawn individually and disassembled.
Keep in sets with rods and ring socket caps and nuts.

To remove socket ring 290259-1 from mainshaft, remove
screws holding trunnion bearing blocks 290256-3 and
withdraw shaft from socket ring.

The universal joint can be disassembled by first re-
moving bearing retainers 290251-2 and slipping off
the trunnion bearing blocks 290256-3 and bearings
290252-2. Next remove snap rings 290250-4, knock
out shaft pin retainer 290251-3, and drive out main-
shaft pin 290252-3 and its bearings 290252-4. The
drive-fit diameter of the pin is made with a slight
taper, and the small end is marked with a file mark.
Drive on end opposite mark.
To disassemble the universal joint bearings, spring
out snap rings on ends of inner race, and slip out
inner race. It is advisable to slip in a round plug
of the same diameter as the race as it is removed,
to keep the rolls from falling out of the outer-race
tracks.
Disassembly of remaining items is obvious from a
study of drawings 268157, 268158 and 268159.
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58. Disassembly of B-units. - Reference drawings number
268177, 268178, 268180 and 268181.

The procedure for disassembling the B-ends is an
exact step-by-step parallei of the procedure for the
A-end, with two exceptions. In the case of the B-end
with response, it is necessary to remove the response
housing cap 290246-3, oil seal 290247-4, and the en-
tire gear housing 290243-1 and the gears therein,
before valve pl.a te 290~64-l and rotating group are
removed. Also it is impossible to put the socket
ring 290260-1 in a no-stroke position, so that the
first movement of the socket ring in its line of
withdrawal is at an angle of 200 to the center line
of the machine. To prevent binding of the bearing
268203-18 it is first necessary to wi t.hdr-aw the bear-
ing retainer 290240-3 and with it the outer race and
roll group of the bearing. This will permit the main-
shaft some lateral swing, and the rotating group can
be withdrawn ..

In all 0ther·respects follow the procedure outlined
for the A-end.

59. Disassembly of the control gearing assembly. ., Re-
ference drawings number 268160-268163.

Remove valve block assembly complete.

Remove top oover 290320-1 and all cover plates ex-
cept end cover 290316-1.

Remove stud 290308-3 and floating link 290307-5.

Remove tilt box arm 290317-3 from its shaft.

Take off bearing retainer 290299-5 and draw tilt box
shaft down out of the housing.

Remove end cover 290316-1.

Remove bearing cap 290294-2, locknut 228463-20, and
draw out response shaft 290309-2, leaving gear
290293-2, spacer 290291-2, and ball bearing 290291-32
behind.

Remove locknut 22S463-18 and pinion 290300-3, and
~raw idler shaft 290300-2 out of housing, threading
off all gears, bearing s , and spacers which it carries,
as it passes through openings.
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Remove bearing cap from signal shaft and locknut from
inner end of shaft. Draw shaft 290306-3 out, slip-
ping off gear 290312-3 and its bearings 290291-3,
and also clutch 290299-2 and its spring 290303-5.

Take off bearing cap 290297-4 and turn control screw
290297-3 until it projects as far as possible out
of control nut 290307-2. Draw control screw response
gear 290312-1 out until Lt s outer bearing can be
taken off, and disengage it from sliding spline of
control screw. Pass it back into housing and out
side or top.

Remove screws from bear Lng retainer 290312-2 and
slide out entire control screw and nut assembly,
complete with control screw signal gear 290295-2 and
all bearings.

Remove limit stop end covers 228466-25 and 290315-4,
and locknut 228463-20. Thread limi t stop nut 290313- 3
to the right as far as possible, and slide entire
assembly out to the left until all gears and spacers
can be released from right end of shaft and taken
out. Take off left bearing 290314-3, limit stop
290312-4, and clamp 290314-6, and slide shaft back
to the rlght as far as possible. Thread limit stop
nut 290313-3 to the left until it can be removed from
screw and thence out of machined slip-ways. Shaft
may nov be drawn out of housing to the left.

60. A88emb Ly of A- uti i t. - Reference drawing s number
268157, 268158 and 268159.

To assemble the rotating group, begin with the uni-
versal joint.
Insert inner snap rings 290250-4 in bearing bores
of mainshaft.
Hold trunnion block 290256-1 in position in opening
of mainshaft, and drive mainshaft pin 290252-3 through
it, taking care to maintain alignment of holes for
pin retainer 290251-3.
Drive pi.n retainer into place and peen over both
ends flush.
Slip mainshaft pin bearings 290252-4 into place and
insert outer snap rings 290250-4.

Assemble trunnion roller bearings 290252-2 in bear-
ing blocks 290256-3 and place on ends of trunnion
290256-1.

s:
iI;:>--
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Attach four bearing retainers 290251-2. Make sure
joint moves freely.

Place socket ring 290259-1 on two trestles or tables
so that mainshaft assembly can be lowered into posi-
tion through central opening. Fasten with four screws
268202-43 and lockwire.

Assemble pistons 290268-2 and rods 290256-2, being
sure to make up in properly matched sets. Whennut
290256-4 is taken down tight, the total end play be-
tween piston and rod should be .002 inch. Insert
piston groups into cylinder barrel 290257-1 in pro-
per bores.

Place barrel spring 290268-3 and keys 290268-1 in
place and lower mainshaft and socket ring .assembly
into position in cyllnder barrel. Put on barrel nut
29·0268-1 and run up "finger" tight.

Make up socket ring joints of connec ting rods. When
nuts are taken up tight the rod end play should be
approximately .002 inch.

Turn rotating group up so that the barrel spring can
be compressed by rre ans of a jacking screw in the end
of the mainshaft and a strap bearing on the barrel
face through suitable blocks. With the spring com-
pressed; tighten downbarrel nut against shaft should-
er.

Assemble case head 290236-1 to case.

Turn case open-end up on sui table stand. Insert
trunnion bearings 290247-5 into tilting box .290248
and lower tilting box into position. Insert trun-
nions 290250-1 and 290251 through side of case and
fasten in place. Include thrust ring 290250-2. Make
sure tilting box swings freely.
Insert bushing 290271-3 in case head and hold the
bolt and clip.
Assemble bushing 290268-6 in stroking piston 290270-1
and lower piston into case. Insert stud bushing
290271-2 from outside and draw down tight into tap-
ered seat with stud 290258~3 and nut.
Place radial and thrust bearing assembly 290253-1
in position.
Lower entire rotating group into case assembly. Oil
pressure face of cylinder barrel, and make sure it
is clean.
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Place inner race and roll group of valve plate bear-
ing on end of mainshaft, and place outer race in
valve plate. Drive dowel pin 268204-27 into place
in end of case.
Lower valve plate assembly into position, lining up
dowel pin, valve pla te bearing, and loca ting diameter
of case. Put in auxiliary case bolts.
Lower stroking piston bushing 290272-2 into. place,
and put on cylinder cap 290272-1.
Turn A-end onto its feet. Attach control rod 290271-1
and fasten with locking screw 268202-45.
Attach regulator mounting flange 290273-1 and insert
rod packing 290258-4- Tighten downpacking retainer
290259-4. .
Make sur~ that stroking piston moves freely.
Slide case head roller bearing 290253-1 into place.
Insert oil seal 268203-18 and put on shaft cap.
290237-2.
Put in and tighten main case bolts 290260-3.
Attach handhole cover 290269-4 and neutral interlock
switch 268109-1.
Attach control gearing assembly 268160, gear box
268165, and piping.

61. AS8emb ly of B-un it. - Reference drawings number
268177 and 268180.

The procedure for assembly of the training B-ends
is an exact step-by-step parallel of that for the
A-end, with the exception of the response assembly
on B-end 268180.
After assembling the rotating group in the case, and
putting on the valve plate and case bolts, insert the
casehead bearing 268203-18 and retainer 290240-4.
Assemble shaft 290244-4 and response pinion 290245-3
in response housing 290243-1, complete with bearings
and oil seal.
Assemble response gear 290246-2, adapter ring 290246-4
and housing adapter 290244-1, and attach to response
assembly.
With four mainshaft keys 290243-4 in place, slide
entire response assembly on over mainshaft and bolt
in place. Be sure that pinion and gear mesh correc-
tly.
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Chapter IX

16-INCH Rfu~~ER,MARK4
ANDMARK4, MODS.1 AND2

General Description

1. The rammers and their electric hydraulic drives are
similar right, center and left assemblies which function sep-
ara tely to seat proj ectiles in and to serve powder bags to
the guns of the same designations. The turret installations
are identical in all turrets* of ships of the class: Mark 4,
right; Mark 4, Mod. 1, center; Mark 4, Mod. 2, left.

2. The three assemblies are located with chain casings
aligned with their respective guns and secured to the shelf
pLa te overhang in the space to the rear of the turret officer I s
compartment transverse bulkhead. Elements of each assembly
extend above the floor of the turret officer's booth and be-
neath the range finder. Control levers. (and operators' sta-
tions) are located immediately in front of. the bulkhead in
the respective gun compartments with control linkage extending
rearward through the bulkhead ~ Chain casing ports in the bu.Lk-
head are located in alignment with open cradle tray and gun,
with the gun -at loading position of five degrees elevation.
Thus positioned, "ready to ram," each ramming head is ltlithih
the port, 103.5 inches from the· breech face and 3.4 inches
from a projectile in the cradle. The rammer locations as in-
dicated above and the positions of the hydraulic drives are
shown on drawings 216402 and 216403.

3. Each assembly comprises a sprocket and chain type
rammer, an electric motor, a variable speed, reversible, hy-
draulic drive and appropriate control facilities. The three
designs of these assemblies differ principally in the posi-
tions of the power units and special pipe details thereby nec-
essary. They provide equal strokes, speeds and degree of se-
lective control. The control provisions include automatic
stop at limits of chain movement (adjusted to function ahead
of positive chain stops). Between limit stops chain movement
is manually controlled. These control arrangements permit
full power ramming of a projectile to a jammed stop and slow-
er speed ramming of the powder charge to a manuaILy controlled
stop . Seating of a proj ectile so that it will not drift rear-
ward when the gun is elevated necessitates swaging the band

* Except for motor and controller changes as indicated in paragraphs 13
and 1.4.

(169)
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into the band slope and bore. The stroke data in accomplish-
ing this action with type "e" projectile (2700 Ibs.) are:-

Projectile travel (to full
Acceleration (full power)-
Maximumvelocity - - - - -
Time of ramming stroke - - -

seat) - - - - - - - - 212.027 ins.
- - - - - - 22.2 ft./sec./sec.

- - - 13.9 ft.sec.
- - - 1.6 seeSe

4. Paragraphs 5 to 11 of the text below are descrip-
tions of the rammer, paragraphs 12 to 33 are descriptions of
the hydraulic drive assembly. The information and data given
are typical of the three designs except as noted.

Rammer

5. The ramming machine comprises a casing, a sprocket,
sprocket bearings, sleeve coupling, chain buffer and the ram-
mer chain. This assembled unit, secured to the bulkhead and
the shelf plate, extends 45.79 inches above the latter and 128
lnches rearward from the bulkhead. The design of the unit and
its method of installation at the bulkhead provides flameproof
seal between the gun compartment and the booth. Abutting port-
able floor and transverse vertical plates beneath the floor of
the booth partially enclose the casing and provide access to
the drive coupling, bearings and buffer.

6. Casing. - The chain casing is a cast steel housing
formed by five pairs of flange bolted sections. It provides
an enclosed, U-course roller track for the chain link rollers.
The forward or main sections enclose a bronze chain link guide,
the sprocket and sprocket bearings, and the chain buffer.
Drawing 216400 shows the assembled arrangement of these parts.
The sectional design of this unit was required by the installed
posi tion of the outboard rammers. Those casings are looped
around structural elements of the range finder stand founda-
tion. (See drs. no. 216402 and 216403.)

7. Sprocket. - The chain drive is a double wheel sproc-
ket which straddles the chain and meshes with the chain rollers.
It is an integral sprocket and hub piece of 12.73 inches pitch
diameter. Enclosed within bearing covers bolted to the casing
it has roller bearing mounting arranged as shown on drawing
216401. The drive coupling arrangement is a close coupled,
semifloating quill type which drives through a splined sleeve
coupling within the hollow hub. This design in addition to
providing close coupling and self adjustment for any slight
misalignment also facilitates coupling adjustment of chain po-
sition with respect to the drive limit stops.

8. Chain bUffer. - The buffer is a conventionally ar-
ranged withdraw stroke hydraulic buffer. It is mounted in the
casing in front of the sprocket and above the chain link guide
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v i, th its plunger aligned in the way of a lug on the chain head
link. It functions in the final three inches of chain with-
drawing movement. Three throttling grooves of varying depth
provide for graded liquid displacement from the rear to the
front side of the plunger piston. A coil spring restores the
plunger to normal position. Two rawhide positive stops seat-
ed in the front face of the buffer body prevent metal to metal
impact. However, in a correctly adjusted drive assembly the
withdraw limit stop should function to stop the chain three-
quarters of an inch in front of the rawhide plugs (i.e. after
2.25 inches buffer plunger movement). Plunger packing, accessi-
ble at the front of the buffer, comprises three rows of special
graphite packing beneath a threaded gland. The liquid filling

.plug at the top front of the buffer is placed so that the unit
may be serviced through the chain port.

9. Ctui in. - The rammer chain is a conventional roller
type which forms a rigid column when extended. It is an assem-
bly, 267.1875 inches long, composed of a rammerhead, head link,
23 male links, 22 female links, 47 pins, 96 rollers, washers,
and a tail link. Its head link is a leather faced head, spring
and hydraulic buffer subassembly which has a buffer stroke of
two inches. The tatL link is a positive stop link which is
designed to jam at the sprocket in the event of limit stop
failure. With the tail link jammed the face of the ramming
head extends 17.11 inches beyond the position of the base of
a seated projectile. (Automatic limit stop is adjusted to
occur with the head 3.5 inches beyond the position of the base
of a seated projectile in a new gun. See par. 23.) Chain
rollers have conventional paired arrangement, have free rota-
tion on the pins and are retained by washers and ups et+ pin
ends (cold peening). Pin spacing, center to center, is 5.0
inches. Chain removal and replacement is provided by arrange-
ments giving access to the tail link and tail link pin. A
casing end cover plate, accessible in the gun compartment, and
two small covers accessible in the booth, are installed to
provide access to those parts.

10. Head link buffer. - The buffer as sembled in the head
link is a fixed piston type functioning to buff the impact of
projectile seating through a coil spring and through variable
flow of liquid. It is arranged with piston rod gland and pack-
ing of the same type used in the withdraw buffer. The assem-
bled arrangement of the design is shown in the sectional view
of drawing 216407.

Control Gear

11. The control gear for each rammer comprises a hand
lever, lever pivot, a lever guide quadrant, brackets, a shock

* Tail link pin excepted.
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absorber cylinder, a shaft or rod linkage connecting the lever
with the cylinder and a long thread coupling for attaching to
the A-end stroking control (par. 18). These parts have differ-
ing arrangements for tbe three assemblies, the ins talla tion
for the right, center and left controls being as shown on
drawings 232124, 232125 and 232126, respectively. The hand
lever is provided with a spring detent for locating and re-
taining at neutral. From neutral, the lever has equal move-
ments to "Ram" and to Ilwithdraw, II stop bolts at each end of
the quadrant being provided to adjust the limits of lever
movement. Lever movement of 17°-26'-24" is equivalent to one
and one half inches of displacement at the coupling and that
value is equal to full power tilt of the A-end tilting plate. *
The shock absorber cylinder unit is a double acting spring de-
vice functioning to relieve kick in the lever when the A-end
stroking control operates to throw the tilting plate to neu-
tral.

Electric Hydraulic Drive
12. . The rammer power drive units are electric hydrau-

lic assemblies of commercial design and manufacture. Each
comprises the following listed subassemblies which have gen-
eral arrangement for the three assemblies as shown on drawings
265775 and 265777.

Electric motor and reduction gear
Electric controller
Hydraulic pump (A-end)
Hydraulic motor (B-end)
Supply tank
Control mechanism
Limit stop mechanism
Motor starting interlock
Piping and fittings

13. Electric motor and reduction gear. - Motors of two
different manufacturers provide the power source for the ram-
mer s of the eighteen turret assemblies. In turret assembly
numbers 66 to 71, inclusive, the motors are Reliance Electric
and Engineering Co. products (dr. 231523). In turret assembly
numbers 72 to 83, inclusive, the motors are General Electric
Co. products (dr . 231716). Both designs are arranged with in-
tegrally housed, flange mounted, reduction gear outputs. These
reduction gear units are Falk Corporation spur gear, motor
speed reducers. Data as to both gear-motor assemblies are as
follows: -

Reliance Electric & Engineering Co. Assembly
Type: - Squirrel cage induction; 440 vol ts;

60 cycle; 3 phase; horizontal mounting;
__________ f~n:cQo!e~,_w~t~rErQo£ ~n~lQs~r~. _
* Refer paragraph 43 for additional data.
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HP - - - - - - - - 60 (overload rating, 108)
Speed- - - - - - - - - - - - - -Constant
R.P.M., full load- - - - - - - - - - - 1750
Amperes, full load - - - - - - - - 83.5
Weight, pounds (including gear)- - 1750
Manufacturers type designation - -AA-B-505-Y40Dl
Reduction gear output, R.P.M.- - - - - - - 501
Output shaft, direction rotation - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Counterclockwise

General Electric Co. Assembly

Type~ Squirrel cage induction; 440 volts;
60 cycle; 3 phase; horizontal mount-
ing; fan-cooled, waterproof enclosure.

HP- - - - -;- - - - - -60 (overload rating, 108)
Speed - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Constant
R.P.M., full load - - - - - - - - - 1760
Amperes, full load- - - - - - - - - - - 78.6
Weight, pounds (less gear)- - - - - - - - - 1260
Manufacturers type designation- - - - -KF445
Reduction gear output, R.P.M., full load- 505
Output shaft, direction rotation- - - - - - - -
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - Counterclockwise

14. B l ec t rtc c on t r ct t er . - The above described rammer
motors are provided with push-button control circuit stations
at the rammer man stations and power supply electric control-
lers mounted in the machinery space lower proj ectile flat.
The installations comprise separate controllers for each motor.
In turret assemblies numbers 66 to 71, inclusive, these con-
trollers are Cutler-Hammer units. In turret assemblies num-
bers 72 to 83, inclusive, they are General Electric Co. pro-
ducts. Both designs are across-the-line magnetic starters,
waterproof enclosures, equipped with door interlocked safety
swi tches and arranged "With overload, undervol tage and short
circuit protection for their respective power units. The de-
sign capacities and circuit arrangements for these devices
are shown on drawings 230450, Cutler-Hammer, 231719, General
Electric Co. Both types include conventional "Start", "stop"
push-button control and "Emergency Run" starting. The latter
provision bridges the overload relay contacts and enables mo-
tor operation as long as the emergency run lever is closed.
However, the emergency run starting circuit is open (and the
contactors will not close) if the A-end neutral interlock
switch is open; an arrangement preventing starting the motor
under working load.
The overload protective devices are thermal type adjustable
time delay relays with starting circuit automatic resetting
relays.
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15. A-end. - The electric motor driven A-end assembly
comprises a case enclosed multi-cylinder hydraulic pump and
valve plate unit, an auxiliary make-up pump, a stroking con-
trol mechanism, and a neutral interlock switch. These com-
ponents are separately described in paragraphs 16 to 19 in-
clusive; their assembled arrangements are shown on drawing
265779.

16. Hydrau lie pump. - The main pump direct coupled to
the output of the geared motor is driven in one direction
(clockwise) at constant speed. It is a positive displacement
type arranged to provide controlled, reversible, variable dis-
Charge of high pressure flu:Ld. with the B-end unit and con-
necting leads it comprises a hydraulic transmission which con-
verts input shaft rotation of constant speed and direction to
reversible variable speed output shaft rotation. The group
is of the same commercial manufacture (Northern Pump Co.), is
of similar design, and identical theory of power transmission
as the transmission assembly described in the elevating gear
text, chapter V. I t comprises a cylinder barrel having eleven
parallel axially disposed cylinders, pistons and connecting
r-ods , a socket ring with connecting rod bearings, and a sccke t
ring bearing assembly mounted" in a tilting box. .These parts
are assembled on and driven in rotat.ion by the main shaft, the
cylinder barrel being spring compressed against the face of a
Valve plate while the socket ring has trunnion pivot in the
shaft. Thus the socket ring is free to turn in its tilting
box bearings and may be adjustably positioned as to angular
value vLt.h respect to the shaft axis. The latter movement is
imparted to the tilting box through the control arrangements.
Tilt of the socket ring from a plane normal to the shaft axis
gives piston reciprocation and consequent displacement of liq-
uid to the valve plate. The latter includes two semiannular
ports separately connected to the leads that extend to the B-
end, these ports are interconnected within the valve plate by
leads arranged with two relief valves. The main high pres sure
flow is limited by these valves to 800 pounds per square inch.
Their positions and component parts are shownon drawing 265781.
That drawing also shows the arrangement of two replenishing
valves. These separately supply the semiannular ports of the
closed system (wh'i cheve r port is in suction) with fluid re-
placing oil seepage losses. The replenishing valves are sup-
plied by the make-up pump.

17. Xake-up pump. - The make-up pump (dr. 265783) is a
constant displacement gear type. It is flange mounted to the
valve plate (A-end) and is direct coupled to the inboard end
of the main shaft. The pump'in addition to replenishing oil
lost to the A-end B-end cases, through piston and valve clear-
ances, also provides forced circulation of oil through the two
cases, the oil filter and the supply tank. Heat is thus dis-
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sipated, oil temperature is kept constant and oil in the ac-
tive system is constantly filtered. The circulating oil is
excess displacement, above replenishing requirements. It is
ported to the fil ter through a relief valve that maintains
make-up pressure of 50 pounds per square inch at the replenish-
ing valves.

SPRING PLUNGER CAP SCREW INTERLOCK SWITCH

CAM DETENT ROLLER YOKE NEUTRAL LOCK ROLLER

ADJUSTMENT ECCENTRIC
(FOR CENTERING ROLLER IN CAM DETENT)

TILTING PLATE

SHAFT

STROKING CONTROL

HOUSING

CONTROL SHAFT

LARGE CONTROL CYLINDER CONTROL ARM TRUNNION BLOCK SMALL CONTROL CYLINDER

Fig. 26 - Rammer Stroking Control

18. Stroking control. - The stroking control is a me-
chanism coupled to the tilting plate and to the control gear
described in paragraph 11. I t is a dual purpose unit that
provides means for manually positioning the tilting box and
which also functions to restore the tilting box, automatically,
to neutral at the end of a ram or retract stroke. The unit,
shown on figure 26, comprises a housing and cylinder as-
sembly mounted on the A-end case and enclosing a control arm
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on the tilting box, a control shaft and trunnion block attach-
ed to the arm, and a neutral lock roller-plunger device for
holding the arm at neutral and for actuating the switch of
paragraph 19. The shaft has outboard end coupled to the man-
ual control gear. Its inner arrangement is a double acting
hydraulic piston combined v i,th dashpot areas which function to
balance movement toward neutral and to center the tilting box
when it is hydraulically restored at the end of ram or retract
strokes.

The neutral lock device of this stroking control unit is a
spring plunger and attached roller yoke and roller located
vertically above a double cam-detent on the control arm. It
is mounted in the top of the control housing in a part desig-
na ted the Itadjustment eccentric, It a rotatable eccentric sleeve
and lock nut device. This installation of the neutral lock is
a provision for centering the plunger at neutral position of
the tilting box.

19. Ne u t r a I interlock switch. - The neutral interlock
switch is an enclosed plunger type electrical switch bracket
mounted from the A-end case. Its position locates the switch
plunger vertically above the interlock plunger. Its mechani-
cal arrangement is such as to open the electric motor starting
circui t during the fir-st 1/4 inch movement of the plungers when
the tilting box .moves either side from neutral. The unit is
a commercial manufacture (Cutler-Hammer) with assembled de-
tails as shown on drawing 231740.

20. Couplings. - The A-end unit described above is
driven by the motor through a flexible coupling spline mount-
ed on the respective reduction gear output and main shafts.
It is a commercial design (Falk Corp.) designated Ilsize 12FAII
(d.r . 265790) by the manufacturer. Comprising two steel hubs
(identical except for shaft broachings), a steel grid and two
flange covers, it is a lubricant packed assembly which drives
through the flexible steel grid nested in grooves in the outer
periphery of the two hubs.

The auxiliary pump (make-up pump) is driven through a conven-
tional Oldham type coupling. The unit is housed vi thin the
A-end valve plate with hubs spline mounted on the main shaft
and the driven gear shaft.

21. B-end. - The hydraulic motor (B-end) assembly com-
prises a case enclosed multi-cylinder hydraulic motor and valve
pl ate unit, a limit stop mechanism and a supply tank-filter
uni t. These components are separately described in paragraphs
22 to 24, inclusive; their assembled arrangements are shown
on drawings 265784 and 265787. The group is flange mounted on
the main section of the rammer chain casing with the B-shaft
coupled to the sprocket as described in paragraph 7.
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22. Hydrau lie mo t or. - The hydraulic motor (d.r, 265785)
is a unit similar to the A-end pump. It differs principally
in that the rotating group is a thirteen cylinder-piston unit
and the socket ring bearing has fixed ang l,e of inclination.
Its valve plate has similar main ports (semiannular) but it
has no replenishing or relief valves. Two decelerate valves
are functionally part of the limit stop mechanism.

23. Limit stop mechanism, (dr. 265786). - The limit stop
mechanism is a gear driven, valve porting device built into
the B-end valve plate. It comprises a driven spur gear (IIGear
81T-Iopn) meshed with an integral pinion on the main shaft, a
rocker arm, striker pin, striker block and two decelerate valves.
The striker pin is mounted in the driven gear. The striker
block is attached to the rocker arm in the path of rotation
of the pin (which turns through 360 degrees for each full ram-
ming or retracting stroke). The decelerate valves are verti-
cally posi tioned with the Lewer end of each in the path of a
toe of the rocker arm. A valve core adjustably seated in each
decelerate valve provides means of adjusting the timing of
limit stop action. Limit stop valve porting occurs in the low
pressure side of the valve plate, the valve action functioning
to throttle B-end discharge. Two valves (designated "reverse
check vaLves") are arranged in the main circuit leads to allow
oil to pass to r-o t.at.e the B-end when the respective decelerate
valve is closed.

Valve 2658.32-65, accessible in the top of the valve plate,
serves to prevent loss of oil from the B-end case when a de-
celerate valve cap is removed to adjust the valve core.

The limit stop does not function when seating a proj ectile.
(The projectile seats with the chain short of full ramming
stroke as explained in paragraph 9.) Full rammer chain move-
ment (222.4 inches to forward limit stop) is equivalent to
5.5 turns of the B-shaft; decelerate valve movement occurs in
the final one-quarter turn, ram and retract; and, five degrees
(of this 90-degree shaft movement) represents the range of
adjustment of the valve core setting. All stops made by the
limit stop occur within a total range of seven degrees rota-
tion of the B-shaft. Thi s is equi valen t to approximately 0.78
inch chain movement.

24. Supply tank and filter assembly (dr. 265788). - The
supply tank is a circulating system reserve supply uni t mount-
ed by a standpipe on top of the B-end case. The filter unit
is mounted on one side of the tank interposed between the make-
up pump relief valve and the tank. The vented filling aper-
ture of each tank is the hydraulic oil charging point for the
power and make-up circuits. All three tank-filter units (and
the filling apertures) are accessible above the floor of the
turret officer's compartment.
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Hydraulic Circuit

25.. The preceding described A-end and B-end units, their
connecting leads and supply tank are filled with hydraulic oil.
Of this total volume only that which is between the A and B-
pistons is "active" in the transmission of power. All other
oil is active system reserve, completely fills the voids with-
in the cases, the stroking control cylinders and connecting
leads to the supply tank. The latter is intended to have oil
expansion space (indicated by fluid level gauge). The manner
in which the combined systems function in the transmission of
power, of "active" oil replenishment, of !!inactive" oil cir-
culation, and of stroking control operation, is illustrated
by hydraulic circuit diagrams described in the text below.
The weight of lines on the diagrams indicate pressures, respec-
ti vely: - 800 pounds, 300 pounds, 50 pounds and "no pressure. Ii

Fig. 27 - Rammer Circuit Diagram
Controls Neutral. Chain Withdrawn
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26. Figure 27, shows the positions of the various ele-

ments of the rammer control at the end of the retract stroke,
the tilting plate having been returned to neutral.

Decelerate valve (A) is held closed by pin (B). Pin
(B) is part of and rotates with gear wheel (C). Gear
wheel (C) is driven by gear wheel (D). Gear wheel
(D) is mounte,d on the valve plate end of the B-end
shaft. The ratio of gear (C) - (D) is such that it
will allow the B-end to rotate 5.5 revolutions in
either direction before one or the other of the de-
celerate valves i-s fully closed. Make-up pump (E)
is driven by the A-end -shaft and is mounted on the
A-end valve plate. The pressure buLLd=up in the
make-up pump is limited by relief valve (F), which
is set at 50 to 75 pounds per square inch. Make-up
hydraulic fluid is supplied to the A-end from the
A-end case through make-up pump(E) and make-up valves
(G) and (H). The hydraulic fluid vhl ch passes through
the make-:up pump relief valve is piped through fil-
ter (HHH) to the supply tank thence to top of the
B-end case, from the bottom of B-end case back to
the top of the A-end case, thence to the make-cup
pump, making a posi ti ve circula tLon of hydraulic
fluid through the three units, thereby distributing
the hea t generated. The tilting plate is held in the
neutral position by follower (I) .in the detent of
stroking arm (J) and may be adjusted· to neutral
position by rotating eccentric (K).

27. Figure 28, shows the positions of the various ele-
ments of the rammer control at the beginning of the rammer
stroke.

By movement of the r-ammer control arm the tilting
plate of the A-end is moved on stroke in a counter-
clockwise direction when looking at stroking arm (J).
AS the A-end is stroked, follower (I) is forced out
of the detent of arm (J), compressing spring (L).
During the stroking of the A-end, hydraulic fluid is
forced out of the stroking cylinder by p.iston (M),
the hydraulic fluid taking the Jl,ath .(N), (0) ~ (p), (Q),
(R), (S), (T), (DDD), (EEE), (U), (V), (w), (X), (y),
(Z), (FFF) , (BB), (CC), (DD) back into the cylinder
of piston (EE). Hydraulic fluid displaced by piston
(FF) takes the path (GG), (QQQ), (S), (T), (DDD),
(EEE), eHH), (II) back into the cylinder of piston (JJ).

Pressure will then build up in the circuit compris-
ing port (T) and the bot tom port of relief valve
(KK); the space at the bottom of pilot valve (LL),
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through restriction orifice (11['1),and at the top of
relief valves (NN) and (KK); and will at the same
time build up the pressure in port (00) of relief
valve (NN). Relief valve (NN) will be held tightly
against its seat due to the lesser area under pres-
sure on the bottom of the piston being overbalanced
by the greater area on the top of the piston. Hence,
there will be no flow through relief valve (NN).

VlVI

Fig. 28 - Rammer Circuit Diagram
Ram Stroke. Starting Movement

The build-up in pressure and flow of hydraulic fluid
from port (T) of the A-end will take the path (T),
(DDD) , (EEE) , (U), (V), (\'1), (X), (y») (Z), (AA),
(FFF») (RR) back to suction port (S) of the A-end.
The build-up in pressure in the path just described
will also force the pis ton of stroking valve (SS)
in the up position, as shown, corillecting piston (EE)
of the stroking control with the suction side of the
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A-end via the path (DD), (CC), (BB) , (FFF). By re-
ferring to figure 27 and tracing the flow of hydrau-
lic fluid displacement by pistons (M) and (FF), it
may be seen that there is a clear open path to pis-
tons (EE) and (JJ) in the other end of the stroking
control. Figure 27, therefore, shows that it is pos-
sible to start stroking the A-end, and figure 28
shows that the stroking maybe continued even though
the position of stroking valve (SS) is changed. As
the B-end rotates a few degrees, decelerate valve
(A) will open allowing a passage of hydraulic fluid
through decelera te valve (A). in addition to the flow
through check valve (pp). Decelerate valve (A) will
open rapidly enough to allow the unrestricted flow
of hydraulic fluid to the B-end. Check valve (pp)
is of such a size that with the opening of decelerate
valve (A), it will handle the increase of flow of
hydraulic fluid as fast as the flow maybe increased
due to stroking of the A-end.

28. Figure 29, shows the positions of the various ele-
ments of the rammer control when the rammer is stalled, as when
seating a projectile.

The B-end has been stopped; no hydraulic fluid can
flow through the B-end. The pressure will then build
up in the line between the discharge port (T) of the
A-end and the intake port (W) of the B-end. At the
same time the pressure will increase through relief
valve (KK) and will force pilot valve (LL) open as
shown, allowing the hydraulic fluid at the tops of
relief valves (KK) and (NN) to drop; the flow from
relief valve (KK) taking the path (TT), (UU), (VV),
(ww) back to the A-end case; the flow from relief
valve (NN) taking the path (XX), (yy) , (UU), (VV),
(ww) back to the A-end case. There will also be a
flow through restriction orifice (MM), but the re-
striction is such that it will not allow a build-up
in pressure due to the much greater flow through pi-
lot valve (LL). Relief valves (KK) and (NN) will
then open due to the greater pressure at the bottom
of the piston of valve (KK) overbalancing the lesser
pre ssure on the equal area at the top of valve (KK),
and due to the greater pressure on the lesser area
at the bottom of valve (NN) overcoming the lesser
pressure on the greater area at the top of the pis-
ton of valve (NN). The opening of the relief valves
will allow a flow of hydraulic fluid from port (T)
of the A-end through relief valve (KK), through re-
lief valve (NN), back to port (S) of the A-end, the
discharge through restriction orifice (Ml\f) being made
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up by a flow of hydraulic fluid from the make-up pump
through make-up valve (G) into port (3) of the A-end.
The position of the stroking valves remains the same
as in figure 28.

Fig. 29 - Rammer Circuit Diagram
Action When Seating Projectile

29. Figure 30, shows the positions of the various ele-
ments of the rammer control when the rammer is stopped at the
end of the ramming stroke by the limit stop mechanism.

The discharge from the B-end port (X) is cut off by
the closing of decelerate valve (QQ), decelerate
valve (QQ) being closed by pin (B) of gear wheel
(C). The closing of decelera te valve (QQ) gradually
brings the B-end to a stop at the same time the pres-
sure build-up in the discharge line of the B-end
opens stroking valve (ZZ). The opening of valve
(ZZ) allows a flow of hydraulic fluid from the d1s-
charge port (T) of the A-end to flow into the strok-
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ing control cylinder causing motion of piston (M),
which forces tilting plate toward neutral, result-
ing in a drop in pressure at the discharge port of
the A-end, the actual A-end discharge pressure be-
ing determined by the force required to return the
tilting plate to neutral. In actual opera tion, valve
(ZZ) will open when the pressure first starts to
build up in the B-end due to the throttling of de-
celerate valve (QQ). The opening of stroking valve
(ZZ) will immediately start the return of the A-end
tilting plate to neutral. The tilting plate will
return to neutral and the B-end will come to rest
at the same instant.

w

Fig. 30 - Rammer Circuit Diagram
Ram Stroke. Limit Stop Control

Any deceleration that would be due to the overrun-
ning of the tilting plate would cause a drop in pres-
sure in port (T) of the A-end, and consequently a
drop in pressure on piston (M) of the stroking con-
trol, and a discontinuation of the tilting plate' s
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movement toward neutral; making the return of the
tilting plate and the stopping of the B-end at any
time other than the same instant impossible regard-
less of B-end speed.

The hydraulic fluid being displaced by piston (EE),
of the stroking control, as the stroking control
is returning the tilting plate to neutral, will take
the path (DD), (CC), (BB) , (FFF) , (RR) to port (s)
of the A-end to replace that hydraulic fluid which
left the main system to enter the stroking cylinder
of piston (M)via the path (T), (DDD), (EEE), (AAA),
(0) to cylinder opening (N). The hydraulic fluid
displaced by motion of piston (JJ), as the stroking
control returns the tilting plate to neutral, takes
the path (II), (BB), (EEE) through decelerate valve
A-W-X-Ythrough decelerate valve (QQ) which is not
yet quite closed, (Z), (FFF) , (RR), (GG) and into
the cylinder of piston (FF).

30. Figure 31, shows the positions of the various ele-
ments of the rammer control when the B~end is being decelera-
ted due to the opera tor manually returning the til ting plate
to neutral.

By looking at figure 28 it may be seen that as the
rammer is performing its ramming stroke, the hydrau-
lic fluid displaced by pistons (EE) and (II) of the
stroking control would have an unobstructed path
back to piston (M) and piston (FF) on the other side
of the control. Bence it is possible for the opera-
tor to move the tilting plate toward neutral. Refer
again to figure 31. As the opera tor forces the til t-
ing plate toward neutral, there will be a pressure
build-up in the discharge line of theB-end, which
is the suction line of the A-end. The build-up in
pressure will force stroking valve (22) open, con-
necting piston (M) with what is now the suction side
of the B-end and which is under make-up pressure.

The rising of the valve therefore does not change
the pressure on piston (M), having previously been
connected to the make-up pressure line. A drop in
pressure, in what is now the suction line of the
B-end, also allows stroking valve (SS) to descend,
which in turn connects piston (EE) of the stroking
control to make-up pressure. Here again there is
no change in pressure on piston (EE) as it was pre-
viously connected to the discharge of the B-end,
which was at make-up pressure. 1,.Jith the valves as
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shown in figure 31, there is an unobstructed flow of
hydraulic fluid from piston (EE) to piston (M) of
the stroking control via the path (DD), (CC), (UUU)<
(BBB), (CCC), (TTT) , (DDD), (EEE) , (BB), (AAA), (0)
into stroking cylinder at (N). The hydraulic fluid
displaced by piston (JJ) will pass back to the strok-
ing cylinder of piston (FF) via the path (II), (BB),
(EEE) , through decelerate valve A~~-X-Y, through
decelerate valve (QQ)-(Z)-(AA)-(RR)-(GG).

ww

Fig. 31 - Rammer Circuit Diagram
Ram Stroke. Manual Stop Control

31. The foregoing c ircui t diagram descriptions cover
the circuit operation from the beginning to the end of a ram
stroke, the rammer being stopped both manually and by the lim-
it stop mechanism. The starting and the stopping of a retract
stroke is the reverse of that shown and needs no explanation.
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32. By-pass holes (www) are drilled in the stroking

control shaft (JJ) in a position that will allow a by-pass of
hydraulic fluid from one discharge port to the other of the
A-end.

Should the tilting plate be slightly off the neutral
position when the control lever is in its neutral
posi tion, the hydraulic fluid is able to flow from
one port to the other of the A-end via one or other
of the by-pass holes and make-up valves, dependent
upon position of the tilting plate.

This by-pass makes precision Loca t-sen of the tilt-
ing plate to prevent creepage of the rammer chain
unnecessary and does not affect operation of unit
at other than near the zero stroke condition.

33. The parts indicated by symbols on the diagrams and
in the preceding discussion of the circuit are identified by
piece numbers and are shown on general arrangement drawings
as cross-referenced in the tabulation of Appendix II .

. .).:"

MAINTENANCEANDOPERATINGINSTRYCTIONS

34. The rammer assemblies are to be operated and main-
tained, including periodic exercise, adjustment and lubrica-
tion, in accord with the regulations of the Ordnance Manual,
the general instructions of the chapter entitled "Hydraulic
~quipment," and the specific directions below.

35. Operat ing precautions. - Before operating the as-
sembly to ram projectiles, inspect and service as follows:

(a ) Observe the supply tank oil gauge oil level.
Replenish if necessary. Use hydraulic oil
specified in paragraph 36. Vent the system.

(b ) Lubricate the assembly using the lubricants
specified on the LubrLcating chart and schedule.
Particularly verify adequacy of chain roller
pin lubricant.

(C) Inspect the rammer head and withdraw buffers.
Verify fluid level. Replenish if necessary.
Use fluid specified in paragraph 37.

(d) Verify the correctness of motor and A-end drive
rotation.

(e) Check the neutral interlock adjustment. Make
certain that the starting circuit opens when
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the tilting box moves from neutral. Return
to neutral.

(f) Clear the filter cartridge as specified in
paragraph 38.

(g) start the motor and run until temperature is
at least 70 degrees F. with gun, hoist cradle
and spanning tray at loading position (no pro-
jectile) move hand lever for slow ram stroke
and permit to run to limi t stop. Observe that
shock absorber cylinder and lever actions are
normal. (Refer to "Exercise check," par. 40.)

(h) when making extended runs observe oil temper-
ature. Do not operate at temperature exceed-
ing 170 degrees F.

36. Hydr au l t c 0 i t • - The hydraulic oil to be used in
the transmission circuit is oil having characteristics, speci-
fied by Ordnance Specification 1113. Whensuch oil is not a-
vailable, light mineral oil, Navy symbol 2110, may be substi-
tuted. The oils should not be mixed. The total quantity of
oil required for each system, when purged of trapped air, is
approximately 25 gallons for a center rammer and approximate-
ly 26 gallons for an outboard rammer. The procedure for fill-
ing and venting is outlined in paragraph 39. New assemblies
should be drained after fifteen hours operation and should then
be thoroughly flushed, cleaned and refilled with fresh oil or
carefully salvaged oil. Test inspection and oil analysis of
'sample drawn from each system should be made monthly. If there
is evidence of sludge, water or aCidity, drain, flush andre-
fill with fresh oil.

37. Bu f f er f' lu i d . - The rammer head and withdraw buf'>
fers are not to be filled with oil. These units are designed
for use with standard recoil cylinder liquid, O.D. 1914. Fill
with plunger extended when buffer is in five degree operating
posi tion only. Fill to overflowing and r eseat filling hole
plug. See caution plate 216413-8.

38. Oil filter mat nt enonc e, - The filter cartridge is
cleaned by rotating the handle one complete turn. This must
be done at frequent regular periods (depending on opera'tion)
to prevent cartridge clogging. If the handle turns hard', it
must be turned back and forth until the cleaners free them-
selves. If the handle cannot be turned, the cartridge must
be removed, washed (in solvent) and air-dried. A wrench or
other tool must not be used to turn a plugged filter.

If these instructions are observed, the fil ter will give trouble-
free service throughout the life of the hydraulic unit.
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39. Fi Ll t tu; and draining i ne t r uc t Lon e , - When filling
a system or when replenishing the hydraulic oil, always pour
the oil into the tank through a 200 mesh screened funnel. Fill
through the neck of the cover (after removing' cap). Do not
remove strainer. The fine mesh screen (funnel) is required
in as much as the tank strainer is only adequate to prevent
entrance of sizeable foreign matter.

After oil has been run-in until tank is full the system must
be purged of trapped air as follows:- Open all air vents in
the pipe lea&s; move the tilting box to neutral and start the
electric motor. Allow the motor to run until oil, free from
air, flows from the vents. Close each vent as the oil appears
free of air. Stop the motor. Turn filter handle two complete
turns. Run in addi tional oil to the gauge level (supply tank).

Draining is accomplish~d by removing three plugs located re-
spectively in the bottom of the A-end case, theB-end case and
the B-end valve plate cover. These are identical plugs' (pc ,
no. 265853-75). Their locations are shown on the respective
general arrangement drawings ,sectional assemblies. There-
after remove the two decelerate valves. This is performed by
disassembling the following in order (refer dr. 265786):-
pieces Z65832-67, 265850-66, 265832-9, 26583lc-4" and finally
the valve group. Then remove from the A-end valve plate, the
two stroking valves, 265810-32 (refer dr. 265781). The latter
valves have tapped holes in the end (1/4-20NC) to permit in-
serting a long screw for pulling. With the above elements
disassembled the system will drain completely.

The electric motor must not be started until the plugs and
valves have been reinstalled. and the system has again been
filled.

40. Exe.r c i se c tiec '/if" - With exception of the controller
overload safety device all elements of the rammer power and
control assembly can be, checked and, verified as to normal per-
formance by operating through complete ram and retract strokes
and by obtaining gauge readings of the make-up pr-e ssur e . Such
check must be made periodically and always prior to ramming
projectiles. The test should be made with oil at normal op-
erating temperature and after observing the operating precau-
tions of paragraph 35. Make-up pressure is obtained by con-
necting pressure gauge, 265851-7, at either one of the main
line air vent holes. With motor operating, moVethe hand le-
ver slightly from neutral and observe the lowest gauge reading.
The pressure should be between 35 and 100 pounds. If it is
less than 35 pounds, plunger 265809-20 (shownon drawing 265781)
should be removed and cleaned. If the pressure is over 100
pounds the oil filt~r is clogged and should be cleared.
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Adjustments

41. Ramme-r chain - l i m i t stop a d j u e t me-n t *. - The parts
of the rammer assembly that are adjustable for purpose of ob-
taining correct limit stop positions or for purpose of vary-
ing or increasing length of chain stroke are:

(a) The chain posi tion wi th respect to the sprocket.

i b ) The sprocket position with respect to the B-
end drive shaft.

(C) The B-end limit stop decelerate valves.

At initial installation all of these elements are positioned
or adjusted in the process of obtaining the desired limi t stop
positions. But subsequent adjustment to vary or increase the
chain stroke need only involve readjustment of the ram stroke
decelerate valve.

The desired adjusted positions of the chain, sprocket, coupling
and the withdraw stroke decelerate valve, at ini tial as sembly ,
for a new gun, are as follows:

(d) Chain. - The chain should be clamped at with-
draw limit stop position. This position lo-
cates the rammer head at 0.75 inch from full
retract position, i. e. the rammer head buffer
plunger lug is 0.75 inch from the rawhide stops.

(e) Sprocket and coupling. - with the chain locat-
ed as in (d), the coupling sleeve assembled in
the sprocket and the B-shaft positioned as de-
scribed in (f), the assembly will be correctly
adjusted if the splines of coupling and shaft
are aligned to engage. This will rarely occur
and it will be necessary accordingly to repo-
si tion the sprocket .or the B-shaft, or both,
in order to correct for angular misalignment
of the splines. If the misalignment is 4.5 de-
grees or less, spline engagement can be obtain-
ed by unclamping the chain from position (d)
and moving the chain in or out the ne ces's ar-y
amount; considering 4.5 degrees of sprocket
rota tion equal to 0.5 inch displacement of the
chain. If the misalignment of splines is grea t-
er .than 4.5 degrees, the chain must be unclamp-
ed and withdrawn from sprocket engagement and

______ t~e_sEr~c~e~ ~u~t_b~ !"o~a~e~ ~n~ oJ~o!"e_t~e~h_
* The adjustment instructions of this paragraph differ from the instruc-

tions contained in earlier editions of this pamphlet by providing for
larger subsequent readjustment to compensate for gun erosion.
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before reengaging the chain and restoring to
position (d). This shift of sprocket engage-
ment should be predicated on the values of
coupling misalignment as given in the tabula-
tion of "Ccupl Lng Misalignments and Equivalent
Tooth and Valve Adjustments.1I

(f) Withdraw stroke decelerate u a l u e , - Prior to
coupling as described in (e) J the B-end is po-
sitioned at withdraw limit stop position. In
this position the withdraw decelerate valve
and the rocker arm have adjusted positions as
follows: the valve core is turned coun ter-
clockwise for its full movement and is then
backed-off three-fourths of one turn; the B-
shaft is rotated in withdraw movement until
the rocker arm lifts the valve top land to a
point one inch below the top surface of the
B-end.

This position of B-shaft and decelerate valve
is the desired B-end position for coupling when
the chain is at position (d). However, if due
to spline misalignments, the chain has been
moved from position (d) by 4.5 degrees or less
in order to complete coupling, then the decel-
erate valve core must be readjusted an equiv-
alent amount; the relationship of the valve
adjustment is: - three-fourths turn equals 0.5
inch chain displacement equals 4.5 degrees
sprocket rotation (approx.).

wi th the withdraw stroke limit stop adjusted
as above and with B-end coupled to the sprocket,
the ram stroke limit stop position is obtain-
ed by operating the rammer at slow speed until
the face of the rarnmer head is 222.4 inches
from the rawhide stops. The ram stroke decel-
era te valve is then adjus ted by turning the
core down until the top land of the valve is
one inch below the top of the B-end.

If because of gun erosion it is desired to advance the forward
linit stop position, the ram decelerate valve core may be re-
adjusted to delay valve cut-off movement. The maximum addi-
tional chain travel thus obtainable is equal to four inches
(approx.). .~

After any adjustments of the decelerate valves always replace
valve screw 265832-67. Without this part the equipment will
over-travel and will require complete readjustment of the
limit stop.
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Coupling Misalignments and Equivalent Adjustments

Coupling Tooth plus Valve=Misalignment Change Adjust.

18° 2 0°
17° 2 1°
16° 2 2°
15° 2 .30
14° 2 4°1.3° 1 4°12° 1 .30
11° 1 2°
10° 1 1°

9° 1 0°
8° 1 1°
7° 1 2°
6° 1 .30
5° 1 4°
4° 4°.30 .30
2° 2°
1° 1°

Misalignment of 4.5 degrees = 0.5 inch chain dis-
placement or approx • .3/4 turn of valve core.

42. Con t r cl lever aa j u s t me.n t . - when the tilting box
and the stroking control shaft are in neutral positions, the
hand control lever must lock in its detent. Adjustment of the
hand lever position is made at the clamp coupling located be-
tween the control shaft, and the shock absorber cylinder. To
make the adjustment, start the electric motor, run the chain
part way out, then slowly bring the lever back toward neutral
until the chain is motionless. Adjust the coupling until the
detent locks.

Periodically test chain movement and maintain this adjustment.
It is important that the, r ammer tie-ad eti al t not. creep when the
control is locked at neutral.

4.3. c ont r ct tLl t i nt; pl at:e moue me.n t , -The control lever
and linkage gives maximum desired B-shaft speed when the hand
lever arcs of movement are as tabulated below. Stop bolts
2.31190-.3on the lever guide must be maintained in such adjust-
ment that the control movements shall not exceed these arcs.

Rammer
Right

Center
1eft

Control movement from neutral
17° - 25' - 12"
17° - 26' - 24"
17° - 25' - -12"
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Operating Trouble Diagnosis

44. The hydraulic drive is so designed that more than
adequate forces are available to move all valves. According-
ly any trouble that may develop will be due to dirt or other
foreign matter in the system.

45. B-end fails to deliver full torque. - Failure to
obtain full power at the B-shaft when the A-end is stroked in-
dicates that the main relief valves are sticking. This con-
di tion requires removal and cleaning of plunger parts 265810- 3,
4 and 14. Also remove and clean the restriction orifi.ce and
screen assembly.

46. Limit stop not functioning properly. -If the ram-
mer fails to perform a full stroke (either direction) or tends
to over-travel, the condition is probably due to a sticking
decelerate valve.

To correct, remove the valve cap and spring, tap on end of valve
core with a soft hammer, and work the valve up and down until
it slides easily. Do not lift the upper land of the valve a-
bove the valve plate; large oil loss will occur. Reassemble
all parts before operating.

Disassembly and Assembly

47. Disassembly of the rammer is apparent from the gen-
eral arrangement drawings and details with exception of the
parts and operations described in the following paragraphs.
Reassembly of these parts is, in general, the reverse procedure
of that outlined. To aid in reassembly it is desirable to
mark all mating parts, so that they may be replaced in the same
relative position.

48. Rammer cha in r emo ua Z. - To remove a rammer chain it
is necessary to disassemble the chain tail link and to either
uncouple the sprocket from the B-shaft, or, to permit the ram
stop control to over-travel.

Disassembly of the tail link is accomplished by re-
moving two covers, which are accessible in the tur-
ret officer r s compartment, and thereafter driving
out the tail link pin and removing the two rollers.
(See dr. 216401.)

Removal of the sprocket coupling sleeve to free the
sprocket from the B-shaft is apparent from the sec-
tional view of drawing 216401, after removal of the
booth portable plates. Uncoupling thus, is conven-
iently accomplished on the right and left ramme rs,
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it is not convenient on the center ramrner and accord-
ingly that unit should be operated to over - travel
(the preferable alternative)~

stop control over-travel is accomplished by manually
drawing the chain beyond limit stop position (power
off) until the chain is free. Such movement causes
the stop control gear (265836-41) to rotate beyond
stop control position, the six spring plungers and
the gear hub being held by the rocker arm and strik-
er pin with the plungers slipping from their detents
in the gear. At reassembly the parts must be dis-
placed similarly at the other extreme of chain move-
ment and the stop control must be readjusted. For
manual operated over-travel open the main lead vents
to permit B-shaft rotation.

49. D is ass emb l y of the A- end. - Refer to drawing 265780.
Drain the system, remove all pipes, Uncouple the motor and re-
move bed bolts. Proceed as follows:-

Remove gland 265802-57 and stud nuts 265794-5-2. Set
the A-end so that it rests on the front plate with
main shaft vertical. Remove cover 265802-64 and lift
off the valve plate assembly, tapping the housing
wi th soft hammer to dislodge dowel pLns 265831-48.
The valve plate and the studs, 265794-46, will lift
off together leaving the main rotating assembly in
place. The tilting box, 265799-20, should be put en
neutral. Then the entire rotating assembly may be
removed by lifting, in a vertical direction, on the
drive shaft, 265798-13. The following parts may
then be removed in order:

Cylinder,
Keys,
Spring,
Spring ring,

265801-43
265800-39
265800-38
265800-37

Then unlock connecting rod lock 265793-12, remove
nuts 265793-11 (using wrench 265851-1) and remove
the connecting rod sockets, 265793-4. Disassemble
rods from pistons similarly (using wrench 265851-1,
opposite end).

Disassemble the universal joint as follows:-

Remove taper pins, 12-Z-49-l04, by tapping on small
end with a pin punch . Rotate bearing block 265794-18
through 90° and the universal joint with the bearing
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blocks may be pulled out of socket ring, 265796-7.
Drive pin, 265794-19, from the trunnion block. It
is then possi ble to dri ve out trunnion pin, 265794-17.

The stroking control, drawing 265782, is disassembled as fol-
lows:-

Remove in order cylinders, 265814-8 and 265814-12,
cover, 265817- 38, nut, 265813-43 and sleeve, 265816--40
wi th associated parts. Remove lock nut, 265800-32
and ball bearing, 265800-32. Use puller, 265851-6.

Remove arm, 265813-4, by use of jack screws in holes
provided, at the same time removing main housing,
265811-1. Remove nut, 265853-7 and pin, 265851-5,
which will allow blocks, 265812-3, to drop out. Mark
blocks at this time in a manner which will make it
possible to put them back in their original position.

Again refer to 265780. Remove bearing
265802-72. The tilting box, 265799-20, may
removed. Holes are provided for driving
races out by the use of, a pin punch.

cover,
now be
bearing

The make-up pump assembly, 265783, may be removed
from valve plate and the coupling will slide off
the shaft. Make-up pump is disassembled by removing
nuts, 265818-21, and studs, 265819-16. Care should
be taken not to destroy gaskets, 265818-10, and to
mark them in a manner which will make it possible to
put them back in their original position. The shafts
may be pressed out of the gears. The remainder of
disassembly needs no explanation.

The valve plate, drawing 265781 may be disassembled
wi thout any danger of removing parts in the wrong
order. All valve plungers have a 1/4 inch - 20 thread
tapped hole in the end of the valve to permit the
inserting of a long screw.

The bearings on the cylinder end of drive shaft,
265853-40, may be removed by using bearing puller,
265851-6.

50. D i sass emb l y of the B- e nd. - Refer to drawing 265785.
with the system drained, pipes disconnected and with the unit
unflanged from the rammer casing and sprocket, remove parts in
the following order:-

Seal cover, 265828-47
Mounting flange, 265828-37
Oil seal assembly, 2658;28-42 to 46, etc.
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Stud nuts, 265830-26
Valve plate assembly, 265786, with,
~tuds, 265830-57
Housing, 265824-54
Cylinder, 265830-53
Keys, 265829-52
Cylinder barrel spring, 265829-51
Spring ring, 265829-50
Nut, 265820-17 (wrench, 265851-2)
Nut, 265820-5
Connecting rod bearing, 265820-4
Connecting rod, 265820-3.

The main shaft and attached parts may be removed by
applying pressure on large end of drive shaft,
265822-7, pressing shaft out of inside race of ball
bearing, 265853-31. It will be necessary to rotate
socket ring, 265826-15, continuously while pressing
the shaft out of the bearing to keep from damaging
the radial thrust bearing made up of principal parts
265844-23, 265844-20 and 265844-21.
The universal ,joint may then be disassembled by driv-
ing out taper pins 12-Z-49-105 and rotating bearing
block 265832-12 through 90 degrees. The universal
joint assembly may then be removed from socket rLng
265826-15. The joint is further disassembled by
driving out, in order, pin 265823-11 and pin 265'823-10.
The small ball bearing on the end of the drive shaft,
265853-55, may be removed by using puller 265851-5.
The B-end valve plate may be disassembled without
danger of damaging any parts. The procedureisevi-
dent from the drawing, attention being called to the
fact that safety plungers 265836-32, will be thrown
out of their holes by the action of springs 265841-33

.when ring gear 265836-41 is removed from hub 265836-34.
The safety plungers may be caught by wrapping a strong
wiping cloth around the entire assembly when remov-
ing the ring gear. The plungers are interchangeable
and do not have to be replaced in their original
positions.

51. Assembly of the A-end. - The A-end should be assem-
bled in reverse order from that previously described for dis-
assembly, care being taken that all gaskets are replaced in
good condition, all nuts and screws pulled up tight and all
locking devices locked. The parts of the entire unit at all
times must be kept perfectly free from all foreign matter.
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All bearings, piston bores, valve faces, etc. should be cover-
ed with a film of oil immediately before assembly so lubrica-
tion will be provided the instant unit is started.

The stroking control will require the following ad-
justments after entire unit has been assembled, fill-
ed with oil and purged of all air. (See fig. 26.)

Lock nut, 265813-43, should be loosened, eccentric
sleeve, 265816-40, should be rota ted to a pain t where
it will hold the tilting box on neutral, the point
where no creepage of the B-end will occur; lock nut,
265813-43, should then be locked. Adjusting screw,
265853-101, should then be adjusted when the tilting
box is on neutral so as to have from .00211 to .0101!
clearance below the interlock switch plunger.

52. Assembly of the B-end. - The B-end parts should be
assembled in the reverse order from that previously described
for disassembly, care being taken that all gaskets are replaced
in good condition, all nuts and screws pulled up tight and all
locking devices locked. The parts of the entire unit being
kept free from foreign matter. All bearings, piston bores,
valve faces, etc., should be covered with a film of oil immedi-
ately before assembly so lubrication will be provided the in-
stant unit is started.

The over-run safety clutch, 265836-34, is drilled to
make possible the holding of safety plunger springs,
265841-33, compressed during assembly by inserting
3/1611 diameter steel pins into the holes and on top
of spring. These pins should be removed after ring
gear, 265836-41, is in place.

It will be necessary to time the B-end shaft relative
to the rammer sprocket as described in paragraph 41.
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